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At Eens Poets’ Corner in Montreal
the house specialty ranges from smoked-meat
sandv~lches to Louis Dudek’s zucchini
ow woum You like to have your
picture in Bens Poets’ ComeR”
said Louis Dudek, chuckling ai
the ocher end of the telephone.
“Look, man, the plaa is as welll:nown as Westminster Abbey,

show people enter and exit with their
makeup still on.
His most loving dotes
concern his
father. Benjamin Kravk the odgbml
Midas of meat, who had fled From
czarist Lithuania with’s bullet in his leg.
He began selling his hickory-smoked
sandwiches ln 1908 From Ihe bask of his
house at Duluth and St. Lawrence. Soon
everyone was askll For that “smoked
meat ” and tbe name stuck.
D&ing the Depression, Ben Kravitz
covertly handed out little bags of Food
before dawn to the grey doud of hoboes
who assembled behind his ddicaww”.
(He was too timid to inform his so” why
the account books weren’t balancing.)
In the politically lurbulenr 1960s a Front
window was smashed during a riot
(nothing but some cigarettes was stolen),
and the apostrophe in Ben’s was
srvallowed up by Bii 101, Quebec’s
possessive French-language law. And
once a juicy package of kosher meat was
flow” via Air France to an Israeli soldier
in what has to be the Farthest lake-our
order in history.
Stories. stories. . . . OF Red Sk&on
stumbling in drunk one nlghr following
a show at Low’s and repeaiedly losing
his doughnor in his coffee; of Jimmy
Durante announcing his wedding at age,
70 to the press in yonder corner: of
Bobby Hull “drinkine his steak with a
straw” (ir was pureed ~peci& through a
blender after John Fereuson bmke his
Jaw during the &nley &up playoffs); of
Liberace mincing in to doublecheck
whether his two photos (one in colour)
were still on Lhewall.
Now, if you happen 10 bump into the
north wall. a gold-lettered plaque with a
plume and ink-bottle will welcome you
10 Le Coin des Pobleo/Poets’ Comer.
Here they are, signed and Framed, the
starving and the stuffed: Claude Beausoleil, Manuel Betanzos-Sanms, Nicole
Bmssard, Paul Chamberland (Leonard
Cohen ls coming, but omnipresent anyway), Antonio D’Alfonso, Louis
Dudek, Ron Bverso”, Endue Farkas,
Lucien Francoeur. Ralph Gust&o”,
A.M. Klein, Tom Ko”yves, Irving
Layron, Seymour Mayne, Gasto”
Mimn, Ken Norris. P.K. Page, F.R.
Scott, Sylvie Sicotte, Fred Ward, Phyllis
Webb. Also Raymond Filip.

P

and our poetsare still alive!”
I dismissed the idea as drblc,
since Dudek is the most private of
persons. Why vx.uld tbii self-

i

effacing ma” want a” 8”xlO”
glossy of himodf hvlging in a deli
bLjidr showbiz tat% and Tarruffes?
There already was a Canadian poets’
cornrr on the cvnpus of the University
of Hew Bnmswlck. dedicated to ihe
dead cousins Bliss Carman and Sir
Chorla G.D. Roberts, along with Francis Sherman. Besides, the notion of
prurving a “comer” For poets, like
some endangered species, sounded
diaarreful, a punishment. What! You’re
a pocrl Go to your comer and recite
“P.imc of the Ancient hfatiner” undo
you torn into a pumpki”l
Months later, over tea and cookies in
hti Westmount hideaway, Dudek took
out a snapshot of himself. The photo
:.hov:ed the unpredictable professor
holding a hug zucchini (grown in his
country garden at Ways Mills) bewee”
hi- legs. He was amdoos 10 get it up at
Bcns.
“Hmmm, I see.” I agre$ (0 join his
compiracy.
Bens, you see. is different From other
Montreal restaurants. Unlike the mercanrile smiles you meet at Murray% or
the McDonald golden calf, or the junlty
chiclms at Village do Poulet, at Bens
you ca” sit down with the management
a”d discuss civilized topics such as
poetry. Co-owner Al Kravitz, who
coined the adjective “Bentastic,” is a”
cxy-going kibbitaer who can be sesn
charring wiih a beautiful winner in Ihe
Naiional Film Board’s Ladies and
Gai?demercLewwrd Cohen. which was
shot on Lhespot. Kravitz !vaxs eloquenl
about his s&oobnate hvi”g Layton, and
apcd:s vzmnly of Hugh MacLeonan,
onorhcr Eens habitue. He likens
MacLuma” to the Mth+“~ory French
author Nostradamus For his ability to
“prophesy the Future.” He remembers
““other literary figure. A.M. Klein, sittin:. at a table until 2 a.m. watching the
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A collision of worlds. Or is it? Poets
are also hungry egos to Feed. The purists
mht argue that only poetaslers would
stoop so low as to advertise themselves
in Fmnr of barbarians munching on
Bensburgers. But I’m sue “one of the
poets represented Feels he has sold his
soul For an inch of be” bon smoked meat
piled between slices of rye bread.
The smoked-meat masterfeeders catu
to more tba” two million customers a
year. (“We’ve “ever chsnged,” rays Al
Kraviu. “Everything is simple, easy to
and everybody
knows
clean,
everybody.“) But them is something
more to Bens than the merger of
capitalism, culture, and the art of cooking. Something more in the air than the
aroma of pastrami and coffee;
something beyond the neat rows of jars
containing sweet red peppers in boiled
honey, homemade pickles seasoned in
brine; sealed briskets in their display
case; old-fashioned soda-fountain signs
as big as playbills Featuring sundaes and
strawberry cheese cake; tbe cashier in
her glassed-in box offi the “Lucky
Wall of Fame” crowded whh serious
and Facedow Faces, names beside nonames, Gino Vannelll beside Alvam
Costenno. At least here is one comer
where living poets can p”t up their Feel
and nol Feel like ldtovers. -RAY F,LLP

I WAS INSPIREDby Rufus Moffat in
Eleanor Estes’s series of ddldren’s
books, who thought that “reading
looked easy. It was jusr flipping pages.”
IF he could get bis own library card, so
could !. I practised compressing Sherie
Posuorski into library-card line space
(my signature still resembles a hamster’s
cardiograq& and dashed over to the
neigbbourhood library. I dreamed of a
library with neoclassical pillars.
monumental dock, massive staircases,
and mahogany woodwork but, a child of
Lhesuburbs, Faceda bookmobile parked
in a shopping plaza.
I became a human bookmobile, never
remaining in any library longer than it
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took me to grab more books than any
one person could read ln a threeweek
loan period. I read about places like the
New York Public Librmy and the British
Reading Room, where people actually
remained to read. But the series of uacongenial concrete and glass-box
libraries plopped outside arenas and
Esso stations that I encountered had all
the charm of bus depots. Maw suburban libraries designed in the thenpopular Bauhaus utilitarian style
betrayed no clue to their identity.
Interiors wre decorated with the finesse
of a school auditorium, using the ubiquitous blond wood. glaring fluorewvnt
llchts. tile floors. and cafeterla-sia
rzadiy tables.
In thewv. university research libraries
provide a -soothing euvironment for
hours of rarefied study. Not in my experlence. Entering the University of
Toronto’s Robarts Library (nicknamed
the book-mausoleum for its resemblance
to a I‘l-storey concrete gravestone.). I
always felt like sumeuue had just placed
a plastic bag over my head. A COM~OII
sight vgs of passed-out students
rprav:led over white plastic furniture.
To avoid libraries, I decided to build
my uv,u. When a friend asked for a
towel. and I opened my closet to hand
him TlreMalkg
4/ the English W’~ddt~g
~tass instead (having run out uf buuk-

-_-._

case space, I used my llnen doset),

and sit auietb listening to a reading.
1 sol&dy~walked up the stair& to
the adult book section. It was dominated
by a series of alcoves and nooks and
crannies where people sat reading. The
librarian told me that the building was
designed by Phillip Carter and won him
a Governor General’s Medal for architecture in 1981.
Phillip Carter’s office is on the fourth
floor of a former slipper factory in
downtown Tomnto. Carter, 45, a tall.
dapper version of Tom Wolfe, hss
specialized in library architecture for
wee a decade. and has been awarded
several Canadian Architect Awards of
Excellence. He is known as a practitioner of post-modern architecture.
(Post-modern architecture is a reaction
against theaustereglass-boxarchitecture
of the Bauhaus style. It is characterized
by the imaginative mix-and-match use of
historicd architectural details.)
The exterior of the Markham Community Library evokes, in a modem
fashion, the Victorian, small-town
flavour of Markham. Because the
library is situated on the Iown’s cummon, Carter designed it to catalyze the
devdopmeut of the site as a focal point
for mmmunity life. To avoid making it
resemble another anonymous public
building, Carter used architectural
imagery, like the monumental cluck, to

I
knew it was time to return to libraries.
But where.7
Driving through Markham, on Ontario’s Highway 7, visually satiated by
the worst aspects of urban sprawl, miles
of Dairy Queens aud gas stations, I was
startled to see the library of my dreams.

parked the car, and stood entranced
and delighted in front of the Markham
Community Library. a three-stow
brick building with an oversired roof,
M-foot diameter glass dock, series of
gable aud bay windows. fronted by a
reflecting pool, bandshell, cenotaph,
and pink-blossomed trees that matched
the pink eavestroughs.
It beckoned me inside. The interior
was serenely romantic with msecoloured walls, vaulted celling%arr-deco
checkerbuard floor, cqrving ebony circulation desk, and a spect&.ular central
marble staircase. I wandered around.
watching children in their section play in
a sandbox, hang off man-shaped chairs.

I
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THE LXFE OF HOPE by FW Quanington

Quarrington’s last novel, HOME GAME was named one of the
year’s ten best books by lie l&on?oSrarand CBC’s “Morningside.”
His latest features the village ofHope, populated variously by a
talking two-hundred-year-old tish and an over-sexed
evangelist. $19.95
THESUSF’ECCbyLR
Wi@ht
L.R. Wright is the award-winning author of NEIGHBORS, and
more recently THE FAS0lUTE. In he.1latest novel she brings her
aoclaimedliterarytalentstothegenie~themystery;
setina
retirement village on B.C.%Sunsbe Coast. $19.95
MATINEFlIDOLbyRononBase
“Fast, sexy and glamorous,” says The lbr~nro Srar. Ron Base is
known as a film critic, screenwriter, and television host. He has
now written this novel that exposes * world ha knows wzll - the
fdm industry, peopled by those who ofkenpretend to be who they
arenot. $1995
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indicate that this was indeed a library.
“I canted the library to make people
curious, invite them in, and to lndlcale
rh.! it is fun to be in a library. One
rould hop< rhar you couldn’t go past
rhis buildiw, and see the oversized roof,
the big clock, the eyebrows, the colour,
eithom a chuckle at rhe building’s personelhy.”
As for the interior, Carter’s design
principle v:as to create an environmem
comforrable and eonduclve to reading in
the library. “People like LO read in
funny situalions, Like alcoves, rather
rbsn the table and chairs provided by
morr libraries. The alcoves are places

where I like to read; it fultils the fantasy
of having a home with turrets and an a&
tic where you can tuck yourself away to
read. I’m definitely a romantic, and it is
a wry romantic building.”
“Every day as I approach the library,
I find myself grinning as I walk in,” says
head librarian Eleanor Gilbert. “It’s a
good library for people who like books
and libraries because there’s lots of
nooks and crannies you can hide yourself in to read.” Not only do a lot more
people come to stay and read in the
library but rhe library end its grounds
have become the place to have wedding
pictures taken (one couple even got mar-

The decline in the quality of literature may be
irreversible, because there aren’t enough discriminating
readers to make careful writing profitable

.I DIDPITEVENwince the other day
when r TV news reporter informed me that “a police guard
was posted so as not to disturb the
evidence.”
!
Somwhere in the dank dungeons of my mind, a tiny slave
weming a headset translawd the
line for me, and.we moved on to
rhe next item. But, for some
reason. the original version stayed
on fo haunt me. Suppose the
rranslator had been on a coffee break. I
8”crs I would hove thought the reporter
us suggesting that it was clever of the
p@liceto avoid posting the guard in a
manner tha.rwould disturb the evidence.
(II is not gerrmaneLo this column, bur I
r!so v:ondwed why Ihe reporter thought
if WI we” rorlh mentioning that police
investigating a murder did nol v&h ihe
&deuce to be disturbed.)
This was a minor gaffe. Probably
there vwe a dozen like it in the same
ncwcast. They are so common that
those few of us who are even aware of
them tend to shrug them off. Certainly
sornc slips me inwitable in rhat medium,
since the reporter in some circumstances
is under prerwe and there is no opportunity for a copy editor to make correelions. But there ought to be a lot of
wrist-slapping going on behind the
scenes. and 1 doubt that there is any at
all.
It is wor(~cwhen these things happen
in nwspapers. worse still when they
happen in magazines, worse even than
t/w v:hen they happen in books. And
rhea they happen in textbooks. . . . But
q

z

ried at the library “Lest you think
everything is perf k t,” she says in a
mock whisper, “thiS library has become
the perfect apartment home for
pigeons.”
I browse the shelves, and choose
Grace Paky’s Enormous Changes (II the
Last Minule. I find an alcove with a
rocking chair and begin to read. In
Paley’s story “Wants,” the narrator
reIurns two Edith Wharton novels io a
library, 18 years overdue. as she resolves
to be “the woman who bringr these two
books beck in two weeks.”

rapidly
- SHERIEPo8~cJRSKI

No one could resist reaming

to this library.

_

they do. And it bothers me not so much
because so few people care but because
so few are even aware. Bad wiling is the
For the last wuplo of weeks, I have
been readii myself to slem with a fat
paperback spy thriller &ed Last
Message to Berlin, by Philippe van
Rjndt. I like spy thrillers, espedaUy for
this purpose, and Lhisls a good, intricate
parn. But it is taking me forever to get
through it. I know nothing of the
author, save that this is not his first
money-malting venture in this genre.
You can’t teU anything from a name
nowadays, but I suspect that Engliih is
not his first language. If I am wrong,
then he is simply an atrocious writer. He
is given to stylistic pretensions, but his
diction ls imprecise and his handling of
idiom insecure.
For example, he refers to a RollsRoyce with a wvelve-foot-square
trunk.” A careful writer. schooled in
EngUsh mtght make such a slip. But it is
improbable. And there are similar lapses
strewn about on virtually every one of
the 533 twenty-eight-square-inch pages,
although few evoke such a bizarre
image.
Novels of this sort are supposed to he

uninlentional mysrerles about this one.
There ls an immediate one in almost
every paragraph: just what was the
author thinking when he chose that
word or phrase? It simply doesn’t seem
quite right ln the coruext. This, of
course, is spoiling the book for me as
entertainment; it is now merely an interesting mental exercise.
The lmger mystery (easily solved) is
why the publisher of a property with so
much going for it would not make the
effort to have the manuscript properly
edited. The answer, of course, is that the
publisher (if he ls even aware that there
is a problem wllh the language) knows
that suchthings don? matter at the cash
register. Many publishers (and not only
book publishers) are like that.
The sad fact ls that there are not
enough dircrhninating readers left to
create a climate in which careful wiling
ls profitable. I am directed to this melancholy conclusion by reflection on the
fact thar this is the fifth anolversary of
thii department. It is beginning to dawn
on me that I am not chaoging the world.
Have things worsened in those five
y-7
I think so, but that’s purely
subjective. Certainly they have not improved. The print medium may be marlbund, and the decline in the quality of
literahwe may be Irreversible. but I stUI
Liketo thiik there is hope for improve
ment in the quality of verbal cornmunlcatlon, though I can find no
evidence that it is any closer to hand
than ir was in 1980.
bumper-sticker
Perhaps
a
campaign. . . . Oh, we& I guess hot. q
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When the War Measures Act was declared, 15 years ago thls month,
some of English Quebec’s foremost writers met at a party. The divisions
among them epitomized the dismay that the FLQ crlsls provoked

OOVERN~NT
of Canada invoked fhe War Measures Act at 4
am. on Friday, October 16, 1970.
According to the government, a
state of “apprehended insurrection” exisbzdin Quebec. As Brian
Moore observed in The Revolution §cr@, -the most repressive
wartime powers ever invoked in a
democracy !vere now lhe peseb
time law of Canada.”
At 3 o’cIock that aftemoon, the
dignitaries of Bishop’s University in the
little tovm of Lermoxville. 150 kilomelnr easl of Montreal. gatheml for a
mnvocation. Si
its founding in 1843
by Bishop George Moonlain and the
Fa. Lucius DooliltIe, Bishop’s, a minor
symbol of the English dominarion of
Quebec, had mu&t to preserve the
HE

liberal arts traditions of Oxford and Cambridge. The students
who strolled below the ivy-covered walls of its red-brick quadrangle were, until 1970, enjoined to WCBT
academicgowns. On
that damp fall day the university’s Centennial The&e was
packed with faculty and students for lhc installation of a new
principal, Dr. Dennis Ii&
and the presentation of five
honorary docrorarcs.
Under the War Measures Act, a person who communicated
any statement from the Front de LibCration do Qu&ec wa
liable 10 spend up to five years in prison. Anyone who
attended a meeting of the FLQ or spoke publicly in its support
would
unless he could prove other.
. be considered
..
__ a member
..
suspected of mere association with FLQ members; that person
could be held in jail for up to three weeks without any charge
being laid,and then for a further 90 days before a trial date
was set. To advocate the aims of the FLQ “pw was B crime.
ne authorities at Bishop’s had considered postponing
their
convocation in light of the crisis. They feared tit a bomb
threat might disrupt the proceedings. After all, in January
Raymond Lemieux, the leader of Quebec’s &we pour
I’ht6gmtion Scohire, had accused Bishop’s students of being
“extremely racist” and had called the university “10 times
worse than McGill.” It was, in lS70-71, offeringagrmd total
of three courses on the histow.
_._oolitics.. litnature. socioloex
--_
economics,
and art of Quebec.
Yet demite the kidnaooiwzs of British trade commissioner
James C&s and Queb&-I&or minister Pierre Laporte aod
the prermce of the army on the sweets of Quebec, the convocation ceremony went ahead in all its pomp and &cumstance. For a while, the elegant oratioos provided s refuge
from political terror. Only at the aad of his spwb did the
chancellor, Bri&dia-GeneraI John H. Price, OBE, allude to
the crisis: “1 only voice the feeling of all present here today in
swiaz I hope most deeply and sinced~ that a way will be
found out df this dilemt%which will support strongly the rule
of law without which our modem civXization is without meanin&” Who al Bishop’s would question Ihe rule of law?
Bur when the chancellor had regained hi seat, the af~emooa
took ao extraordinary tom. The next item on the program was
listed as fhe “Reading of a poem by Paul Chamberland.” And
as most of the audieoce and the goveming body looked oo
with bemusement, a slight, scruffy-looking man. strolled
onstage in s denbo vest and cords. twirling a leather bag; his
unkempt, red-blond hair drooped over his shoulders. The mao
reached into the bag, pulled out three sheets df typed paper,
and in a slow, clear voice began to read hi “‘L%cIamtion
Politique “z “‘A?d&&rCque jesuir, du FLQ. “A hush fell over
the fheatrc. Confusion turned to horror. “J’cppartiens mu
Fmnt de Libdmtion du Qn&ec.”
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of an
tionay movement that is bent on destmyiog the very basis of
our freedom,” some of the foremost writers of EogIish
Quebec met in the village of North Hatley, a fav miles south- i
on national TV

“the cancer

of Lcnnowilk. The occasion for the party was a visit by
It~ing La:.?on, a lifelong Montrealer who had recently moved
to Toronto, v:ho had returned to the province to collect an
honorary degree from Bishop’s: Layton’s host was Ralph
Gu:tafson. a Bishop’s professor and a distinguished poet inhls
own right. The 40 or so guests who crowded into Ralph and
Betty Gustafson% white-painted house overlooking Lake
hlznracippi included a host of writers: Doug Jones, John
Glorsco. Ron Sutherland, Sheila Fiochman, Seymour Mayne,
and others. Among the professors, students, and assorted
WI

<now by his pen-name Philip Deane. was thin s&g as the
university’s dean of arts. There too, like a dolphin out of
wtwl. v.w Paul Chamberland.
In his poem “Wednesday at North H&Icy,” Gustafson lovin& wolxd a village where ‘*a gentleness obtains.” Founded
after the U.S. Civil War, North Ha&y used to servo b a resort
for rich Americans; the chaotic graciousness of its architecture
reflects this oripin. 1Qhen Hugh MacLennan bought a cottage
there in the 194Os,tbe summers teemed with American editors
and pmfcrsors. MacLennan described North Hatley in his
cr:1; “Ewyone Itinows the Rules” as “a place where everyone loves ewyone else.%% play tennis and sail together and
sit on verandas and are wise about the affairs of the world.”
By 1970. the rules were slowly changing. Gradually the
mbworv Americans had been rwlaced bv EmzlishCanadians.
d&n to the vzooded, rolling hiils of th; Eastern Tmvnshi~
and to a village v&h self-conscious charm. Every summer its
population of 600 would triple, swelled not only by writers and
tcxhers but also by wealthy executives. There were even a few
pioneeting Fmncophones, notably the poet and publisher
G&dd Godin who, along with the singer Pauline Juliea,
or:ncd a hilltop farm above the straggling community.
In general. horew, North Ha&y - Like Lennoxville rx still an enclave of the English-speaking intelllltsla.
Gust&on. loner, and Sutherland lived ORthe same street, not
far from the summer homes of Maclennan and F.R. Scott.
But elsewhere in the Townships, the English language was in
retreat: It had already become haid for a child to erow UDin
the nearby city of Sh-erbrooke, as Clusmfson had iona h;lf a
c~ntmy before. speaking little French. On the night of October
16. vzhllethe ctiters and professors gathered in North Hatley,
two Molotov cocktails bounced off the walls of Sherbmoke’s
armourles. A cell of the FLQ claimed responsibility.
Soldiers rem patrolling the bus station that morning when
Paul Cbamb~rland arrived fmm Montreal. The new administration at Bishop’s, la the persons of Denals Healy and Philip
Diane, hoped to create lines of communication betwean the
univwsity and French Quebec - a desire that had led them to
asl: Clmmberland to read at the convocation. Chamberland
w: 31 years old. A former seminary student. he had made his
marl: in the early 1960s as the most eloquent poet among the
young wltcirrrsofPartipris, a radical publishing house. At that
time he believed that Quebec deserved a violent revolution. In
hi-, long poem L’q&heur
ht.&e (“The poster-hanger
&creams”)Chamberland had w&en:
1:‘:rit/plpErxtrmethe bitter del&ht of denth . . .
‘a Immli~gthe femctty of our roou
19 ‘r2delinquent rz’rs crtmind
I:*.+~IibsratGd/mm our laws
He also addressed .Quebeckers in the words: “0 people intact bcileath the En&b emsore,” For hii book Terre Qut!bec
CISS!] Chamberland had won a 81,000 prize sponsored by the
I:V

provincial gowmment - an award that annoyed the culture
miniztcr at the time, Pierre Laporte. To Chamberland and bls
colle~pues at Part1 pris, Canada signilied mental impoverishmmt, c?en spiritual death,
Em after 1959his way of life underwent a transformation.
Chambnland moved away from political commitment to a

quasi-mystical melling in Low “sexual energy i5 human
dynamite. . . . Man Is an intense animal who wants to make
love without reserve.” Though few people malired it yet
(Chamberland w ma&d with a daughter) his own sexual
energy was by 1570 concentrated on boys. In the sprawling
energy of hls witlng, as well as his wirmgness to celebrate
himself, he had become a kind of Qu&6co~ Walt Whitman.
The ‘~Lh&tumt/onpo/itique”that Chamberland delivered at
Bishop’s was an attempt to make his new position clear. He
had spent the previous night typlag and revising it, oblivious ta
the soldiers and the mass arrests. A total of 465 people were
detained under the act, more than half of them on the first
day; only two would ultimately be convicted of membership in
the FLQ. Several writers ware thrown in jail: Michel Oameau,
G&ald God$ t3a6ran D&e, and Gaston Minx, one of the
tinest poets m Canada. Even the government’s supporters
would admit that the anwts wem..in large measunz, arbitary.
Bat although Chamberland had once dedicated a poem to
“OUTcomrades of the FLQ,” no policeman had knocked on
his door.
When he stepped off the Voyaeeur bus into a chilly, nenous
Sherbrooke, he was unaware that tha War Measures Act had
oven beep imposed. That morning he had heard no radii
broadcasts and bought no papers. Monique Grandmaagln, a
Bishop’s lecturer in Freoch. mat Chamberland at the station
and told hi the news. He merely laughed and said, “Wait till
you seewhat 1’~s writtenI”
Hls speech - or long prose poem - made nobody at
Biiop’s laugh. In response to the opening line. Irving Layton
blanched onstage; his wife Aviva, near the front of the
audience. felt an immediate panic that Chamberland’s dangllog shoulder-bag contained a bomb. Only later in his speech
did it become clear what Chamberland meant by the notorious
initials “FLQ.“: “Free Love, Quebec” (or “‘Faire L’antourau
Q&be”). The members of his audience who could not understand French may never have real&d that his address was
lyrical. idea&tie, and darkly ecological: “The final battle is
approaching, because the eatlb is in danger. The earth, like a
giant organism, may be on the point of death.” Chamberland
was a single “cdl” in his own, self-made “front” - for the
se&l and imaginative liberation of Quebec.
It was the era of flower-power. In Toronto the police had.
just won the right to wear sideburns and waxed moustaches; in
Vancouver a hundred young transients were occupying the student union building at the University of British Columbia. In
Lemtoxvllle, Paul Chamberland announced: “I belong to the
Woodstock people. I belong to tha Qu&co& tribe, which will
be one of the stars in the Sag of the New America.” Fortunataly, he refrained from tossing into the aodlence the tioy
paper flowers in his bag; had he done so, saveml heart attacks
might have ansued. At the end of his address, Chamberland ’
broke into English: “‘ALLACIA~NST
~“a WAWS . . w6 SHOULD
BETO-R:

He walked offstage, and the tension broke. The ceremony
resumed its expected course. Presenting Irving Layton for a
doctorate - his first from any Canadian university - Ralph
Gustafson claimed, “he is a valuable national asset. . . . He
disturbs us with the truth.” Clutafson also read a poem of his
own: “Fantasia on Four Deaths,” a plea for gentleoar and
non-vloleace. Like so many of his poems. “Fantasia” fmlshed
up la North Ha&y,
. . . whwslife
Renews its&? this lake,
TkS twritmy @ven and k&y.
Claim& by song. . . .
A song ended the. convocation: “God Save the Queen.”
ITWASFOLLOWED

byareceptioninanadjacent
hall. Chamberland was still the furtive cantm of attention. While a gaggle of
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vxli-v&hers surrounded the official party, most people kept
wll away fmm the apostle of Love. In another context,
Chambezland might have seemed in~cently “poetic”; that
afternoon, many saw hlm as a revolutionary trespassing on
hallowed ground. As he wanderedalone through a quiet hall, a
moat of spaa went with him. Who could tell what he might do
next?
A few people spoke to him, of course. One of them, a
philomphy professor named Bill Shearson, explained to
Chamberland the peculiar reactions that his presence caused.
When he learned of thefear that his shoulder-bag might cmceal il bomb rather than jut a toothbrush, a manuscript, and

Layton, who wu holding court about love and Literature fmm
the comfort of an orange chsir; a few young people squatted at
his feet. Whh a subdued eacltement, Gustafson told Layton
that the prime minister was about to address the nation.
Would he care to listen? Together the two men moved into the
congested shzdy, and observed the fllckerlng black-and-white
images of the most important speech Pierre Trudeau had ever
made.
Person who Make viaknca ate m&g d&be&e& ihe
levelqfhate in Canada. They do sa at a time wken the caatmy
mast eliminate hate. . . . Thisgovaramantb not actbig out 01
few. It ir acting to pnvant fearfrom spreadiirrg.It h acting to
maintain the nde qf law without whichfreedomisimpassible.
Gustafsonagreed.Politically, he thought the War Measures

another context, Chamberland might
have seemed innocently ‘boetic’; that
afternoon, many saw him as a
revolutionary trespassing on hallowed
ground. When he learned of the fear that
his shoulder-bag might conceal a bomb
rather than just a toothbrush and
some paper flowers, he was stupefied

Act was necessary; aesthetically, he admired the style and the
elegant delivery of Trudeau’s speech. He found in the prime
minister’s cool assertions more true poetry than in the @ical
effusions of Chamberland’s *Dcelrrmtion politique,” which
he took &1a kind of insult. Like other men in the older generatlcm of Rnglish-language wlters from Quebec (Glassw,
IvfacLennan, Lo& Dudek. Frank Swtt) Gustafson believed
that strong action was required to deal with the FLQ; to him
the October kllnappings were only the newest pmof of its evil.
In the previous swan years, some 250 bombs had exploded in
greater Montreal alone. Gustafson was haunted by memorla
of the bombers’ maimed or murdered victims.
Layton, meanwhile, found himself in a somewhat ironic
pmitlon. A party to ce.leL+e his doctorate threatened to turn
into a series of anxious political discussion-groups. As alvw.
he felt profoundly out of place in Lennoxvllle and North
Haticy- a Jew from the wrong side of the tracks, strayed into
a community OFWasp privlkge. Layton had llwd as a young
man with a French-Canadian family, and he had a certain sympathy for Quebec nationalism, but the FLQ outraged him. He
suspected a malignant connection with the Palestine Libcration Organization and the Red Brigade, and he applauded the
vigcw with which Trudeau had acted. The FLQ seemed to him
like a festering boll on the body politic of Canada. At last, the
government had chosen to lance it.
Back in Toronto he would write a leiter to the Globe and
Mail condemning “the many bondess intellecluals. . . posturing in front of the cracked mirrors of their lm@lnatlon; their
self-congratulatory bows are to a ghostly audience made up
entirely of febrile souls like themselves.” He saw such intelleo
tuals - and they were common at the Gustafson’s party - ae
prisonas of a dangerous lttnoeence about the true nature of
terrorism.

In

some ~aoer flowas. Chamberland was stuoefied.
BY
_
_ then he
was

&-exh*usted:

But that evenina he smnt several hours at Betty and Raloh
Gustafsori’s

ho& in kwih

Halley. It was

‘a-c&l nlgit,

presaging vdnta; the afternoon’s clouds had drifted off. and
the stars were almost bright enough to be mirrored ln the still
lake. Nobody lingered on the porch or in the stonewalled
garden; nobody wandered downhill to contemplate the shore.
For maay residents of the village, the political violence seemed
remote. Yet Hugh MacLennan and his wife had mtumed to
Montreal. feelingsaferin the city than in North Hatley. A
handful of people, meamvhlle, had been detained under the
War Measurce Act in Sherbrooke. At I’Universlti de Sherbrooke, the pollee had removed some books about cubism
;yraa professor’s office.They suspected a connection with
G&son’s
tidy, immaculate, book-lined home is an apt
reflection of the paat’s character; even those acquaintanw
who disagree with hls beliefs, particularly hls enmity to Quebec
natlonaUsm, hold him in affectionate
esteem. A handsome
piano makes his livin&mom small for a crowd, and that night
the t_uests. convivial yet edgy, spilled into the study and the
dining-room. Some of them stayed most of the evening in the
smo!;y kitchen, which Betty Gustafsoa cheerfully called her
“galley.” On a couch in the Uting-mom, across fmm the huge
fueplace, Chamberlend chatted with John Ghtssco, the poet,
pornographer, aad one&me rural mallman who had tramlated some of hls work. But there were other men and women
who took care to avoid Chamberland.
While Gustafson roamed to and fro, dllpenslng drinks and
effortless goodvvlll, the gossip and hearsay flew. In their peasant blouses and Indian dresses, their velvet suits and
embroidered shirts, many of the younger guests were playing a
d&berate role. North Ha&y offered them the chance of an
idyll, free fmm the normal constrictions of small-tcwn life. In
the innocent terms of Jonl Mitchell’s song “Woodsr0ck,”
they cxv themselves as stardust; as golden; as seaxhers for a
way back to the Garden. The Townships were an ideal land on
which to try to free their souls. But the War Measures Act and the challengh~ presence of Chamberland- forced them
to confront politics.
Shortly before 10 o’clock, Gustafson approachad IN@
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. . . it has beendemonstmtednow to as by afew misguidsd
persons just how f~ileIIdemacmtlc sacie@ can b.% if
democracy is not prepared to defend i&K . . . Those who
gain power tbmugh terror rule through
termr. The gavammeat b acting. tharqfare, topratactyaw life andyaur liberty.
The opponents of the War Messwes Act wondered if
Trudeau was himself imposing terror on the people of Quebec.

They found his language exagge&d, his arguments hollow.
Doug Jones and his wife at the thne, Shell Fisehman, v&ii
dismayed at the violence and the lurid rhetoric of theFLQ,
wereno less dismayed by the presence of the army and the
mass arrests. Like other yoanp, bilingual writers ln North
Hatley, such as Ron Sutherland and Brenda Fleet. Jones and
Flschman saw no evidence of an “apprehended lnsurrectlon”
- the sole justification, according to Canadian law, for imposing the act. That night, while they drank and agonized,
thell friend and nelghbour G4rald Godin was held for an hour,
in the company of five other men, in a transfer cell that
measured four feet square.
Throughout Quebec. ramours were rampant. Ron Sutberland wonied more about a savage Anglophone backlash than
about any danger fmm the FLQ. Privately, the authorltiee
were confident that the number of active PLQ members did
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Eeatb Fraser’s territory is that
“misty meadow between iiiusion and reality, benveen what
we see and think we see, what
we say and think we say.” Wliem French, Globe & Mail

With FLAME INTO BEING:
The Life and Work of D. H
Lawrence, Anthony
Burges!
celebrates the first centenary
of tbe birth of D. H. Lawrence!
September llth, 1985. CeIe
brate with him.

PURE GOLD1
‘Mrs. Turner
Cutting
the
Grass” is the winner of the
Gold National Magazine Award
for Fiction. Read it in her first
coiIection of short stories:
VARIOUS MIRACLES.

dotb $19.95

paper $9.95

paper $12.95
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“Shrewd, scandalous, compassionate
and breathtakingly
readable, EIspeth Cameron’s book on Layton sets a new
standard for culturaI biography in this country. Amazingly,
she has found a way to do justice to one of the most remarkable Canadian lives of the century.” - Robert Fmford,
Saturday Night
130th $28.95

vast &jo&%jecte%
the words of New
Drmocratlc Party leader Tommy Douglas, that the War
Measures Act represented “overkill on a gigantic scale . . . a
sledgehammer to crack a peanut.” (Doug Jones would echo
the metaphor: ‘%I elephant-gun to kill a mouse.“) Yet the
FLQ peanut would finally be destroyed not as a result of the
swcepiw powers of the War Measures Act but thanks to some
louS. hard, routine work by the police. The act was not
responsible for the discovery of James Crosses kidnappers or
the killers of Pierre Laporte.
It was responsible for restoring to millions of frightened
Canadians i confidence that th& government remained in
control. They may have seared intuitively a notlon that Fraok
Scott was later to put into forthright words: “There are no
civil liberties if you don’t maintain a democratically elected
government. There are none!”
But this principle cast the liberty of hundreds of innocent
Quebeckers. The arrest of so many writers, professors, journalists, students, and union officials raised the question of
whether the authorltles could even distinguish between a
separatist and a terrorist. As a precaution, Jean Grandmangln
urged his wife Monique flater to marry Doug Jones) to destroy
her Partl Quib&ois membership card.
That evening In North Hat& the opponents of the act felt
baffled and shaken. For oolitieal. personal, or wee aesthetic
reasons, some had welco&d the.&ction t6 power of a wellread French-Canadian intellectual: now the admiration turned
to anger. But out of respect for th; Gustafsons, out of sorrow
at the recent events, or simply out of fear, many of than kept
their true feelhlgs to themselves.
i%re ore wy few timesin the history of anycmmuywhen
assurance. The

aiipersons must take II stand on critical &SK&T.This ir one 4f
thosetimes. TM b one ofthoseissnes.
After Trudeau’s speech, the crisis ocearioncd a wave of

fresh commentary all over the house, but in a while the mood
of the party changed. Wine bottles wez uncorked. It was as if
politics had intruded too far into prIvale lives. Canadians are
not accustomed to twine violence. whether from terrorists or
from armed soldiers. Rag&x mu& burst from the piano, and
for once lo that troubled month, no one thirsted for the latest
news.
ONSATURDAY.
OCTOBER
17, Irving and Aviva Layton left the
Gustafsons’ home, where they had stayed the olght upstairs, to
return to Ontario. The long lake glittwed in the morning’s cool
SUL

That evening Pierre Laporte’s strangled body was found in
the trunlc of a Chevrolet east of Montreal. Soon after he heard
the new% Ralph Gustafson begao to compose an angry
political poem, “Gobade.” Believing that the FLQ had merely
put into action the extremist rhetoric of the 196Os,he blamed
certain intellectuals for fomenting terrorism in Quebec.
“Aubade” contains a sour referen- to Paul Chamberland:

Chamberland and Layton had met lo the course of a party
xvhere each of them felt alien, but they exchanged few words.
Their 1x1~of contact is a poignant irony. By 1970 Chamberland was becoming the prime exponent of sexual liberation in
gudbkois poetry; he would eveotoally publish a daring book
called Le Prince de Sexamour.Layton. for ids part, was proud
of lugging sex into the Presbywrlan corridors of En&hCanadian verse. As it happened, it was Chamberland who
wotc, “The liberation of my sexuality has been, till now, my
most powerful motor of evolution”; Layton could have made
the same claim. But that night, divided by politics and age and
languags. rhe two men saw little of each other. Hugh Ma&en-

nan’s vision of Canada as a pair of solitudes seemed more
appropriate than ever.
Chambexland spent the night next door, ln the cIe.gantwhite
home of Doug Jones and Sheila Fxhman. More than any
other writers in the r&on, perhaps even in the province, Jane
and Fischman were devoted to breaking down the two solltudes. In 1969 they and a pair of friends had founded the
bilingual magazine E/&se; in its first’ Isssoe, writing by
Layton, Chamberland, Gaston Mlmn. G&ald Godin, and
Frank Scott had appeared in both French and English. An
editorial claritied the journal’s purpose: “to generate a more
intimate commerce between the hV0 languages.”
Jones, like Scott, was a poet, translaIor. university professor,anda furrurC of the North Hatley scene. The evening
after the Gustafsons’ party, Ftschman and Jones ate dinner
with Frank and Marian Scott, who had travelled down from
MontreaI during the day. But the two p&s found themselves
in opposite camps. A friend of Godin, Jones was distressed.
that the government of Canada could intimidate and jail its
cltlzens on the grounds of mere association. A friend of Pierre
Trudeau (whom he had urged to run for the Liberal leadership), Scott WBSdistressed that a gang of terrorists could
expect to hold the government of Canada to ransom. He felt
the survival of the nation was at stake.. The meal was tense..
By then Paul Chamberland had left North H&y. At breakfast that morning, after some much-needed sleep. he had
talked with verve and passion. Wblle Fischman, a bleary-eyed
Jones, and their other house-gn*its. Cathy Mtie and Ron
Graham, listened over mugs of coffee, Chamberland lamented
the heavy-handed use of power in Quebec. He preferred, like
Jonl Mitchell, to dream of song and celebration, of bombers
turning into butterflicr above the spontaneous children of
God. But the crIsls grounded such dreams. As the morning
newreaders announced, 255 people had already been detained
throughout the province. L’Universiti: do Quibcz had closed
down; its rector claimed that the War Measures Act made free
expression impossible.
Before Chamberland returned to Montreal, he wanted to see
the country home of Gerald Godin - his frlmd, fellow poet,

and colleague in Puti pris. The crimson of fluttering leavui
and the dark grceo of conifers stood out that day in sharp
relief against the sky. As Chamberland walked with the four
Anglophoncs up past the HatIey Inn, away from the mild
village, an odour of moss and fallen leava pervaded the air.
The lake, rinsed with light, fell away to the south.
Godin’s farm wasshut. Normally at this time of year, he
and Pauline Julien would have come down to the Tovmshlps
to prepare the place for winter. A romour had spread through
North H&y that the police had paid the farm a tiit, but
nobody knew for sore. Now. on the tousled trees, the apples
were ripe for plcldw. On impulse, Chamberland plucked a
few of the juiciest-looking and stuffed them in his shoulderbag. It wan his only luggage. Not r&l&g that Godin and
Jollln were belog held incommunicado in separate prisons, he
hoped to prwnt them with their own apples.
The five men and women 6troIled down the hill. A biily
tranquil pastoral was ending: it was time for Chamberland to
go. Back along the narrow. winding hiihway through the
sleepy university town; back past the convent and the Hell’s
Aogels clubhouse to the bus slation in Sherbrooke. For all he
knew, the Montrealpolice might he waltlog to drive hll to jail.
But Chamberland would remain free.. Under the grey haze
of the city, he began to write a %Ianlfesto of the Free
Children of K&k”; it would soon appear in ElfiJxe, in a pair
of languages. The manifesto la an answer to the FLQ, and to
the Canadian government. It includes a statement of faith:
“Against the violence of weapons, money or the manipulation
of brains, I choose the coloors of love and the strategy of
Life.” 0

Though

eloquently

comprehensive

about accomplishmfrnts

at home, Hurtig’s new encyclopedia tends to
overlook Canada’s role outside the country’s borders

in Ottawa a few years ago, he began our
conversation with a bizarre icebreaker
- he gwc me an anecdotal history of
the small Ontario town I had told his

‘Bi:?Cxmdbn Encyclopedin, Hurtig.
3 volumes, 2,029 pages. $175.00 doth
(ISEiJ 0 a30 269 x).
“OES F!OT appear as au entry
In the ncv: Cmadim Enc.v&pedia. But
under “Can& and Australia” relations
bctvxen the two countries are examined,
and most general readers mill find some
surprises in this thorough account of our
bilawal economic and cultural &
chur:es. I lamed that “Calgary’s link
rith Ve~tem Australia is strong: over25
Cawdian-based oil companies have set
up joint ventures there.” and that
rcspnnsible government in Australia was
“a coustitutionai gain indebted to Canadien prcccdents.” I was also reminded
that CMP~J’S high commissioner to
AustmIia is Ed Schrcyer, tiho, if his old
habits hsvc held, will be one of this
encyclopedia’s most avid readers.
The former Manitoba premier and
govcmor gmeral will probably v,arm to
the- volumes. The entry on him
dc-mibes tlw provincial government he
Icd 23 “mod~auc, honest, mildly progrcxive,” which is how, with a
qualification or two, I would describe
the editorial tenor of this impressive
r~fcwncc v:ork. Schrcyer has a mind for
ditsil. as does Hurtig’s Encp+edia.
Y3en I interviewed him P Riieau Hall
MSTPALIA

speech, I still~bclkxc, taken fmm one of
the encyclopcdii he reportedly perused
for pleasure. Schrcycr and his ilk will cnthe town I once l&cd near, h&
no entry; nor does Gibbard’s. Canada’s
oldest operating furniture factory,
which stIU stands on Napmmc’s main
&reel_Even the best boo&of knowledge
must have rules of exclusion. BwrytKa
can never be collected in one pIa&. The scopeof these volumes is nonetheless gcnemus and wide. What they
miss in overIookcd or excluded detail.
they more than compensate for in conceptual range. There arc pmelmting
essays on a wide variety of cultural and
socIocconomlc subjects. The natural
sciences, history, and politics all appear
to be well covered. And thcrc are less
demanding entries that fti these hard
factual outlined of our national map
with dots of vivid colour. Among the
lighter piecea are the hundreds of &Ibiographies of distinguisbcd IndivIduaIs,
those who arc probably now makll or
who have already left a lastimz mark on

the societyaroundthem.
Encycl~pcdiasarc often thought to be

objective. but they never are. Every
book ha0 its bias. Perhaps the National
Library Is an objective repository of
knowledge, in the sense that it collects
copies of every book published in the
land, without exclusion. But cncydopedias, in spite of their broadly mcompass& erudition and measured view,
inevitably reflect the values of their
publishers and editors and, if the witcrs
arc glvcn any freedom at all, of their
writers too.
Hurtig’s team of editors lays a heavy
emphasis on what might be called looscly culture and communications. ScIcnce
is covered in some depth too. Thcie is,
as I mentioned, a mildly progressive
leaning in the three volumes. They
devote much space to discussions of
public polii, both within larger essays
and in entries on spcciflc policy issues.
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The academic writers (who make up the
majority of contributors) tend to be
among the less conscrvatIve in thdr
disciplines. Even those on the radical
left, howver, arc scmpulously balanced
and comprcbensive in elucidating the
varkms conflicting views that surround
their topics.
Political axc&ndinB is caainlv not a
flaw of the c&es i have reaa, but
writers do seemto havebeengivenB fixe
hand to impose a concluding jmlgcment

on their pieces in the last few lines, and it
is here that sometimes their bias shows.

Dependingon your political stripe, you
may bdicvc (as I do) that the editors

have made just the right compromise belwcen cvcn-handed arguments, which
tend to be colourless, and forUnight
opinion, which tenda to be spiriti or
you may feel these books are a libcml or
cvcu a socialistplot to subvert the minds
of a gcnemtion of students, itonkally
funded with a SlFinillIon grant from the
Alberta Tory government.
Another general comment that can bc
fairly made is that, particularly for entries having to do with the life of the
mind, the emphasis is on Canada’s more
recent past. The cultural landscape of
this country ha flowcrcd dramatically
since the 1950s. and the conuibutom
dutifully record this rich blooming. But
sometimes all the enthusiasm for contcmpormy accompliihment gives the
articles a brisk currency that begins to
suggest ephemerality - disconcerting in
ml cncyclopcdia.
The mtic4con “Art Writing and Criticism” exemplifies, the hlstorlcal imbalance I sec. As in most of the longer
entries the first paragraph (in this case
the fast two) ls general and intro
duetory. There follow one paragraph
covering the 19th century; one partly on
the first years of the 20th century; one
and a half on the years after the Second

World War: and then six paragraphson
the years since 1970. Yet wuld it be
othenvisc? The arts have expanded

rapidly in Canada over the last 30 years.
and the rcccnt eftlo-cc
is prcciscly
what makes this rcfercncc work so timely. It is to thcEncy&qcdtis credit that,
with few exceptions, the contributors
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succinctly and gracefully in their limited
space encapsulate the significant trends,
personalities, and achievements that
have given contemporary Canadian
culture its suengths.
Books, publishers, and writers, their
history. cultural contributions, and
economic problems are lavished with
attention in these volumes. The
publishing industry may not have enjoyed such thorough public coverage
since 1970 when the Ontario Royal
Commission on Book Publishidg
generated wide interest. Among other
entries dealing with the subject are those
headed “Authors and Their Milieu,”
“Best-Sellers in English,” “Book
Publlshii;
“Booltselling,” “Literature and Politics,” and “Small
Presses.” Canadian literature is given
intelligent critical overviews under the
headings “Autobiographical Writing,”
“Essay,” “Exploratlo~~ and Travel
Literature,”
“Novel,”
“Poetry,”
“Popular Literature,” and “Short
Fiction.” The genres have counterpart
entries for literature in French.
Among tie most pleasurable passagu
ln these books are the brief profiles of
distinguished architects, artists, broadcasters, choreographers, film-makers,
musicians, and writers. They are written
deftly, often with energy and style.
Other groups that appear to have fared
well in the competition for space are
scientists. sports fgures, clergymen, and
exceptional women. Businessmen seem
to receive less deference. Carling
Bassett, for example, the young tennis
star, has her own entry, while her flamboyant entrepreneur rrlatives do not.
But there seems to be an editorial foulup with the Bassetts. David and Douglas
are cross-referenced in the index to the
“Baton Broadcasting Inc.” entry. They
are not mentioned there..
Business is not lgnored in these books,
but it is acwrded no special status
either. Our premier bank, for example,
the Royal, is given a brief, on*
paragraph entry. The lifeinsurance
companies, some of which are among
Canada’s largest multi-national corporations, are ghw no individual entries at
all. a curious omission in view of the
Canadian inclination to save money and
avoid risk. The edllorial strategy !for
business is to treat it by industry rather
than by individual firm.
Diitinguished entrepreneurs (distinguished, usually, by their ability to
accumulate immense pools of capital)
like the B&bergs and the Bronfmans get
individual enuies, but apart from a few
stars the approach is impersonal and
colourless.
Canada’s
important
resource, manufactutig. and service industries are all thoroughly examined.
For a casual reader this plethora of fact

can be sleep-inducing, but the industrial
entries are among the most vital parts of
such a reference work if it is to be used
as a reliable educational tool. The
thoroughness could lead to confusion in
readers new to their subjects - but this
is true of most good encyclopedias. If
you have a question about trees and
their impact on the economy. for example, you have to look here at five different articles: “Forest.”
“Forest
Economics,” “Forest Fires,” “Forest
Harvesting.” and “ForePtry:’ But I
can’t think of any question I’ve ever had
about forests that remaim unanswered
after reading all six pages of dense print.
Architecture wins a sympathetic hear‘tig tbmughout these volumes, acting to
correct a longstanding and widespread
Canadian ignorance of the subject. In
pioneer North American society
buildings were rarely more than shelter,
and in the nascent industrial economy
that follmved, few buildings were allowed to stand in the way of economic expansion. Many graceful architectural
monuments to industry and commerce
were built in Montreal and Toronto, for
example, in the 19th century, but few
survive. English-speaking Canadians
have tended to regard the stmcturer in
which they fi.ve and work BS practical
necessities-pleasant to see them dressed up if the builder had the money, but
no fancy garment could make any
editice irreplaceable.
Architecture as art is a fairly recent
popular notion in this country, as the
entry on “Iierilage Conservation” bnplies. The Encyc/opediu reflects this enlightened perspective, not only in nine
pages of article+ on architecture, its
styles and development, but in additional entries on “Barns,” “Bank
Architecture,” “Railway Station,” and
so on. The piece on barns. written not by
an agronomist but by the architectural
historian and critic Eric Arthur, is the
kind of bnaginative and felicitous
medium-length entry (eight paragraphs)
that crops up unexpectedly yet often
enough through these,volumes to make
them a pleasure to browse in. The dry,
labowed prose that sometimcr charaeteriaed mcyclopediss can be found in
these pages. but it is not a defining trait.
There appears to be only one sign%cant blind spot in the world view of
Iiurtlg% Encyclopedia, though intense
“se by leachers and researchers may well
identify others. My single disappointment in the scope of these volume3 is
that their broad perspective is not a
world persp&ive but an inward-looking
Canadian view, fine as farm it goes, but
ultimately distorting, I believe, as a
vision of Canadian reality. Educated
Canadians have always looked beyond
our borders (and have often gone to live
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and work beyond them) with far more
energy and discernment than these
books do. The “Canadian International
Development Agency” is given one brief
paragraph. “Foreign Aid” is given ordy
live. Taken together the two pieces give
a cursory and quite superficial account
of tt Catmdian endeavour that has OECUpied some of our best minds and now
t,brorbs about one billion of 0”~ dollars
tmmmlly. There is no entry acknowledging our missionary activities abroad
- an astonishing oversight.
The entry on “Exploration and Travel
Litemture in English” is good, but agein
only rs far as it goes, which is only to
our borders. No mention is made here of
those who, like Margaret Laurence and
George Woodcock. have written lltemry
travclogucs about other cou”tties, “or
of those rho, like Al Purdy and Earle
Eirney. have travelled widely and
brought home poems. (The article on
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include this Ad exclude that. Should
Gail Fox, an established minor poet
(whose work I admire) have her own
entry when David Helwig, a novelist of
note, does not? The Ox/&i Compatdon

to Canadian Lileralure reverses it, and I
would be inclined to do the same, but

this kind of nit-picking demeans the
accomplishment of these volumes. In
bmad outline and in much of the writbtg
they deliver a reference work of high
excellence. Nothl equal to their reach
ahd eloquence has ever been published
in Canada. Aftet growing a little
familiar with the stmcture and multiple
voices of this information epic, I am left
land has met its match in print. d

For my eyes the type bt these books is
small end dense, though not uncomfor-

table to read for short periods. Some
p.~ple who have looked at the pages
tind them distractingly shiny. More
distracting for me ate the smaller,
almost postage stamp-sized illustrations,
v:hich act less a visual aids to the
articles than as gratuitous interior
dccomtions. I would dispense with them
alto@ter. One excellent design decision. though, is the indusion of the
many repmduetions of paintings adjacent to articles about their creators.
Some ate as large as half a page. They
are a plessmtt relief fmm the sea of
print, and a worthwhile adjunct to the
pieces on individual attists.
There vill ahvays be quibbles about
the priorities ass&ted by the editors to
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by her.” To this end they round UP
women of childbearing age and of
proved fertility who are unmarried or
have been partners in marriages to
divorced men - which ttre no Longer
considered marriages. Then, after
cereful lndocttinatIc.n. each of these
women goes into the household of a
Commander as a “handmaid,” to perform the ftmctibn of the maid Bilhah.
The narrator and central character is one
of these. She has lost her husband and
daughter in an attempt to escape to
freedom in Canada - it can’t happen
here, you’ll be glad to know - and l”
her new role as a handmaid has also lost
her name; she is called simply Offted.
because her Commander’s name is Fred.

In this review I want to tell as little as
possible about the way things are
ordered in Gilead, because the great

trawl literature in French, on the other
htmd, does mention ttavellers abroad.)

And I wonder if the omission from these
pages of Norman Levine. a hiily
accomplished Canadian fiction wrltet
who for years was better known in
En&td and Germany than at home,
at&es from the same blindness?
In the editors’ deface it must be
added that, as well as the “Canada and
Attstralitt” entry already mentioned,
there are articles on exterttal relations,
cowing our ev&ittg role in intemational politics, end on “Canada-Third
V,‘orld Relations.” But here mention
could have been made of Canadian missionary work in Latin America, China,
and elrerhete, and much more than a
single paragraph could have been
allotted to church-sponsored and other
non-governmental aid agencies. The entry is regrettably brief. There is no
strong sense that life away from home is
interesting or lmpottant enough to our
self-definition to merit much space.
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By IAl. Owen
The Hmtdmaid’r Tale. by Margaret

Atwood, McClelland & Stewart, 304
pages, $22.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 Og13
9).
M.~~~O*RET
.47wtxxa*g new novel is a
departure, quite different fmm its
predecessors,
though immediately
recognizable as coming from the same
mind, by the grace of its style, the
penetration of its wit, end the emotional
chill that petvada it. Hitherto her
novels have been studies of her own
generation. Thll one looks into the
future, two or three generations on.
It’s apparently set in Cambridge,
unnamed buildings doubtless make
points for those who know Harvard that
are lost on the rest of us. Anyway, since
the essassination of the president and
the massacre of Congress, New England
now is the fundamentalist republic of
’ Gilend, beset by constant wat on the
periphery with rival sects, especially the
Baptists. But the problem that exercises
the amhotities more is impaired fertility,
which has brought the Caucasian peoples
well below zero population growth.
To these fundamentalllts, if a couple
is childless the reason must be that the
women is barren, az in the Bible; male
infertility is unthinkable. As childlessness is endem*, especially in the governing cl=, the Commanders of the
Faithful, Gilead has remtted to the
device Invented by Rachel in Get&s,
chapter 30, when she says to her busband Jacob: “Behold my maid Bilhah,
go in unto her, and she shall bear upon
my knees, that I also may have children
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glory of the book is its technique of
gradual revelation, sustained with dapling skill from beginning to end. It was
thii that kept me reading with delight.
But it must be said that the second reading was much leas pleasurable; without
the cmtstattt pttzles, constantly resolved
in new surprises, it became a chore.
Trollope thought that his own Doctor
Thornc was a bad book because its plot
WBStoo good. He was wrmtg about thl,
as it happens; Doctor Thorne is actually

his fast fully Trollopian novel. But it’s
true that if he hadn’t mated a galaxy of
vivid characters the elaborate machinery
would have dominated the book and
deprived it of lasting interest. The very
elaborate and ingenious machinery of
The Handmaid’s
Tale brings it

dangerously close to this fete. I don’t
think - though 1 haven’t tried them for
a long time - that the classic works of
tiction about the future, Brave New
World and Nineleen EightpFour, would
sttffet IU much from the rereading test.
In those clzsles, the societies desctibed are built up from extrapolations
of the trends that the authors most
disliked ltt their own times. The same is
true of The Handmaid’s Tale. As we
would expect from Atwood, the most
conspicuous of the trends she selects are

anti-feminist; but as we would ‘also
expect from her them is even-handed
justice, and there are tendencies in the
women’s move”tent itself that help to
form Gllead. Offted’s mother is recalled
ILIa representative and most engaging
activist in the cause, and one of Offred’s
earliest mentories is of being take” by
her to a book-burning. In GlIead women
are forbidden to read at all, though the
penalty ls relatively mild: removal of one
hand after the thll offence.
Atwood tightly avoids technological
gitmniduy. Vdtidcs, houses, weapons
are much as they an today. The one
important technological innovation is all
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1 HE CHILL OF
‘WINTERIS UPON
US.. .

alamhtgIy dose to today’s reality.
Cash has been abandoned entirely. To
make a purchase you present your card,
your Compunumber is punched into the
till, and the correcl amount ls deducted
from your bank account. How convenient this would be - will be, I expect.
But when the revolutionary government
de&lea that women should possess no
property, all it hao to do is to declare
that all their numbers are invalid. Here’s
a danger that really is waiting for us, just
around the next corner: a simple method
of suppressing any inconvenient group.
So herr is a novel that should be read.
and that can be nzd with pleasure and
exdtement, at least the first time. After
that, it remains a valuable tract for the
times; its details, which I have regretfully refrained fmm describing, have
been brilliantly worked out and are well
worth examining carefully. 0

By John Allemang
Across the Table: An Indulgent Look
at Food in Canada, by Cynthia Wine,
watercolours by Mary Pratt, Prentice
Hall, 224 pages, $29.95 cloth (ISBN 0 I3
003641 2).

moD HABITSand habitat used to be aS
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closely connected for human beasts as
for animals in the wild. In the western
world at least, that connection is growing even more tenuous. Where science
has not lmpmved nature through in&atlon or elonal tinkering. track transport
has brought a continent’s produce
within easy reach of most gullets.
Refrigerators and freezers make storage
much less haphazard, and although our
food may not taste better than our
ancestors’, it Is always available.
In this discursive book on Canadian
eating habits, Cynthia Wine, a former
wile? for Homemaker’s magazine, bar
chosen to Ignore this food trend while
pursuing almost every 0th~ one. She
divides Canada into six regions and
attempts to isolate the characteristics of
each.
.
As the subtitle suggests, her pursuit ls
relaxed rather than rigorous, because
her subject is by definition vague. Only a
few isolated Canadians belong to homegeneous communities that produce
regional cuisine as the term might be
defied la France. Exen these Canadians
(with the exception of the more remote
native peoples) are bound by the conventions of their immigrant ancestor as
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much as by the limits of their environment. More recent immigrants share this
obliviousness to the conventions of the
New World. but only for the first
generation. Then they join the rest of us
who toy with granola and pizza one day,
porridge and Chinese food the next North American cuisine. in short.
Although it goes against the thesis of
her book, this lapse Is apparent to Cynthia Wine. Of Ontario, for example, she
writes, “Its regional flavour includes the
taste of all the provinces of Canada and
most of the countries of the world.”
That becomes the counter-theme of this
book. While Newfoundland, rural
Quebec, and Baster” European enclaves
on the Prairies have perpetuated a local
style of heavy eating, the dull AngloSaxon traditions in our cities have been
invigorated by new arrivals.
As Cynthia Wine notes, there ls every
reason why our eating habits should
change. The heavy pastries and thick
gravies that gave caloric warmth to
shiwing pioneers are gross excess in OUT
controlled climate. But distaste for fat in
its more obvious forms - what Wine
calls+xcessive concern for health” Is leading us to prefer raw bran to such
treats as Winnipeg kolbasa sausage or
Kitchener bacon.
To its credit, Wine’s book placer the
taste of food ahead of its medicinal
value. Bat in doing so she is still a cap
tive to her own urbane palate. She can’t
hide her disgust at the bear stew and
whale membrane she is served in the
North and is much happier at the muskox chop, which meets a city-dweller’s
criteria: it!s thick, juicy, and it falls
apad at the touch of the fork.
If this paints a picture of Wine as a
self-indulgent Lou& rather than an indulgent travdlcr, it is not far from the
truth. Much of the book is the diary of a
spectator rushing from event to event.
There is little analysis (of historical influences, say. or the effect of autocratic
marketing boards on our *ahabits).
But there is also little attempt made to
draw out descriptions and turn lists of
recipe-makers into real people.
Whiih is a pity, because occasionally
Wine, though no Calvin TrillIn, tells a
nice little talc. Showing more pushiness
than most of our food writers, she forces
herself into a B.C. lumber camp, in itself
par1 of the Canadian Myth. Here ls care
fully prepared, unmeretridous food,
such as clam chowder, cod in butter.
Swdlsh meatballs, roast beef, eight
pastries, a dozen ice creams. “It has to
be good enough,” says one chef, “so
that the guys don’t throw it back at
you.” The lumberjacks eat lo silence,
without evident pleasure. and depart
after 20 minutes. Wine’s request for a
picture of these tough regional eaters at
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table is denied. Cmnera-shy, she
ewuues. “Camera-shy!,” laughs the
bojr. “Hell. rhe)~‘rewanted.” No doubt
rhc fxe in prison is much lesssadsfying.
The journalistic format that slrives for
the easygenerelizalion and givesundue
prirminencefo a colourful but iuconsb
qucntial event does allow for a few
irerxic pictures, especially where the
sopbisticakd author seems distanced
from her mainstream subjects. When
qxrienced tishermeuin the North land
w~ral doze” northern pike, visions of
bultur und garlic sauce dance in her
head. Instead the fdlets arr wrapped in
Shake‘n’ Bake and sizzledin margarine.
Then there is the modem method for
poxhint. FaIrnon en papillote in the
dirbvx%her.of which Wine says:“You
must have :! dishwasherwivilha drying
cycle.becausethe new oneswith energysxing features don’t give off enough
heat.” C~nudiansstill have to adapt to
their environment, after all. 0
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by Anthony Hyde,

Fwguin. 321 pew, $19.95 doth (ISBN
0 670 CO5536).
‘MS 8001: IS the sensationof Canadian
commercialpublishing: a first novel by
an unknown author, it made more than
51 million in edvexes before a single
wxd wesseenby the public, and is contracted to appear in Europe, South
America, Mexico, the United States,and
hpan.
Suchsuccessis as easyto explain after
the fact as it is difficult to duokate
before. To be& with, Authouy-H>de
hrs written an espionagestory, a genre
thrt bids to b&xornethe dominant form
of populx fiction because(it is said) of
its censouenceGth the moral ambiguity
of rhc times end the chronic standoff in
Ea:t-West relations. Second. the story
rcs15on n foundalion of researchinto
modem Bussien history that provides a
ltccl of interest independentof the plot
while adding to its credibilit$ Thii, it
has an American hem, e Canadian
heroine, und action in Canada. the
United States,France, Austria, and the
sovia Ihion - something for nearly
cwyone. Finally, Hyde’s Toronto
a;cnt, Lucinda Vardey. skilfully

The long-awaited second edition of Canadian Subject
Headings (CSHZ) has been released. This basic reference
book for librarians, information scientists and people
interested in Canadian studies has been considerably
revised and augmented to reflect changes to Librury of
Congrew Subject Headings since 1976 and the publication of the second edition of the Anglo-American
Catatoguing Rules
Canadian Subject Headings Second Edition/dtwSme
Edition includes an extensive introduction in English

and
French, a greater number of subject headings, an expanded network of cross-references (most useful to data
base users) and two indexes, English-French and
French-English, linking the CSHZ headings to the
French headings in R.$oertoh de vedettee-mat&e,
published by UniversitC Laval.

Canadian Subject Headings: Second Edition/deaa%?me
edition may be ordered from the Canadian Government
Publishing Centre, Supply and Services Canada,
Ottawa, Canada KlA OS9. Telephone: (819) 997-2560.
Each order must be accompanied by a cheque payable
to the Receiver General for Canada. Price: $18.50 in
Canada, $22.20 elsewhere. Catalogue No.:
SN3-106/1985. ISBN 0-660-11786-X.
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deployedthe manuscript to caplure the
uuention of fox&” publishers, and
manipulated their interest into a highbidding auction of rights.
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into learning to write.” l-he Red Fox it
proof that he has learned his lessons.
Reports that he has used his advance

Ycr hard work, calculation, and good

to m&e success in the f&

transaction

California an> East Berlin indicate ihat
heizzd;o
keep on putting thun into

Them remain questiws whether the
book tmnseends these mechanics to
cmwe as, at minimum, a well-told
story.
it soars out of category
.~ or whether
to take on the

iargermoral

sigltui-

of a mainstreant novel. or whether it
must be consigwd to the lot of mere
literary carpentry, a lifelas. co”trlved
arrifact.
At fust, the imiications are not promizi”“. The “msc seems et ti”les too
y;oode”, and the same is tmc in another
ww of the characters. They seem drawn
f$m the convu~tionai s&k established
by bcnehmark works stretching b&
thm”& Graham Greene and Brie
Ambler to John Bucha” a”d Somerset
Mawham. At the cehtre is an American
journalist-turned-academic
whose
spwiaky is the Soviet Union. He hao
bze” sumntoncd by his lost love, the
adopted daughtet of av/eaIthy Canadian
fur merchant with business co”nectio”s
in Russia, to discover the fate of her
missing parent. soon riws a refcreuce to
Moscow gold a”d a desperate race
a9aius1the agents of the GRU to find it.
Before we have learned this much,
however, Hyde’s plot hat take” over,
and we are off at a brisk clip from
Toronto to Halifax, Detroit, and
Washington, fmally ending in a stretch
of action withll the USSR. Pamdosically, though the author has nevex
s* foot in Russia, this sequence is the
most believable I” the novel.
Each stage offers its own enigma that,
when stared upon with sufti&“t intensity by the hem, gmdglt~gly yields a
nteagre clue sufftient to carry the action
forward to the “ext. The denouement
provldes a solution not only to the
mystery of the missing millionaire but
also to a problem that has troubled the
protagonist for the whole of his adult
life. And through these private mstters
is wow” a skein of Russia” history that
hints at a connection with one of the
most famous historical myths of our
time.
All of this is symmetrical a”d satisfyi”g, i”ge”ious, eve” compelling to
some dew. To judge it in absolute
terms, one would have to fault it for
e.wcme complexity and for lacking a
sense of inevitability, which results in the
“oxifora”epiloguetotie”ploosee”d!&
There is a risk entailed III the writing of
gnrc boolts, that they get stuck in the
formula and thus become books about
other hooks.
I am conftient, however, that Hyde’s
rork will not disappoint its backers. He
is quoted as saying, “I’ve put a lot of my
time and energy - iu fact, my-life -
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In%imate
By Douglas Hill
Gverhend lo a Balloon: Storlw of
ParIs, by Mavis Gallant, Macmillan, 208
pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7715 %g7

1).
Vadoun lb5raclps, by card

Shields,

;too;~,l;Fi53pwespages,
s.95 paper (ISBN
.v~~tsr~cs USUALLY
“d&ad, but there
can hardly be douM that in any cnnpamtivc assessment of story titers and
stories and stoty wllstions published pc? catita - Canada Is in the intemational forefront. It’s not just that this
$t Lc;
especially good y
It has,
- strong CollectIons by
Bharati Mukherjee and Katherine
Gwier, a wonderful valedictory volume
from Maria” Pngel, several books from
.first4inlcrs.
No, this year is not a” exception, but
part of an obsewablc trend toward pmlific excellence. Two recent volumes
attest to our solid position on the international story exchange. Mavis Gallant.
Catmdii by birth, Parisian by choice
since 1950, has made a selection from
her work of the past five years (all but
o”e of the tales fmt published in the
New York@ for Overhwd in BBalloon.
Csrol shidds, ori~auy from Chicago,
DOWresidmt i” Winnipeg, has put
together her fust collection (after four
well-received novels), Various Mimck
Both booki are good; both may surprise
even those readers familiar with Gallant
a”d Shields by the multiplicity of their
acwmplishmcnts a”d by the adeptness
they show with that most risky of attitudes, humour.
Overhead in 17Bniloon contains 11
stories. The two longest, “Speck’s Idea”
aud “Luc a”d his Father.” ar.s each
40-odd pages; others arc f&r than 10.
Most arc infused wltb a” inventive playfulness. These arc diiscctions of iUusio”
and pretence, send-ups of the seekers
and strivers who try to write. paint, collect, run gallerles, who exist somewhere
on the periphery of crcatlvity. o” the
“6i”ge,” as Gallant puts it.
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The

storiess”ccecd plimmily

through

characterization.
The members of
Gallant’s npertory company take turns
with the major roles. The art maven
Sa”dor Speck and his a&slant Walter
figure i” two of the tsles; critic and
novelist Iie”rl Grippcs vmrs agai”st the
Philiitincs in three; a young man who
marries o”ce for convenience (not his)
and once for Love tums up to narrate
three quite touching shorter pieces. With
alI of them, a rrader has the impression
that Gallant is dclibwately exploring the
self-generat@ possibilities of fictional
character, e.“lpharizine the ways me”
and women @p&ally “ten) view thunselw and talk about themselws as they
attempt to lit into the liws they imagine
they have chose”.
Style, as should be expected, counts
for much here. The prose is elegant,
ironic, “ow and then rather arch. But
Gallant is consistmtly, relentlessly funn&r tha” a mader might a”ticip&e; ha
humour. the quick perceptions of social
skew and moral skuldugpery, has the
bite of sophisticated cy”i&n. .The
stories she has picked for Overhead in a
Balloon are&n unity and coherence as
much by tone of voice, the sharp subtle
smile behind the words, as by characters
and setting. Afloat on laugh&r, it’s a
book of de@hts.
’ So. in a different way, is Various
Mimdes, ~4th (foi this reader anyway)
the added pleasure of discovering in
Shields’s 21 stories a formal diity,
a
tan@ of tone, and a” overall liwlin~
markedly greater than anything her
“owls have achieved. The book is boldly
arranged, \tith the best pieces at the end
(the last one, “Others,” is particularly
fine)), so that * reader feels pulled along
on a crcswdo of talent. There’s a wise
se”se of ti”d”g to many of the separate
storlw as well.
The situations Shields works with are
stmightfoward enough - * woman cut-

ti”g gls.s, a young girl tccide”tauy
locked in a” ancient Pmnch church, a
letter fm”~ the narrator’s frlead about a
visit to a doll factory in Japan. Bach is
a” oceasio” for conscious”c.w. A few “Pardon ” for instanec - border on
fantasy; ; few stem like parables. Whatever theit mode, the stoti swn as they
establish themselves almost to llauat
theit mmilwss, their clear sympathy
with the ordinary and undramatic. And
the” the disamlingly simple takes a leap,
i” plot. structure. or id&t.
It’s as one
of the characters (in “Sce”cs”) says of
the crudal mometlts in her imagination:
they are “much too fragmentary to be
stotia and far too hnmediite to-&
memories. They seen~ to bloom out of
“Othi”g, out of the thin, lmcoloured air
of defeats and pleasures.”
Language is a central concern for
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of the stories are about
the prucex of naml~ and descrlbiy a
chamcter’s inner and outer worlds.
Shields is no Updlke, but her attention
to people (nearly all of them women)
who have a 8Xt or a love or just a”
attraction for words pays h&h dividends
ln thil collecIion.
Tha stories in Y&wsfifirocfes are upbeat. There certainly are no pulpy se”timental thrills, *or scarcely a true
happy endlly anywhere, but Shields
mana8a; re8ularly to project some
siyifmt
lift of the spirit, sane lurch
of the heart toward joy. Even the
“unhappy” stoder - “Fm8wy” is one
- are moving in a positive way.
In out of her briefer pieea. Shields
dlteusres the importance of parties, the
oppoaunlty casual gatberlngs afford
“to pnxex, for a Few hours at least. a
life that was denser, more concentrated
and more vigorous thau the usual spunout wastes of time that had tu be
ccratched endlessly for substauce.” A
read= of Gallant’s and Shields’s short
Action is rjven that chance at intimacy
nlmly times wcr. 0
Shields. Mmy

Prentice-Hall, lilhsiated, 224
pa:cs, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 13 453830
di.
Ferry Command, by Do” M&car,
Airllfc Publishing (Ad Astra), illustrxcd, 213 pages. $24.95 cloth (lSBN 0
908393 12 4).
North Atkmtlc Ran, by Marc Ml,
Uulversity of Toronto Press, illustrated,
326 pa8es, 524.95 cloth (ISBN 0 8020
2544 7).
W-Eontz &dust Canadn: Germs”
Submarines ln Canadian Waten, by
Michael L. Hadlay, McGill-Queen’s
University Pras, illustrated, 400 pages,
$29.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7735 0584 0).
W3tt,
.I.

HEPXAI”!KJ~Rbooks about the Second
World War, two by scholars who were
fun you”: to have been there themselves
and two by participants. The two
xholars v;ln hands down. Indeed, in the
case of In All RerpecLs Ready, one
\x.nders v:hy Prentice-Hall decided to
undErtake the expense of publlsldw
such an inconsequential book.
The inconsequential tint. Frederlck
Wutt wved throuahout most of the war
in the Royal Cana& Navy’s Boarding

Service in Halifax. Or&ally intended
to help deter sabotage on ships arriving
in Halifax from neutral U.S. ports, the
of a Sal& AM for Allled merchant seamen, occasionally disgruntled or even
recalcitrant in thelr hazardous rule in the
vital flow of supplies to Britain. Watt
tells his story of harbour duty with an
abundance of reconstructed dialogue.
but in the end the book falls simply
because its content is so slight.
The other book by a participant is also
by a non-combatant of sons - a Ferry
Command pilot - and it too suffers
fmm reccmstruclrd dlaloguc, although
far less. Don MeVicar is a Canadian, but
his war memoir was published in
Shrewsbury, Bn8land. in 1981; it ls “01”
available in Canada. It ls epheuwa of a
type: Ferry Comnmnd unquestionably
played a” important part in deliverin8
U.S.-built a&aft to Britain, but one is
left with the imp~siun of bein8 on the
sidelines, certainly far fmm fmnt-line,
combat. Nevertheless, the book breathes
a certain welcume immediacy whenever
the bemused and self-deprecating
McVicar turns to reporting the challenge
of opening sub-Arctic air routes to Brltaln or of delivering acmss the Atlautic
new and unfamllii aircraft from the
burgeoning factories of the U.S.A. The
uncertain world of the Ferry Command
pilot is well conveyed, but curiously, the
book suddenly stops in 1942 with
McVicar on the eve of the daunting tmk
of dellvcrh18 Cattinas from Cauada to
Scotland. As a result, Perry Commandis
only a half-book.
Not so with U-Boats Agai?M Canada
and North Atlantic Run. They are complete, authoritative and analytical
accuunts of the RCN’s troubled antlsubmarine role during the Second World
Wax, and what an extraordinary story
they tell.
Cauadlans have, since the war. rightly
prided themselves on the achievements
of those rusty little rollas, the cmvetta,
that almost unintentionally made the
navy’s principal wntribution to victory.
Oilbert Tucker, in his post-war official
history, bad fuelled the pride of Canadlans in their achievements. But only in
recent years have the first intimations
appeared in print of what every officer
and rating must haveknown: that Royal
Navy corvettes and f&&es were batter
equibped, tbelr crews better trained, and
their collective recurd more impressive.
Duualas and Clreenbnus in their Our ti
the Shadow of 1977 pmbed some of thi
shortcomings, but it la only thanks to the
more recent burrowings of Milner and
Hadlev that a full account has becume
avattaide.

With off%ial records in Ottawa and
London open, wltb acres* @sped* in

‘Energetic, engaging, and
essential reading for all those who
purport to study the Canadian
psyche as reflected in its
literature.’
Margaret Atwood
‘Many brilliant insights. . .
conveyed in clear and driving
prose. This is a book that derives
its value from the boldness with
which it presents one deeply felt
synthesis of a truly impressive
mnge.’
Elspatb Cameron
‘Gaile McGregor has a kid of
genius for grounding her litarary
observations in a cultural context.
an ability to recognize what is
Canadian about Canadian culture.’
BobertKruetscb

The Wat2msta Syndrome
l?xploratio”s in the
Canlidian Langscape
by Gaile McGregor

$18.95
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the case of Hadlay) tc. German naval archives BE well as to survivors, and with
the knowledge of the role played by
Ultra, a far more complete picture now
emerges. Neither book is particularly
notable for its felicity of style. However,

those rho are prepared to plough on,
like the persevering corvettes themselves. will be rewarded by a faschtating
story of hardiness and incompetence.,
undurrnce and innovation, and above
alI. sheer courage on bridge. ntess deck,
and engine-room.
a deface
department
Milner,
historian. concentrates on one time and
one place: he tells in detail the story of
how a wholly unprepared and under-

inanncd Canadian navy vm pressed into
assistiw the Royal Navy in attempting
to coutter the U-boat threat against convoys crossing the “Black Hole” - that
mid-Atlantic gap where anti-submarine
aircraft could not reach from the
beginning of the war to mid-1943.

Thereafter, the advent of long-range aircraft, the increasing sophistication of
technical equipment, and the attrition
aam?: the brave U-boat craws ensured
:rowng safety for Allied convoys. Not
that it vias suddenly plain sailing: ships
*:xre still sunk, men dmwned, fmae to
death. or were torn apart, but the Battle
of the Atlantic was essentially won by

mid-1943. The only thing that had ever
really worried Churchill had become a
major Allied victory.
The role of the RCN remained
secondary to that of the Royal Navy and

eventually, with the advent of escort carrier groups, to the U.S. Navy as well.

But for Canada, the scramble to build
the corvattes in every yard that could
conceivably do so, Loman the ships with
volunteers, some of whom had never
before seen salt water, to officerthe
ships with the YOday wonders” who
had not long before been working in
banks or schools tu law firms was a formidable task. In addition, an industrial
incapacity to manufacture promptly
radar and other tecbnieal equipment
(that in any case was still in its infancy)
meant a challenge that stmined and
occasionally exceeded the capacitias of
the paval headquarters in Ottawa and
the. bases in St. John’s and Halifax
(especially given the continuing praoccupation of much of the senior staff
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with creating quite another fleet than the
corvette navy). Mihter suns up:
The signiticaacsof the Rays1Canadii
Navy’scontributionto the Battleof the
Atlantic lay in its successfulefforts to
hold the line until the wles could
assumethe offensive. There cdn be no
doubt thst the flsst wasinefticieatprior
to 1943and that this inefticieacycan be
msssursd in lost livesand ships. However, one can only spscalate oa the
number of liver and shipssavedsimply
because the Royal Cansdlsa Navy
somehw, found the escortsnscesraryto
establish convoy routu and support
operations.. . .
Hadlay. a reserve naval officer and
professor of German, limits himself to a
smaller canvas, the bold operations of
German submarines in the coastal waters
of eastern Canada, including the Gulf of
St. Lawrence.. The result is. however.
not so very different from hfibter’s.
Here too a portrait of courage @man
as well as Allied), ikprovisation, and
perseverance soon amerges. Hadley also
includes lively accounts of two wholly
incompetent and badly equipped German spies being landed from U-boats, of
the establishment of automatic weather
stations, and of an elaborate effort to
spirit away Gemmn naval officers who
were to tunnel their way out of a Ctmadian P.O.W. camp (supplementing John

Melady’s Esca~eJimm Canada). But the

mai” burden of HadIey’s book remains
essentially the same as Mibw’s: the pm
war naval staff. unlike the German naval
stuff, did not foreseethe possibilities of

tra”s-ocean submarine.warfare.
The result was that the RCN WBPwuefully ill-equipped to awune the major
mti-submarine mle that was suddenly
thrust upon it.. Its subsequeiu co”trIbu-

Uruthand iIlL n

Lion Ws6 largely the result of the commitmenlr, the bravery, and sheer obstbmcy
of the “Wavy navy;
the wartime
volunteen who manned there far dlstant, storm-beaten little ships. 0
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Just as Alden Nowlan used fantas to escape
from the real world, two new Mant4 me poets rearrange
reality to explore their experiences

A” Exchunge of Giflr: Paems New
““d Selected. bv Alden Nowla”. Irwin
PublishinS, iSi pages. 514.95’ paper
GSBN 0 7725 1525 5).
ThhcGr@yIslands: k Journey, by John
Stefflcr. McClelland & Stewart, 174
pager. 59.95 paper (ISBNO 7710 8242 8).
Love i” Flbzbt. by Gre.wrv M. Cook.
Rw.wd
P&s, -87- pag&, $9.95 pap&
(ISBN 0 920304 42 7).

IN THE COLRZ of my own wanderings
across Canada, I encountered Alden
I’lwlu” seveml times. He workedfor a
“axpaper in Saint John. N.B., in 198.5,
and \:‘a6almost too shy to speak to me: I

ws embvrassed into a thunderous
silence that seemed as much my fault as
his. At Fredericton, when he was witeri”-rc;idtice at the University of New
Brunscicl:, we sat together in a fancy
rz~t”urant where Sunday booze was verboren, and he plied me with ““t-verysurreptltiuus drinks from a 4O-uu”cer of
rye under the table. At the Blue Mountain Poetry Festival “ear Cullingwad,
Ont.. a few yeas ago, Milton Acom.
NovAan,and I ate lunch together, Acorn
ranting untranslatcable P.E.I. lobster
jaw”, NowIsn making sounds like an
air conditioner badly in need of repair,
me listening, shocked into a rare silence.
And “ow Nowla” is dead. I knew him
and yet “wer knew him. The newspapipers
said he died of heart failure, but I
thinl: the cancer that haunted the last 20
yeao of his life was the real killer. And

here in front of me are the essential
poenz that msde his reputatic.“. What
reputation? How long wilI his poans endure ad survive into the futw? And
“weer having revlewd him before, what
do I really tbInk of his poems? Where

would I place them on the eternity totem
pole?
But a word more about Nowlan’s
background. He was born near Windsor, N.S.. ad regarded his childhood
there as “a pilgrimup through hell.” At
I2 hu left school to work as a pulpwood
cutter. (His father was that as well, a

labourer and mill-hand.) His chUdhood
!yBo - much of it - a” escape from
reaIlty and into a. fantasy world. in
which he dreamt of being king of
Nicaragua like the legendary William
Walker; he even ordered a book from
Eaton’s catalogue, Span&h Se&Taughl,
in order to speak tu hip subjects.
Such fanursies permeate Nowlan’s

poems, eve” the later ““es. He started

writingthan at age 12. At 19 he hagled
a job as a newspaper reporter in
Hartland, N.B., and began carespunding with poet-editor Fred CogswIl of
UNB. He worked as a reporter in Saint
John, the”, in 1968, became writer-in-

residence at UNB. And a reputation
grew; a star ruse in the East.
That background seems to me a “ecessIty for undentandiog NowIan’s poems,
and the ma” hhnsell. He was selfeducated, an autodidact, a”d acaped
poverty through the fantasy-land of his
poems. Robert Gibbs has edited them

for this book, and written a long intmduction. They begin with 23 new poems,
the” work forward in time from the past

to near-present, including selections
fmm each of his books. The result is a
compendium that seems to me represstative of NowIan’s best.
Most of his early poems are metrical
and rhyming. but not all. Subject matter
is backwoods and small-tow” incident.
or comes from family and university
envlmnment and the books he read.
Hem-fantasy is still present; it eve”
usurps reality at rimes. For NowIan was
a romantic, a bellever in sentiment
(which I tbink permissible and eve”
neasmy

ona

in a poet), but was also very

sentbn.wd i” poems (which I
think Is not permissible - there is a
tightmpe between sentiment and s&imentality that a poet must straddle
plrcaio”sly).
Many of his pouns are obvious and
pointless. with small reas”” for existence. However, over the years NowIan

developed a facility pnd ingenuity with
words, a strage kind of “knowing”

how to write poems, which is partly
instinct. (It is also a mental habit. not
something that shrieks from theguts and
shivers in your soul.) He developed a
co”versatlo”al, near-prose style that was
easy to rrad; he talked of things in such
a way as to allow the reader to feel that
he too had sensitivity and feeling. No
fuewurks. I suppose that he mistrusted
them, and fantasy worked well in their

stead.
Ncwla” wmte a certab~ kind of awedotal poem extremely well. As insight
into them: he admired Ray Suuster, and
he spoke wellof John Wayne, the actor
who loved violence and died of cancer. I
believe he stopped developing, stopped
changinB from ma” to beast and beast tu
ma”. What remained was a poet who
could write very good poems with pm*
tlwd ease.
You have to be a little nuts to write the
best poems - I will not say great ones.
Like Milton Amm, a ranting madman
who WIote shit. the” marvellow stuff in
the next breath. Nowla” never wrote
shit. but never rose above a certain praetised mid-excellence either. (But few can
do that.) ‘fhls review ls a way of say&
farewell, and I say it now mure perso”aIly: Goodbye.

THE SUBIECIMA~ZR bf a book sanetlma’timmands
respect, even before
the bookis read. Such as the themes of
these next two books: Spdi”g
the summer on a desert&l island off Newfmmd-

land, searching for somethii valuable
in yourself, and the search fur vestiges of
a long-dead father. Such themes unite

philosophy and human emotion; they
almost demand that the writer be give” a
fair chance to expound them.
Job” SteffIer tells of a summer spent
by a young ma” on one of the Grey
IsIan& “ear Englee and the Great Northem Peninsula of Newfoundland. I
believe the place was Bell Island,
although it is nowhere named apart
from a map. The narrat0r’s reasons for
doing su include boredom with his job, a

’

marriage that seems precarious

at the
time., and probably also the feeling that
such a book as this onc’is possible. (A
writer almost always has a double
motive for doing anything, the surface
reason and another that he may not
admit, the exploration of cn experience
in his writing.)
A fshing villcge once nested on
IO-milelo”g Bell Island. For unknown
reasons (probably scar&y of f=h) the
people left. Their abandoned houses
mooldered and decayed in the cecsdesa
breezes, gales, and cyclones. not to mcntion passing seasons. An old man named
Carm Dumy became the island’s only
occ”pc”t; but Denny was rcmovcd by
Newfoundland authorities before Steffler’s protagonist arrived.
I” adventures like this, there is the
sense of being Robinson Crusoe (despite
the deserted village), of stripping yourself down to bcslcs, and wanting to posh
yourself into some kind of ultimate candition you suspected in yourself but
couldn’t be smc existed. (The old questioos: Who am I? Where am I? What am
I doing here on eanh?) Steftler ass”mes
the personae of dozens of people inside
hi character’s body. cs well as those of
people he meets or has heard about.
Cam Denny, the hermit of Bell
Island, becomes real fantasy. Then reality cs mundane cs codt%h takes over.
The fisherman-ferryman,
Nels, tells
stories; Cyril and Ambrose Wellan,
fishermcn’vlsltlng
the island, speak in
Steffler’s voice. Ghosts flit here and
there among the ruined houses. A girl
named
JeweIleen
slips into
the
character’s bed at Englee in a dream and
becomes real enough to leave dayliiht
bruises.
This story that was real-life mperiencc
altemata
in the telling between prose
and wrse. and slips naturally fmm one
to the other without any jar of literary
transition and changed rhythm in the
reader’s mind. Anecdotes,
musings,
rcmwnbracces, and time that is a clear liquid into which we insert our floating,
mind-suspended
impurltia
of self these are the fabric of The Grey Islands.
Excerpts will not convey c completely
accurate impression (when do they
ever?) of the book. Still, they are
frcgments of Steffler’s reality. Ifebcrgs:
“you suddenly see them 8s giant polar
bears crating their necks to spy on you.
shamans
creatures. Come from a far
tbne.” A Carm Denny fantasy:
The dozen or 80 ducks 1 still had.
skinned and deaned fmmthe ones I got
in the winter. I had them froze out in the
panby in a big woodm tub. At least
they uwd to be froze. Tbal damn south
wind. So I lit a candle and went to the
pantry and lifted the lid of the tub. and
the stink that came out of there belted
me like a loose boom. and there was a
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white flash at my hand and the next
thing 1 knew I was down on my arse on
the kitchen floor with a dozen skinned
ducks ?ipping around the mom with
long blue flames shooting out of their
bind ends.

About codfish:
We arc possibilirics they cannot admit.
We have broken the one train of
thought they are capable of. and now
they wallow sideways to the surface gaping and gulping like sleepwalkers fatally
awakened. fiven tbore Ihat have slipped
ova the net and are free remain too
deeply astonished to ever use their gills

and dive agcin.
This is a book of such excellence lhat
someone in future is liable to say about
the author: “Steffler - Steftler? - oh
yes, he wrote The Grey Islands3 didn’t
he?” Yes, he certainly did, and reading
it I feel like a “deeply astonished” codfish.
“IN 1983, Gregory M. Cook trcvelled to
Europe ‘to search for the spirit of my
father.’ ” The quote is fmm the backcover blurb of Low In Flight, and it
scares me a little. If the poems cravt
good enough, does one the” say that the
father’s spirit is mediocre.? I mean, I’d,
like to know more about my own father,
who died when I was two, but the cstml
lines of communication cre faulty, and
the spirit medium I used had a bad
stutter.
But the subjcct is intensely serious.
What passes from father to so” or
daughter, tmd what ccn we identify as
coming from him in genetic inheritance,
as apart from environmental anmuonplacel No answers possible. But I suppose that’s what Greg Cook was in
search of, the recognition of himself in
another. some metaphysical insight from
a lifejourney
whose meaning and
dignity can be abstracted from the
journey itself, something confnring
meaning and dignity to one’s own life.
In the resulting poems, I think Cook
wishes to employ that kind of strippeddown prosody that enables a scldomused image to flash its wings and tcke
off into the rarefied upper air. It
doesn’t, I’m afraid. And I’ve seen my
own images flap ragged wings and fall
too often not to mourn when Cook’s arc
not airworthy. Because, in reviewing
these poems, there is a smse of pmbll
into deeply heart-felt things.
Speaking of his dead father, in the
book’s last lines, Cook says:
My fmwrke plrotogmph
is the oneofyou holdingme

That comes a little closer to what the so”
was looking for in his dead father. 0
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!::iill kifc Draped Stone: the Pholo!:nr+s of Michael Flomen, edited by
P,rer Si5b.U Brown. Paget Press, 63
p3:<>.X20.00cloth (ISBN 0 92034840 8)
a~ld :,1110.00deIo..e (ISBN 0 920348 41
61.
c’!! .qocz Zftoggarf

absorbed foreword he calls it “merely a
well crafted photograph.” Why did he
include it? In the end, the quality of the
reproductions and the mystery and
power of most of the images make this
book worth the money. At only $120,
the handbound edition of 26 signed
copies, each with an original print, looks
tempting, too. Especially if you get to
choose the print you waot. 0

FCO:.IE:I.\N ACKNCIWLEDOED
darkroom
cirard. maker photogmphs that live or
Jib by ou~nce. They benetit greatly fmm
kin: printed in duotone as they are
i,cri. I-I< makes images of vlhat you
dw’t normally look at, but see out of
111~a.orrxr of your eye nonetheless i’i.;“ris i’,un the neck or knees down,
hw!:r oi’ heads. His pictures work
:‘:?irw photography’s
story-telling
o+.:ntizl by focusing the viewer’s atten-

iw .+aformal mrongements of light and
.:11.:&z. !#I one

of the simplest shots,
w4.: in ~iiomrcal in 1979. we see a rear

I li” ilf :n &My gentleman in a beret
:.;<micd->,I3 bunch by the side of the
1.:8.1d..;_lmost every element io the
!?;~wo:raph roes horizontally from left
.:I,iz,,t - from the dot-dot-dash of the
w;mlud Iin: in the mad to thecurb to the
EX!: of IIW bench and its shadow. The
..;....~:crion;ilr.z the shield shape of the
Iml~‘s bx!:. his neck, and round little
:h;.?J.
1~ on ~rn.xgev:ith few details, satisfae
i ion ior rhz viewr comes from seeing
:I.>:. <ach dm_il contributes to a formal
.h.:~. i&IIihcmoredisappointing, then,
I> IIK wrcduction,
three-quarters
a.hrow;h the book, of the pteviously
~#?w hwun face. It’s as if in the last

11)*:‘.:m511, of a string quartet the conlpcw.t wddcnly introduces a bass guitax
;lnJ :::ylophone. The painstating evoluril-!n of a symbolic language is nullified
b:: the inrwduction of ao anecdotal elern%~ - a young girl smiling and waving
.u the carrlcra.
Editor Peter Sibbald Brown doesn’t
lilx this picture either. In his self-

Power from the North, by Robert
Prentice-Hall, 182 pages,
$17.95 cloth (ISBN 0 13 688367 2).
Boutassa,

By Guy Stanley

fii discussinnJamesBay). a provincial

premier has-the powe;~~o &plement
under the canadi?.n wJIitic.alsystem.
Is this book the&ore a &vincial
election manifesto? Is that why ideas
with profound oationsl and contioetttal
implications are discusred almost entirely fmm the perspective of a single
province, Quebec? Are Canadians ready
to wntemplste such megapmjects with
i&ewxsible consequences for future
generations7
Bourassa has rendered a public service
action. Now~whii ihde is still time for
broad consensus, Canada needs to
develop a responsible water policy. That
is the overwhelming implication of
Boumssa’s one-sided advocacy: q

the man who might just
become the neat premier of Quebec,
THIS ~JOK. BY

presents a chtdleme to Canadians: two
&antic engineering projects in continental water management.
Bourassadevotes about 80 pa cent of
the book to a wmprehensiveargument
for expanding the James Bay hydmelectric power complex. This would
supply the Northeastern United States
with enough electricity to meet the anticipated needs of the region for the neat
generation, while still leaving enough
powet to satisfy Canadian cooa”nlers.
Then he provided a low d’horimn of
the Grand Canal concept,
first
developed in the 1930s by Thomas W.
Kierans (cousin of former federal

cabinet minister and economic nationalist Eric Kierans). The plan calls for the
conversion of James Bay into a freshwater lake with roughly twice the flow of
the entire Great Lakes watershed, linked
by canal to the Great Lakes’ for the
baetit of the major urban and agricultwal areas of North America.
There is a special romance associated
with giant alhwial projects, as former
U.S. energy (and defence) sectetary
James Schlesinger points out in his
introduction. No account of the stupeadour engineering feats accomplished in
the fust phases of the James Bay project
could fail to make the blood ran faster.
in admiration of the courage and ingenuity involved, not even in Bourassa’s
dry technocratic prose.
Besides the pheer “technological
swetness” of the schemes, thex is last
sotnmer’s water crisis in Canada and the
U.S. and the ongoing uneasiness about
cheap and available power. These cm+
siderations lend a critical urgency to
these projects which, Bourassa asserts
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Mirmr of a People: Canadian Jewish
Bxperlence lo Poetry and Prose, edited
by Sheldon Oberman and Elaine
Newton, Jewish Educational Publishers,
250 pages, 59.95 paper @SBN0 920651
00 1).
By Joel Yanofsky
~14,s18A wmpetent anthology that pro-

vides an oven&v of the contribution
made by Jewish writers to Canadian
literature. But it falls short of foltilling
the promise of its title: to reflect the
ambiguous and tenuous monection be- *
twem beiog a Canadian and being a
Jew. Although the editors have done ao
adequate job of inclodiog the obligatory
selections fmm the best-known Canadian Jewish writets, there’s still some
thing academic and staid about the
book: as if it is intended - it may be for high-school and college sNdents.
As is the case with most anthologies,
this coUection is a combination of good
and bad choicea. Although storiea by
writers like Sandra Gotlieb (“The
Wmngiea”) and Ed I&man (“The
Handicgp”) seem incomplete or trivial,
the frst selection, an excerpt from Adele
Wiseman’s novel The SacriEce, is an
effective opening. Wiseman subtly cooveys the uncertainty and hope of Jewish
immigrants arriving in a strange land.
Selections from the work of Mordecai
Bichler are also consistently good. (Unfortunately, the stie cannot be said for
seleaions from Leonard Cohen and
Irving Layton). ‘Xichler’s short story,
“This Year at the Arabian Nights
Hotel,” is one of the few pieces in the
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book that esplorrs new territory as it
tells of the encounter bctwvccna” oldfashioned Canadian Jew and his new
and improved Israeli counterpart. Other
bright spots arc Malt Cohen’s “The
Universal Miracle” and Jack Ludwig’s
“Requiem for Bibal.” Concerned with
Ihe tension between tradition and
assimilation, both stories arc moving
and well-willen. as isA.hl. Klein’s grim
“ccount of a Holocaust survivor, cxcerpred from The Second Scroll. Despite its
u”ew~“ess. .\firror of a People demonstrates the range and influence of Canadian Jwish wIten. For the ““initiated,
it’s a good place LOstart. 0
I” the Second Person, by Smaro Kambourdi. Longspoon Press, 87 pages,
50.00 papcr (ISBN 0 919285 29 5).
By Lome Hlaschuk
WMISO~ELILEFTGreecein 1977 to do
post-graduate
work in modern
American literature at a U.S. university.
She met Robert Kroetsch there, married
him. and now lives in Canada. This
book is a fascinating journal she kept of
ha fsperience as an immigrant in
Canada. The immigrant is shown as
beiw two very diffcrcnt sclvcs within the
swae body watching out for each other.
Each has its language and culture to
maintain in the face of the other. The
journal envies often consist of occasions
v:hcn one self reports seeing the other,
feds its presence or absence, or address it.
Much of the journal is taken up with a
long visit Kambourdi made home to
Greece in 1981. There the extent to
rhich she has lost connection with
GreecciGreck and not transferred that
connection to Canada/English becomer
&dent. But far from despairing she sees
herself as no longer a person with a place
and a language, but as “a place of
kmgucpe” itself, “living on the edge of
two langouages,on the edge of two selves
named and constructed by language.”
She is liberated “from a monologic
c%istencc.” The joy she takes in the
doableness of her language, that war
within. is infectious. 0

Another Sad D”y at the Edge of the
Empire, by Stephen Guppy, Oolican
Eooks, 116 pages, $16.95 cloth (ISBN 0
3:9:2 051 9) and SS.95 paper (ISBN 0
03982 050 0).
r3y Ru~eti

ScAieder

t SJLPECTthat a writer would like to

have his first collection of tiction considered independently, not in relation to
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that of a” established w&r. But the
similarities between Guppy’s book and
Jack Hodgins’s first work, Spit
Dekmey’s Island (1976), are too striking
to be ignored. Both writers live “up
Island,” having taught in the Nanaimo
area. Both originally found markets in
snmll periodicals. Both, endowed with
extravagant imagination and invention,
present cozentries in peculiar situations.
Both arc fascinated with rclIgious cult
figures. Both arc aware of psychical and
psychological separation - the phrases
“on the edge” and “at the edge” &cp
recurring. Both speak in their fiction
with a curiously oblique, “local” voice.
Both produced in me, by the end of the
first paragraphs of the first short story,
the instantaneous reaction: “This is the
real thing.”
The comparison can’t be continued
too long; for Guppy’s collection, about
half the size of Hodgins’s. intensifies
only one side of Hodglns the wrivriter:
Hodgins the fabulator. Most of the pcopie in Guppy’s talI tales (very tall) arc
not only cccc”trics. but downright
bizarre.
Walleye Jackson, the remittance ma”
on his stump ranch, is obsessed with
fliiht - human flight, that is. Jake
Leafly, the bee-keeper, is obsessed with
patterns. Lemuel is “a man with a mission.” BlIctcr, the history teacher, seeks
Gunnar Johanson, a prophet. Boy Fury,
the coal-miner’s so”, pursues the phantom daughter of a defrocked parson
turned rat-catcher named Pearly Death.
Dr. Grknaldi, in his rotting Georgia”
hillside mansion, alcoholically alternates
between his two AmcIies, his mad wife
and hi exotic mistress.
In his plots - with one exception Guppy deliberately sets out to strain the
l~stcncr’s acceptance, loading his talcs,
heavily at the end, with the mythic, the
lcgcndary, the fabulous. Walleye’s fat
nephew does take wings. Leafy’s wife is
metamorphosed into a bee swarm.
Lenmel spmuto buds and takes root. Dr.
Grimakli’s whole landscape is Vansformed when the Pacitic recedes. Boy
Fury may have found his Pearly Death
down the mine .shaft. The border hetwem dream and reality, between
drowning and walking on water, is narrow. For the reader who is willing to
accept or has bee” persuaded by Guppy
to accept these endings, most of tbis
invention succeeds. One exception,
“Calm Creek,” is a conventional talc of
‘familiar characters in which he risks a
trite ending. For me, it Is the least convincing.
A greater cause for concern. however,
is Guppy’s uncvcn expression. He an
endow his weird figures with wild curses
and splendid similes that startle the
reader into admiration. (“Them chops’ll
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be blackw than hockey pucks by now.“)
Then a phrase will follow that tither
misleads the reader or means little. The
narrative voice speaks with a baftiiw
mixture of evocative phrasea and banal
cliches - somc’perhaps intentional like “a merciless fate ” %nspeakable
lusts,” “clear as e&al,” “a harebrained theory,” and even old “brown
as a berry.” These distracting flaws
might, I believe, have been purged from
Guppy’s stories.
I put down tbIs fmt collcctio” with
mixed reactions: a great deal of ad&ation, reservations about the confusion of
voicu and inconsistency of style, and a
curiosity about what direction Stephen
Guppy will take “cat. 0
The Blue Ontario Hunl”gway Boat
Race. by David DotmclI, Coach House
Press, 120 pages, $8.50 paper (ISBN 0
88910 302 X).
By Anthony Bukoskf
THESE23 linked stories, most of which
are actually vignettes, concern Ernest
Hcndngway’s years in Toronto. In one
story. Hemingway dwells on the vicissitudes of history, especially the “mixed
character” of the 1920s. which he finds
ruminates on Toronto&s
pro&cialism toward art; in still another, he
finds playing the horse.6 at Woodbine
less cnjoyablc than playing them in
Paris.
For Hemingway. strolling down King
Street in the rain lacks the excitement of
a similar walk in Paris. “The weather in
Toronto felt less social, less historIcal,
less clement, something he associated
with the nature of the city. bleak and
loveless and commercial.” Unfortunately, Hwningway complains too much
in Donnell’s book. How often must one
be reminded that in the 1920s Toronto
was neither Pads “or Chicago? At other
times, the fIctional Hemingway sounds
much too precious, as when he thinks of
the “failed writers with the bmken apple
pie and New England ice cream in their
hearts.” What?
But these arc minor annoyances in a
rich, wcU-researched book. (For example, the “AR” vig”ette is bawd, I
believe, on a” actual scheme for rCnting
works of art that the real Hemingway
satirized in the Sfur Weeky.) I” the end,
DonnelI’s book deals as much with
Canadian identity as with Hemingway’s
time spent here. The stories build to a”
apocalyptic boat race dorIng which
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Toronto - taken from the Indian word
luron lo. “place of me&g” -ends up
somcwhcre.
wll,
other than we’re
accustomed to fmding her on the map,
and Hemingway himself gathers the
strength to begin writing in earnest. Durin; the boat race, the apocalypse, the
city finally becomes the “place of
mrcting” for Hemingway’s pat experincus and hi dreams and visions of the
future. 0
P

&~i”g Her Own Tail,
ing, Oberon Press, 112
cloth (ISBN 0 88750 563
paper (ISBN 0 SB750 564
!Zy P%_?Mle

by Nora Keelpages. 521.95
5) and S11.95
3).

PIeinemann

THESEVENSTORIESNora Keeling tells in
Clusing Her Own Tail are about angry
middle-aged women who have been hurt
by their husbands, their lovers, their
children, and each other. They are bitter, tmd tent virtually no one. The most
strikiy thing about these women - and
their stories - is that any of them could
be your mother or cvc” your grandmother. Keding’s characters are endearing because they ac so hopehdly
human. Yet, however insecure, neurotic,
shov: strength anddiiity
through th&
dramatic actions.
Keeling’s characters cam heavy emotional bagsage. In a curio”s way, she has
captured the essence of what many
rwntfitl.
aryty women haven’t faced
up to yet. They are both the oppressed
nnd the oppressor, a decidedly lonely
occupatlo”.
The loneliness is apparent throughout
the book. Many of the characters ache
for a definite peace of mind, a calculated
calmness that often comes by means of
premeditated acts against those they
bkune for their years of suffering.
Iiccliy’s
character
development
is
sharp. It’s easy, almost natural, to know
what happened to ha chamcterp before
the reader meets them. And it’s easy, if
somwhat
unsettlhtg, to comprehend
their daily actions as they unfold in
sew” sometimes bizarre. sometimes
c&z, and ahv”ys moving stories. 0

Lkouble Esposures, by Diane Schoempale”, Coach House, 104 pages, $8.95
paper (ISBN 0 SS9lO 280 5).
/zy Bokwa nnatiens
t~t1:8 this book. It works. Schoempcrlen
parmts h&se in ihunder Bay and has
orranged them, in the mode of commcntary. into r story. Two stories, actually:
one “bout Susan’s parents and her childhood, told through photographs supple

mented by tbe text, and one about the
adult life of Susan, the narrator.
(Although the photos belong to the
Schoemperlens, the story is not theirs.)
One Link between the photographs
and the text seems to be the continuity of
experience, because the photos inform
us about Sttsa”‘# present and future, and
ha present situation reopens the past of
the photos. For example, the pictures of
Susan’s step-brother, unlike the others,
a conversation in the present, how&,
that we learn how Davey died. Another
example is the account of bet husband
Martin’s birthday party. held when
Susan is Iivc month’s pregttant. It is
accompanied by three photographs of a
party with children and adults.
Schoemperlen briUiitJy records time
the way otu memories do - well, tie
does, with “This is from the time when
the kitchen cupboards arc red.” She
combines naIIe.te (her grandmoihcr died
“of blood poisoning which she got from
prickling her fmgcr while darning her
family’s socks. I still have no idea
whether such a thing can really happen
or not”) with maturity (“I till “ever
know what my father did in the war and
won’t want to ask until after he doesn’t
want to talk about it anynmre..“) Further, she is skiIf” at cutting in the
spoke” voice; describing a man, she
writes “he was a troublwnakcr fmm day
one, that one.” I” a situation ripe for
sentimentality,
Schoanperkn’s
style is
simple, honest, and dtyly humorous. *
Duct for Three. bv Joan Barfoot.
Maanilla”,
264 ;a&,
523.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 7715 9680 4).

By Sherle

Bosesomhl

story by Dcbnore
Schwattz, “I” Dreams Begin Rcsponslbilities,” a young man imagines watching the muttship of his parents unfold
on a movie screen. Just as his fathcr is
about to propose to hls mother, the
young ma” cties out, “Don’t do it.
lV;V;g will come of it, o$y renwxsc,
. . . .” That same tmpulse will
move readcts of Barfoot’s novel, where
both a motm
and a daughter make
ludicrously bad matches. The potency of
Schwartz’s story ls gwlerated by hi ability to make us feel the force of the
IN A BREATHTAKNC

showing us that the clcments of &cord
arc also extensions of it.
However, it is “early impossible to
generate sympathy or eve” mild curiosity
over the blaiantl~ obvious mismatch&
of Barfoot’s novel. June ls tbe 60-yearold daughter of S&year-old A&e, and
the predictable, banal plot hinges on
June’s tatlonalIzatlo” of her decision to

institutionalize her mother. How mother
and daughter arrived at this impasse is
related in alternating chapters of tidy
linear history. Aggie, a” Earth Mother,
(in capital letters) grew up on a farm,
and weds a” anernie, fastidlltts schoolteacher: tnarltal discord pmcccds to his
convetdcnt death. The product af this
union, June, a purse-lipped prude, illogically weds a se”s”o”s happy-gc&tcky
salesman. He exhibits the only good
sense show” in the novel when he quickly divorces her. Their couplbtg produces
yet another candidate for divorce court,
a daughtw. Frances.
Whcrc have wc seen this all bcforc? I”
this suiki~y
unoriginal “owl, tha is
not one character, emotion, or even
instant of authenticity. However, there
is a quick antidote: a rereading of
Margaret Laurence’s The Stone Angel.
Barfoot’s trio has about as much stayiog
power as a Can-This-Marriage-Be
Saved? women’s magazine colutn”. q

Night
Studies,
by Constance
Beresford-Howe, Mamtlllan, 240 pages,
S19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7715 9681 2).
t?.y Lou/se

Long0

FANSOF The Book ofEve and its author
will be pleased with this new novel,
which provides a multi-faceted view of
Sbncoe Community College and the
many characters who toll thcrc nightly.
Image” and Tyla, the two chiefplayers,
arc a couple of world-weary teaehcrs.
both struggling under the yoke of
unhappy marriages.
I” chapters of
varied lengths, Beresford-Howe
sw
rounds
them with a multicultural
m4lange of characters, members of the
staff, faculty, and students of the Nllht
Studies program.
I” ha creation of the rebellious
Imogen and “quietist” Tyler (who uies
and almost sttccceds in keeping his fast
name secret) Betaford-Howe
is at her
but. She tells us thclr stories with cornpassion and depth, exploring Imogen’s
embittered hurt at her husband’s homoscxtwl liaison and Tyler’s dogged loyalty
to his wife, despite her bouts with mattcl illness. Their dlscovety of each other
emerges in a series of scc”cs that arc
some of the most sexually chm
in
recent tiction. as well as some of the
most restrained.
Unfortunately, the very cxcellencc of
the central narrative leaves the minor
characters lookllg thin. Therr are too
many of them, for a start,
and
Beresford-Howe
cannot achieve the
depth she ls reaching for in such c”rsory
pottralts. We’re kft feeling that the
Inuit
parking-lot
attendant,
the
Jamaica”
cleaning
lady, the gay
librarian, and the aging. dotty daughter
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of a former college diior
- not to
mention assorted students - “ever quite
become real, and hover da”gemusly
dose to clich6.
But althoueh Ninhr S:udie.s is not
without its t&s, it; warmth, wit, and
memorable characters do make for
ettjoyable reading. 0
R?ocpberry K”e8zv. by Joan Fern
Shaw, Oberon Press, 155 pages, 523.95
cloth (ISBN 0 88750 561 1) and $12.95
paper (ISBN 0 88750 567 8).
THE LINKED short stories in this

first colkction are told in the first per&n by the
young daughter of alcoholi ‘parents.
Many writers have romanticized
alcoholism: fonunately there is “one of
that nonsense in this vividly moving but
unsentimental bool;: “Mother over1
I
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pronounced her words and her voice was
up high. High. When people spoke of
getting high I thought of that voice.”
The pttretttr me abusive both physically
and emotionally; in effect the child
brings herself up. She saves herself from
despair by escaping into the world of the
imagination. Happier times await her at
her 8mndprrents’ farm until farm and
occupants disappear overnight. Catastrophes happen all around her. The last
story in the collection is a chilling one:
there is no escape. Ewn here, though, all
is not black.
The% stories are far from being all
records of gloom and doom. Humour is
here, and irony; Sbaw has a gift for the
telling phrase, the perfect detail. “Hair
Wreaths” is a gem of darkish comedy.
“Movements” provides a” uncanny insight into a young adolescent’s mind and
is also very funny. In this story, too.
mother and daughter share an all-toobrief period of companionship and
empathy.
The book is not perfect; at rimes the
narrative becomes didactic. The
heroine’s frequent references to her own
cleverness are sometimes irritatipg,
though perhaps this attitude is meant to
be a compensation for the love and “urturi”g denied her. But, on the whole,
this book is a little treasure: honest,
perceptive and life-affiiming, in spite of
its shadows. 13
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Mostly In Rodneys, by Cle Newhook.
Harry Cuff Publicetions, 119 pages,
$8.95 paper (ISBN 0 919095 72 0).
By

Stanley Sparkes

foundland, Newhook’s book has some
value as a primer. He opens with a”
essay about Norman’s Cove boats.
overly e”@lasi?i”g the role mdneys
played in the life of outport boys. He
wncludes with a mawkish radio play in
which a tishemmn and his so” ax saved
from drowning by singing a famous
hymn and making the sign of the cross
above the stormy waves. Sandwiched between are 39 pieces (some in verse) about
simple outport folkways.
The book suffers fmm the inclusion
of too much typical silliness. Writes
Newhook: “Woodunen [in central Newfoundland lumbercampsl . . . becane
infected with lice.” However, he names
no me”. no camp. no foreman. “0
bunkhouse, no forepeak, no river, no
pond, no year, no drake. Why? Because
he has no evidence? Or does he fear that
were he to “ame those hearty Newfoundland loggers who could not look
after their own health he would have a
horde of disbelieving descendents here in
central Newfoundland haul him by the
hair into court for libel? (I am one of
these lumberwoodsmen, my father
another, and we would haul off hi hide
for such accusations against us.)
Sophisticated readexs will find most
interest in the insight the book provides
into Newhook himself. The most striking is his profound inability to grasp the
reality of Newfoundland life. In the end,
Mos~iyin Rodmys portrays Newhook as
a writer unable to express the truth
about the sophiitication of the oil-slick
society on Canada’s East Coast, one
more casualty drowning himself intell~
tually (like Harold Honvood and Parley
Mowat) by floundering in a sea of tmdidonal folklore. 0
Spirit of lbe White Bison, Nancy
Painter, Pemmican Publications, Ulustrated, 64 pages, $6.95 paper (ISBN 0
919143 40 7).
Sy Nancp Palnbr
TH~PECLINE
of Canada’s huge herds of
bison was part of an era of change for
the Indians of the Prairies, which
CuUeton narrates through the eyes of a
buffalo. Though not a true legend, the
book reflects the special respect held for
white bison by native people. No ordinary bison could tell the story, “or
would it have access to the human MC-
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lions LittIe White Buffalo leains from
Lone Wolf, a human with whom he
shares understanding and, finally,
death.
The story takes a fnv pages to start
moving, at fist in&ding background
details that might have been incorporated more smoothly later on. The
language seams formal, which suits the
story of the fall of a proud animal and a
proud nation. But occasional cdoqidaiisnts break the mood and lessen the
impact. Thii inconsistency is unfortunate but not overwh&ning in a”
otherwise well-told story of a time of
change,. taken from en unusual viewpoint. 0

Cmwiug Up on the Chocolate Diel: A
Memoir with Recipes, by Lora Bmdy,
Little, Brown (McClelland & Stewart),
320 pages, $21.95 cloth (ISBN 0 316
108979).

By Volker Sfrunk
~ttcm~WASBORN
in 1945, and this is her
largely autobiographical memoir. One
may object that 40 is no age to publish
one’s mPnoir, but that’s to underestimate a” incorrigible chocolate
addict’s busi”erJ acumen, informed by
the desire for self-ptimotion. After all,
if some Connecticut woman can put pen
to paper and create a birthday card
featuring birds, hippopotamuses, and
sheep singing “Hippo Birdie Two
Ewes” (and make a mint, as Brady appmvingly tells us, by selling several bundred million cards, posters, note paper.
mugs, and what have you - mid follow
this up with a best-selling book
Chocoia~e: Tie Consuming Pa&w)),
then surely Brady con achieve similar
feats. A”d bleats. After some 50 pages
of Laura’s lore you get the impression
that the author could do anyddng, even
sell hairball remedies to a barbershop
quartet.
Brodys tome rides rather shakily on
the current chocolate wave. She has Little
to say and less inclination to say it
elegantly, but for the price of some 40
Mars Bars you can read - if you care about her twin teenage ambitions to get
laid and to eat chocolate; how her busband the lawyer scalded (“ever a dull
moment) horny New York alley cats;
how she launched her catering career;
the way she ran an “executive dining
room for the ofticera of a bank in
Boston”; why and how she opened a
cooking school and later becane a
Chocolate Consultant. Along the way
we discover that the experience of setting
up a “Womn’s Culi”?.~ Guild” (“a
sisterhood of caring individuals”) made
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her “a better, more secure busincsssoman.” No question about that.
All this gossip is interspersed with
recipes ranging from the truly delectable
to the genuinely gbestly. Cliches such as
“silky smooth texture.,” “sibfully rich,”
end “most heavenly smooth and rich”
abound end point to the realm where
Alla Seltzer salesmen fear to treed. For
instance. “the richest, smoothesl,
deepest I?] chocolate mowse I have cvcr
tasted” calls for so much butter that it
should be named chocolate butter. For
some of Brady’s tipes it’s wise to keep
your Dante on hand; some ere not just
“deep” but bottomless, the pits. DOyou
associate a souffl& with something light
and airy? Brady will see to that: “I used
to hate chocolate souFFl&. They never
tasted chomlaty enough, and there was
never enough substance to them -just
fluff.” By the time she turns souFFl&
into something “rich end substantial”
you wish she had stuck to such rustic
dishes as chocolate Fudge, brownies, and
largh!) marshmallow topping, and never
ventured into the area of lumpsbourgeois gastronomic kltsch. But can
she be trusted with simple recipes?
“When it uomes to chocolate cake, big is
better . ” Oh .
A Few years back there appeared
advwtiremcnts in the New Yorker For
Omaha Steaks with James Beard
demonstrating that, with the aid OF a
Fork and nothing else (“look Ma, no
knife”), it was possible to penetrate an
Omaha Steak as easily as a glop of
masbcd potatoes. Considering that Food
writers support the oddest Ventura (I
CM be reached at Books in Gmada, by
the ray), it comes es no surprise that
Bmdy’s undertaking had, in her own
v:ovds. the “amezing support” of none
other than Craig Cleibome. Although
I’m dutifully emazcd, I retaln the rigit
to be a trifle suspicious, because Brady
also thanks for their support no less then
five of her photographers. As Fatewould
hwc it, there is not a single photograph
in the book. •i

Umberto tells you with the hint OF a
sneer, before he produces a grand total
of two macaroni rcclpcs (Fusilli and
linguine, by contrast, yield six each), “is
the generic name For pasta in North
America, i.e., all paste is macaroni.”
The book’s unsigned introduction,
evidently concocted by a ghost writer
(unless Menghi is cultivating the habit of
speaking of himself in the third person),
tells us that the recipes have been created
by the maestro hhnself. Well, yes, but
what does “create” mean7 Invented?
Luckily, most recipes are just rep&cment spokes on the wheels of classical
dishes, though several go by some rather
oullandlsh appcllations. Rotlni Shakespcam, For example, appears to be thus
called For no better reason then that
naming it after T.S. Eliot (remember
Ash Wednesday?s’Beeause I do not
hope to turn again/Because 1 do not
hope/Because 1 do not hope to turn”)
was out OFthe question.
The book Is sensibly arranged by the
noodle - 21 in ell - rather then by the
sauce. The recipes ate straightForward
and almost Foolproof, though the
maestro’s call For certein ingredients
@efifspo& em a ease in point) seems to
be guided mom by wlshf\ll thinking than
by North Am&an market mallties.
Perirs@v, to my knowledge, are available only in caos (imported); though the
jolly green monster on your ~permarket
shelf does his giant but to hawk canned
small peas, to which he has added sugar,
under the same name.
Ten of Mcnghi’s recipes are accompanied by mouthwatcrln8 photogmphs
OFdishes prepared by John Bishop. 4

Umberto’s Pasta Book, by Umberlo
Menghi, Whitecap Books, 124 pages.
4312.95paper (ISBN 0 920620 62 0).

the reader em its dimensions and weight:
at IS” x 12” it is annoyingly huge,
equivalent to an 800-page college text,
and although its size may be subliminal
homage to the immensity of the province, it require a large desk merely to
be opened and read.
The book is an anthology of historical
prints and of31 commissioned essays by
28 authors. The articlw range from the
scholarlv throuah to the informal.
Cieneral~articlcs&lng with the political
history of a decade or two are followed
by essays addressing more narrow
t$.s.s~ch
as the discovery of gold at

The Shaping of On~srIo From
Ex~lomtlon 10 Confedemtlon. edited bv
Niik and Hclma Mike, Mik;l Publica:
tions, illustrated, 280 pegcs, $75.00 cloth
(ISBN 0 919303 93 5).

By Greg Gafenby

A Fewcontributions am so vague end
poorly written that they insult through
association the outstanding and original
essays that make the purchase of the
book worthy of consideration. Among
the better OFsuch papers are a survey of
life in Upper Canada in the 1820s. an
exhaustive overview of music end its pcrFormence in the province, and Maurice

Careless’s account of the politics
enveloping Upper Canada during ConFederation. Other contributors write
about a daunting array OF topics: the
French in Ontario, the Talbot Settlement, sports, pastlmee. religion, egriculturn. the military: the editors have
striven to include es many asp&s of
Ontario as one book will permit without
inducing hernia.
The editora do deserve praise For inLaudingin one volume so many important but hitherto widely dispersed
lllustmtlons, many of them reproduced
in wlour for the first time. Regrettably,
however, most of the illustrations lack
proper captions: dates, extlsts. and context arc oflen omitted. Scmlnal maps are
interspersed throughout the text, but
their placement follow no discernible
order, end they, too, are wanting of
usable captions.
Reading thii book is like working with
a lazy but brilliant student - one.is continuelly impressed by the potential, end
depressed at the Failure to achieve excellence when the constituents and goal are
so easily within reach. More time spent
on copy-editing, photo research, end
wmmissioning ell articles from a&nowledged ocpcrts would have made this an
enviable, durable, magnilIcent volume.
As it ls. The Shaping of Ontario is barely
adequate. 0
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By l?cI&3PBwa?A
THEE ARESO many wretched cookbooks on the market that a pmfesslonally produced guide to the world of the
noodle is B relief end a jov. The lndefatigable Menghl gives ~~0; a systemstic
and, within the self-imposed confines of
the book’s length, thorough lntroduction to the things you crave to know
once you have dcclded that canned
macaroni-and-cheese dinner is For the
slobs who advertise it. Macaroni,

Bloody Jack, by Demds Cooley.
Turnstone Press, IS2 pages, $7.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88891 091 5).

By Steve Moyes
IN THISBOOK,cooky pose5 a0 postmodem& past-master, acknowledging
then bending litermy expectations,
chatting with his charactem, the reader,
and hlllf.
He even forestells criticism
by inventing a scholar to mouth our objections: ‘I. . . there is no genuine effod
to reach the best in us. There is, tither,
an unremitting indulgence in whatever.

.
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forthe moment, appeals to the author.”
At times it’s hard to disagree.

__.__._
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This epic metafiction. ostensibly
about John Crafchenko (bank robber

s&ould be purchased and read. What
does become abundantly clear is why
poetry has such a small (and dbuinlshing) readership in this country. And that

and “cunning linguist”) is slyly complex
but
also
an
example
of

raises the question of why we publish so
many volumes of poetry. 0

post-modernism’s most grating excesses.
Its structure. collage-like and multigcnred, resembles that of Michael Ondaatje’s Silly the Kid. The few objective,
almost surreal poems are perhaps modlt
successful in giving us a sense of Krafchenko the historical character: “his
bctud/ feeding/slowly/as quartz. . . . a
v:arm sponge/walking.”
However,
many of the other pocms lack Cooley’s
usually arresting metaphors, and wallow
instead in their own “unprintable jokes
and puns” like “trance crypt” and
“Jack In!pff.” Such irouia provide, at

best, tvm-dimensional insightp; they arc
li;id;wiclxts
through wluch we pars
We i&e

in the folklore, dll.

and

references to Robert Kmetsch’s Crow
that some exploration of Krafchcnko as
trickster-fyure was intended; but all
that ultimately gets explored is Cooley’s
game of hide-and-go-read: “to find me/
you must read be/twcen the lines.” Both
clever and frurtmting, Bloody Jack is a
book for neither the easily satlsfled nor
the easily irritated. 0

Champ, by Kay Burkman, Fiddlehead
Poetry Books/Goose Lane Editions, 41
pages, $6.95 paper (ISBN 0 86492 OS8
?&
El’ bWan Fawcaft
THE JACKETcopy announces that this

Motller”oe”ts. bY susa” Ioannou.
Wordsw&hts &t&la, 52 pages, $4.92

paper (ISBN 0 920835 00 7).

i3y Loulee Long0
NOW THAT the
“discovered” the
lion, the subject
more lips than

baby-boomers have
business of repmdw
of mothahood Is on
ever. In this sense,

and successfully explores both-sides of

the process.
Most of us are pretty wll acquainted
with the romauticized oicture of mothering, so poems like “~&blvalence” and
“Three Women” present a refreshii
real alternative:

GiveIfi lo Us~n7n.w
but shatIer m_w&:

To hew to gp thmukh It agoin. . . .”
In poems like “In My Morning Bed”
and “St&u,” Ioannou writes about the
personal rlcbes of motherlag, but ofteu
it’s in the more objective “portrait”
poems, like “Au.&”
that she makes
some of her strongest statements about

pamuting:

book is witty and unusual, and that it is
a pan-chronicle, pan-meditation that
deals with the life and pmfessional
career of turn-of-thecentury Canadian
boxer Tommy Bums. Actually, it is
none of those things.
It is another book of self-cautious

Canadiuua. written by a woman who is
clearly talented euougb to write decent
poetry but who can’t seem to conceutrate on her subject matter for 47 pages.
Instead, the poems drift off into
travelogue depictions of the Canadiau
kutdscape, or into depictions of the
author’s state of mind or her opinions
about items in the news. The language of
the writing is clutrered with third-rate
creative-writing department metaphors
that often aren’t even connected to the
follo=iw stanza, and further confused
by idiosyncratic punctuation and line
notation.
BurLman hasn’t learned to write a
book. Consequently, the reader is letl
v:ondcrbtg who Tommy Bums was, and
why Burkman wrote about hi, and
probably why this totally amateur book

.._ .._.
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“Whattsa mattersSlu&Gd,
you s&d?”
and smackshim OIQ?
on the cm
hard enough10 smasha beer boUle.

Iomnou’s work, at its best, has a
street-wise toughness, wuplcd with an
eye for detail that is effective. Uufortunately, mauy of the poems are in need
of ruthless editing. There is alho a judg.%
mental quslity in a few of the poems,
wbicb is disturbing. “Foul” describes a
cold, unrapousive mother from the

point of view of three “good” moms;
and ‘%I Nathan Phillips Square” gives
us another mom observing career
women:

__.. ._. .--~-_.-.---

--.

--.-..-.--.

The suggestion here is that the only
real fulfdment for a real womm k

motherhood. This strikes me as an
assumption we have made strides recently to dispense with. Still, the streugth of
the book lies in the range of emotional
responses to motherhood that Ioauuou
capture& She’s coveting *ew teriitory,
and ssying something that needs to be
said. 0
Nanoose Bay Suite. by Kevin Roberts,
Oolichan Books, 64 pagas, $7.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88982 068 a).
Sy J.D. Carpenter
ROBERTSBEGINShis graafd epic by
musing over the boner of Haida girl 300
years dead:

vi&m-e her brother, lhe act
mindtar ngalnslthe hips
wonders who was responsible:
‘Some white man v&h&back
to his
tall ship.” With this as bis point of

He

departure, Roberts takes us on au
exploration
of British Columbia’s
Nauoose Bay that is at once bistoricsl.
mythological, personal, and political:
“what can I imagine of this domiuionl
thll prowince of lost breath?”
Happily, buaginatiou is Roberts’s
long suit, and although all the poems are
Linked by their set-,
tltey vary widely
in theme: the 1843 log of Captain
Phillips aboard the Swifmm: the arrival
of the Portuguese goldseekcr, Jo&i
Ignaoio d’Almada ln 18Q; the crash of a
warplane ln 1943 c’tbc white gout/and
cromph/as the plane hit the Bay”);
Sno’no’Huas,
Sinekwa,
Mimir,
Yggdrasil; untidy tourfsts; deer hunting;
sailing (%lted at ease with the wind/
butt&y/angles”);
dogs, sealr; hemus;
love; war; and Nanoosc Bob, an India”
whose dislike of whites was prompted by

the crew of a Yankee sloop who, in
1840, hung hi fmm the mainsail rope
“like a gutted deer/till the blood mu to
his head/crawled & as worms out his
nose/and ears and mouth.”
Roberts’s love for Nanoose Bay is
tempered only by his coucem for its
future in the face of possible global cataclysm:

Womenunhbtderedby children
I wwch in the wombof the qwne.
They come aad they 80 - ewywhem
busy wkh books, b@s and case%

-I-...:

. . ...>..
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The final two poems of the suite are
clcgiac. In the fint. Roberts is awakened
by the singling of an Indian girl, but
shun he goes outside to speak to her she
has vanished, leaving only a mound of
stones “like acalrn [which] remindsma/
of otheribones.” This parallel to the
opening image of the Haida girl’s

murder and the closiy poem’s depiction
of loss through the melting of a “feather
of ice” in the poet’s hand (“I open my
hand/all this imagining lost/to water
Gthout shape/like tears”) bring home
to the r%wJcrthe poet’s dilemma: his
low for something-he feels helpless to
protect. 0

The Emerging GenemUon: An Inside
boo!: nt Cmutdn’oTeenagers, by Donald
C. Posterski and Reginald W. Bibby,
Iwin Publishiw, 220 pages, $9.95 paper
(ISEW 0 7725 15220).
!zQ!@ol-w&JJl?&?
BIBBTANDPOSTERSKI.
who have worked
extensively with teenagers, have
swwycd 3,600 young people bctwecn
the aga of 15 and 19 about their values,
pastimes, social concams, family life,
friends, beliefs, hopes - and. yes, sex,
drags. and rock ‘n’ roll. Tbcll book
adds flesh to the usual stcrcotype of
teenage self-interest. Teens do worry
about the senior prom. but they wony
mars about unemployment, child abuse,
crime, and the threat of nuclear war.
We learn that althotzgb teenagers are
wrricd about sex, their attitudes are
remarkably close to those of Canada’s
adult generation. Some teens (the book
estimates about 30 per cent) are involved
c-ith drugs. but Canadian teenagers also
list drugs hllh on their list of so&l COD
cems. It’s in the ana of rock music that
the results become really interesting. It
bcems that rock is the great retmat for
tezns from the prcssurcs imposed by
their peers. adults, and society. Some 90
per cent said they listened 10 music
“wry often,” and cited more satlsfm
tion fmm it than from the attention of
their parents.
BasicaUya summary of the results of
the authors’ questioonalre, the book’s
approrc!~ i’ academic, much like a long
sodologicti study. On the other hand,
the information it provides ls engaging
and unprzdlctablc - much like tba
youth of today. 0
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No Immediate Danger? Prognosis for
a Radioacllve Earth, by Rosalie BertelI,
Women’s Educational Press, 400 pages,
912.95 paper (ISBN 0 88961092 4).

the 2lst century. What a shock to
discover thal even getting the machme
turned on can take the combined skills
of a TV repairman and an undergraduate programmer.
So a new genre was born - the cornputer book that claims to make smooth

Lorraine Johnson
IN HEREXPOSE
of the nuclear i9dustry.

5y

Bertall argues that the cumulative
damage to the earth and its inhabitants
by nuclear production (whether for
military or energy uses) has reached
alarming pmportions. Yet the most
frightening aspect of BertelI’s discussion
ls that the threat is virtually invisible: the
sUcnceand secrecy surrbundllg the issue
guarantees a passive (or, if active. illinformed) populace. The effects of
nuclear production have permeated the
environment but not with the general
public’s consent or its knorvledgcrln the
context of this negativity, Bertell offers a
program of action. With enthusiasm and
optimism, she suggests that anger (a
necessary by-product of the revelations
in this book) can trigger cotitructive
social change.
An interesting aspect of Bcrtcll’s
study is tbat it states the relatiyely harmless bat insidious ways in which marginal
elements of nuclear pmduction have
entcrcd our callure. For mample, she
notes that tbe bikini bathing-suit was
named aftw the atoll whose middle was
blown away during the Bikini Island
bomb blast. And Bartell always accompanies the marginal with the tangible:
the Bikipi islanders were not told for two
days tbat the white “snow” falling on
the gmtmd was contaminated fallout.
Bartell’s study is insistently holistic;
Third World politics, the energy shortage, global health issues, and workers’
rights are all convbxingly related. Tbii
kind of approach is necessarily rcductive, and BcrteU sometimes resorts to a
kind of logical shorthand in order to
make connections. However, such
eUipsesseemjustifiable in the conte.%tof
BertelI’s unavoidably complex premise:
“Nuclear technology has become the
symbolliecentre of the survival crisis.” If
for smne readers this kind of rhetoric
fails, then tbcy have BertelPs pc.tcnt
drama and scholarly rexarch to contend
viith. 0

this rough passage, by telling you
“cvcrything you need to know about
gelling started with your personal cornputa.” Most of these are unmitigated

deck that only add to your frustration:
sloppy, slipshod works stmng together
by barely literate computer nerds, or
barely mmputcr-literate hacks desperate
to cash in on the computer re.volutlon.
This volume, though, is a cut above
the rest of this genre. Cme and Feeding
lives up to its cover blurb by providing
sensible advice and carefully researched
sources. S&ions on planning your
space, avoiding computer clutter, and
finding help during youilcandng period
arc as pithy a0 anything in print on these
topics.
Rafferty’s chatty but informative style
echoes that dean of popular computer
writing, Peter McWilliams. but without
so many irritating asides. The teat is
welktrqctured with chapter introdw
tions, a thorough index, and mmy ptao
tical anecdotes. And - wndcr of
wonders - the author v.-amu my heart
with a half-p&8ediatribe on poorly written computer bcoks!
Although this beak does not break
any new ground. it does sift and tend the
patch carefully, and might well help you
bloom into a happy computer cwncr
after all. *
Hands On: A Compendium of Hundreds of Pmctlcal Tips and Useful Pro.
grams for LBM Personal Compulers, by
the editors of PC World, Simon &
Schuster (Musson). 256 pag&, 524.95
paper (ISBN 0 671 492853).

By Arthur Fuller
COMPUTING
MAoAzlNEscame in a variety of flavours, from Programmer’s
Journal (the Park Review of tbe market)
all the way to Which Computes?, a pmcrastinator’s dream. PC World courts
what is known as the power user-not a
programmer but a natural nonethclcts.
somcone with a feel for applications
programs (word processas. spreadsheets! databases).
Two of the
magaztne’s most popular columns
(“Hands On” and “User to User”) am
devoted to tips and tcchniqucs, nuggets
of coryputcr wisdom on everything fmm
;o$wa~n8 a hard disk to customizing

The Can? et Feadln8 of Your Personal
Computer, by Robert Rafferty, Holt.
Rinehart & Winston, illusttatcd, 199
pages, 813.95 paper (ISBN 0 03 001458
>

1).
By

Gord Graham

nia VtwtnnaD still bclicvc you can
take home a personal computer, plug it
in like a toaster, and be swept away into

-Given the exponential gmwlh of com-

puter ignorance, this kind of information does not stale. Rather, the number
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“A new standard for
criricism.” - UTQ

Four newvolumes
recendypublished.

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, MA 02138

ECYJPRESS 307 COXWELL AVE. TORONTO M4L 385 (4161594-3348

Emily

hlurphy:

Rebel

Chris:inc Mmrder
“Dubious times. Ironic.
I defend the law by day
and shatter it by night.”

This Lkating
hiogmphy
IIf Ciniltis tirrt r~mulu
nwgistmtc pnwidcs unuwul
insight into her priwc and
public lit& She is litmous
tbr her ruling that il wntlan
is il pcnon und as such
has the rights of il pcnon.
Illus. 6 I 9. 192 pp.
FBh’ 0-889W173-2.
Bicgrap~

INTIMAllZ

FRAGMENTS

from the private writings
Judge
An Ineverenl Chronide oj
of a Supreme Court

Early Harifar .
59.95 paperback
1

An index to the contents of
the periodical
Canadian Likmlure Nos. 1 - 102,
cross-indexed by major themes.
Compiled by Glenn Clever.
1984, 220 pp. cl. 529.95.

RlwlBUS
PUBLISHING
LIMITED

TbronrqStrrrcolumnistRank Jones
probeabebindtbebeadlk
ofthe sensationalMassey murder
andopensa fkcinadngwindow
onCanadianaocietyattheturnoFthecennny
-A

rivetingbook!”

-EdWtXdGreensoan
IRWIN PUBLISHING 0 $19.95 cloth
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rho need it is always incrcasing. This book collects the best of the
columns from the last two years, in nine
main subject areas - the section on
opcmting system tricks is the most univernal in its appeal. Many of the remaining pieces conccm Fyordslor. dBASE9 or
I-2-3. the dominant pmgmms in their
rcspcctive genres. Other piccw address
subjects such as customlzlng Mirwsoft
Word for screenplay writing, getting the
most out of rMcr/Alergc,and \vrltlng tiny
programs to kill nasty bugs (for the
uninitiated read “problems”)
in
plintcrs.
Han& On, in short, is a wry us&l
book. Dctibdtcly for computer enthwiasts (as disiinct fmm &pcrts), it
\*vill delight owners of Wordsmr,
&-lSE,
and l-2-3 especially. Even for
subscribers to PC World the book performs a valuable scrvicc, saving us from
thumbing through back issues for that
dozens if not hundreds
computing books not worth the paper
they’re printed on: Hands On is at the
opposite end of tbe spectrum - useful
no matter how rdvanccd the reader. *

LtJr JZlCli L7hCbOd
IL~xcclr: A Eiography, by Albert and
Tbrresa Moritz, Stoddart, illwtmcd.
364 pages, $26.95 cloth (ISBN 0 1137
2027 2).

w &%vttLKKED a truly fmc and eompletc biography of Leacock. We still do.
Poxibly the man was too whimsical, too
sly to be pinned down. Until a defmitive
volume appears. this painstaking work
fills a large gap, but it is in several ways
disappointing.
To criticize ls easy,’ and to write a
mqior biography is not. Still morx difficult is it for ordinary humourlcss mortals to capture the essence of that most
elusive rogue, the comic writer, the
genius who laughs. Albert and Theresa
hlotitz v:aste no time in lurching off the
rails. The fnt paragraph of their book
wads:
StCphcaButlerLeacOCkOftenw arked
about the art of wrltlnghumor. Whlk
mainminingthat humorws M buslncss
for amscurs. he wlltinglydireuaed his
mcthodr. . . . Fira. wtte down the
idcv 85 zooonaa they come. Somettmes
an idea could be a bit slow in forming.
true. but writing it down was new diflicult. The key to gettingideas,Lucock
said. v:asB clearhead, suchY a txrson

--
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could obtain from sleepingoutdoors(In
all weathers)sad dring at fiveo’clockin
the morning. At Icast, that was how he
did It.

The heart sinks. Oh Gawd, spare us
another turgid treatise on how to aritc
funny! .What Lcacock once wrote nowhcrc quoted in this solemn book was: “Writing is no problem. You
mcrcly jot down the ideas as they occur.
Now, the jotting down is simplicity
itself. but the occurring - ah, that’s
difictdt.”
Relentlessly, the authors hunt the
fatly with a blundcxbus: “The qucstion tbat should be put to Lcacock,
then, is not simply how to make people
laugh, but how to make people laugh
and teach other pcoplc cconomlcs, all in
the same Ufctims” Wrong again. Why
can’t one be both a baseball player and a
butcher, or a nurse and a novelist7
Unless you subscribe to the dictum of
Harold Itmis that “The trouble with
studying cconomla in Canada ls that
you may die laughing,” there may be no
direct connection. The central question,
surely, is how to comprehend the essence
of the man, his motivations, the wellwing of his creativity. Here, the
Moritzes, for all their diligent and
admirable rcscarch, flub and fumble.
They are at great pains to argue that
Leacock, as chairman of the department
of political economy at McGill, was an
important and infhtcntial economist.
That’s debatable at best. They do give
new and helpful attention to Leacock’s
academic output. Considerable as it was
in quantity, it was mostly slight in quality. And n-w
- for it is clear that he
was a racist, an imperialist, an antifeminist, and a passionate antipmbibitionlst, who fulminated on this
latter jaunty but minor policy matter for
hundreds of pages. His best (and most
lucrative) book as a scholar was
Eiemenls ti PolXeaf Science, a solid
and~thougbtful volume. but a textbook,
and not tbe sort of thing that would have
earned him tentue in more rcccnt
dccadcs. Still, anyone who hired and
defended Eugene Forsey wasn’t all bad.
If Learock the academic was, for all
his unfortunate Victorian biases, a
humanist and an early “red tory,” how
are we to ‘understand him as a
humoutist? Robertson Davies has
written that the Sage of Brewery Bay
Is. . . Uked money. He Likedit bccause it
bmugbt respect and the kind of Uvlnghe
loved . . . and security.” The authors
skirt but tacitly acknowledge the fact

ly in his hunger for dollars. Oddly, they
do not ask, Iv&7
For all their impressive piling up of
facts, evidence, and quotations, the
Maritzca are strangely obtose on this
pivotal question. They demonstrate that
the young and bnpecwdous Leacock
hated his father, had ‘a somewhat
cloaked and dim family Life with his
wife, Beatrix, who prcdeccased him by
many years, and was the devoted but
worried father of aa erratic son who
stood only some four feet tall. Does it
take any great leap of imagination to
surmise that he was at root a sad man, a
good but disappointed man. a man who
knew and feared poverty, a tender if
bibulous man who was no stranger to
sorrow? We are not told. The mysterious soutxe of divine eomcdy remains
unexplored. A frustrated reader might
turn to mull Mordecai Richler’s obscrvation that humourlsts,
. . . *way from their puntsbing work.
tend to be il most melancholy, even
lnorose, lot.. . Humour can eonccal
or eva heal pain. The bert rcvcnacon

cxperleneels witlag well,rceallingpart
humiliatloarnot so muchin tranquilllty
as with laugh% bitingback the angv,,
maldmgit all swa wond~fully abrurd
in rctmspsct.
That, to me, has the jab of truth.
Consider for comparison what the
Mmitzes offer as a gcncralizatlon on
Lcacock’s wit: “He avoided personal invective and destructive criticism of individuals or of flpes, but often the point
of his humor plunged very deep. He
qw?!xioncd tbc validity of the most
cherisbcd attitudca and institutions.”
That just won’t do.
Still. this workmanlike biography has
some reel merit. It is detailed. careful.
and balanced. Although it falls to take
risks or offer ilashes of insiaht. it ls tbc
best biography yet a&l&e~on
this
lovable man. Sometimes little anccdotca
are included and the real Leacock
twinkles through the book. My
favowite:
. . . There were decidedly lrrc&w
sspccu of his conduct ss well.A young
rcportcr who vi&cd his Arts Building
ofh was asked to wait whileLeacock
fmlshcd addressinga lcttcr. She was
shackedwhenhe calmlydrewtogethera
smallpile of the corrcspoadace he had
been ftildng, walked to the window
end dmzwit out on the lawn. Be cxplalncdthat it savedhim a trip downto
the mailbox; some pssserby seeing a
heap of addressed letters would post
them.
The book is worth reading for .such
occasional nuggets. but they are regrettably few. Through the rather thick
prose, I can almost hear Leacock chuck-

ling, “Abal Slipped away on you Spain,
dkwt I?” cl
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Dontzatc Fuuel, by Btin Mouti:. House
of Atttntsi, 122pages, $8.95 paper (ISBN
0 co7:4 143 0).
CocMoib ni the Mausoleum, by Susan
Mttsgrave, McClelland & Stewart, I51
pages. S9.95 paper (ISBN0 7710 6651 1).

LIJHEP.SEMINAL work, The Moon and
the Vi&n, Nor Hall describes the moon

tts feminine, and “its trek across the
night sky has been likened to the travels
and travails of the feminine psyche.”
Given Lbmmtic Fuel and Cocktails aI
tke Mausoleum,
Hall’s notion of
woman-in-the-moon (as opposed to the
tmditional male f&we) bears fruit. Each
poet turns and returns to lunar imagery
and attempts att enunciation of the art
of poetry against the craft of language.
Mow2 succeeds; Musgrave fails.
Mour& foutth volume of poetry
demonstrates an articulate consciousttess in full bloom. Her earlier colleotlotts. particularly Empire. York Sfreel,
lacked a coherent ideology and tended
tov:ard fragmentation for fragmentation’s sake. The results, predictably
erratic, suggested a poet of terrific
potential looldug for a language, a
frame 0f rererenw.
With Dom&c puel, previous confusion yiekls to lucid syntherir: Mourt’s
fascination with the “making” of individual poems (in the Romantic tradition)
has fallen away. The collection offers a
body of work, not merely its severed
head. An informed voice speaks elcquently; we cannot fall to listen.
The book contains four seaions, inchtdhtg the title one. Unlike many of her
cotttempomtier. Musgrave among them,
Mow& recognizes exactly what a series
of poems grouped together under one
title constitutes.
“Speaking
in
Toyues,” for example. takes the act of
communication as its starting point and
spirals outward to include its opposite.
Language,
the sinner/saviour,
dominates content while structure
reiterates the dichotomy. True to form,
“Spirit-Catcher” offers its message in
broken lines:

wtxn Jo” dendl /us
bm~!dng over norhing. . .

Mour8’s cd&ration of art over artifKe in Domeslie Fuel combines with a
stunning purity of language and ideological location. Here. sbzoiticantlv.
err&y matters. She embrafesthe femali;
touches night. denounces blindness.
If the focus for Mouti’s writing exists
in dominant nocturnal images, then the
focus for Cocktails at the Mausolgmn
locates itself in darkness. While the
moon waxes in Mottti’s work, it wanes
in Musgwe’s. Night’s opposite - day
- is ttot the same as the opposite of
darkness, lb&t.
The collation contains seven sections;
unfortunately, their logic seems arbitrary and self-conscious. There are long
poems and there are long sections. This
collection consists of long sections, a
series of dihconnectiotts.
Musgrave’s natural poetic abilities ate
inestimable; when she wishes, she can
write cbzles around circles. However,
much of this volume displays an uncharact&tic laziness on the part of the poet
(or her muse). The easy rhyme occurs
agaht and again, almost as if the poem
had assetted its own order. its own sense
of control. Meanwhile, the absent
author appeara as an afterthought, a
sort of literary joy-rider.
Paradoxically, although the titer is
missing, the petsona/l in these poems
iuslstently prevails. On its own, confessiottal self-obsession has a place in our
litqratun (circa 1960); combined with a
“poetic journal in the form of
Mu~grave’s own notes to the poems;’
such autism ultimately induces a severe
case of boredom. How often do we need
to be informed of the colour of the
poet’s dress, the make and model of
some car or other. whether a given
photographer was copacetic? Not only
do we sit through the original, we must
also suffer the instant replay. In “I Am
Not a Conspiracy, Everything Is Not
Paranoid, The Drug Enforcement Admlttistratlon Is Not Everywhere”:
Pad CORIL(
fm Toronto on Sunday
to photograph me here in my
new Image. . .

And later, the note from this “1”:
“Paul Oratstebt was the photographer.
Obviously I felt uncomfortable in the
cornfield, far away from the ocean I’m
used to being photographed beside.”
At bottom, Cocktal& at the Mauveleum contains a handful of poems; the
txmabtder dllplays what Charles Olson
called “the lyrical interference of the
individual as ego.” As an exercise in
self-promotion, it works; as a collection
of poems, it doesn’t. 0
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distractions
By Lucille

King-Edwards

The New Csttadisn Poets 1978-1985,
edited bv Dennis Lee. McClelland &
Stewart, -383 pages, $14.95 paper (ISBN
0 7710 5216 2).

wttt~twt -mts ttwt.w in Vermont one
hopes will add cliirity to an evaluation of
a book that attempts to span a generation of publishing, for as Dennis Lee
explains, the ages of poets are not the
reference point, but rather the year they
had their first book of poetry published.
Tbii volume contains Lee’s choice from
what is estimated as au average of 60
first books of poetry published every
year since 1970. Immediately our hats
must be doffed to Lee, who has gallantly
waded through the deluge to select his
survivors.
Not so fart; take a look at the index.
Maybe I’m not your average reader. but
with a couple of exceptions there’s no
one here who is unfamilii to my eye, if
not ltt book form, at least iu’poetns read
in journals. Despite this, Lee claims that
many of these poets are unknown to
each other. Not surprising to me as I
watch them not buying each others’
books day in and day out. I orten hope
there’s an undugrotmd network, about
which I know nothing,
freely
distributing these books to all who write
poetry.
Complete with introductory essay,
which can be read as an afterword. this
anthology strikes one as a distinctly
schizophrenic book, it’s really two
anthologies in one. The first section
gives us. in non-partisan alphabetical
order, 20 poets at length. Bravo! At last
enough poems to make a reasonable
judganent. enough to allow the tlavour,
style, and content of each poet to be
developed.
I must admit to being an inveterate
anthology-hater because inevitably. if
one knows the writer’s work at length,
one balks at the typical anthology pieces
chosen, and if one doesn’t know the
work one feels teased, but never satistied. Pan one of New ChnadiamPoelsis

commendable in that respect. But here’s
the rub: part two contains the poems of
73 more poets; these receive the usual
anthology coup de S&e of two to three
poems each. Lee decides who are the
tit&class dtimts here, and who are the
second. Of this latter category 1 would
single out Robyn Sarah, Ray P8ip, and

CA8TLEGUARU
- Beside the Columbia Icefield in BanN National
Park lies Castleguard, L narrow valley with an encwmous system of deep
eaves. AuthorsDalton Muir and Derek Ford have explored and
photographed the austere beauty of a land shaped by water, cold and
rime. Over 100 exquisite colour photographs with facing pages of text
meal the fascinating story of this incredible landscape. A reading must
for caving enthusiasts! Of captivating interest to geologists and hikers as
well.
198.5
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Kleinzahler as poets whose
v:orks deserve better treatment.
Filip seems to be cast in the “immigmnt” rOle, “01 fo”tW
t0 pXt Of hi
image, but he has many more powerful
piecer than “The Mighty Buck, . . . .” I

ache that Robyn Sarah’s “Fugue” seems
destined to become an anthology special
v:hen the poetry in her latest book. Anyone Sf.zting on That Middle Ground, is
far deepcr and disturbing. Kleinzahler is
represented by one aspect of his writing,
his ear for slang. It is interesting that two
of the three selections chose” have
decidedly Canadian settings, while
Kleinzahler’s range is much broader. I
am suspicious of a book that establishes
u tw-class mnki”g within itself.
Of those v:ho warrant “up to fifteen
Christopher Dewdney leaves
Pee%”
most others far behind. The scope and
passion of his poetry, and the unique use
of language from technical to vernacular
make the poems soar into form. They
body forth their feelings and objects.
Tlrisis of nva worlds - Ihe one diwnu/
men know and that

____,_._

.._ . .._ _~__ _ .-

And “ow to do what everyone who
has ever read any a”tholow wa”ts to do:
mention some of the po%s who should
have been there. Guy Bii,
whose
first book, Baby Grand, has received tittie notim in Canada while meanwhile his
work is ‘being published in England.
Australia, and the United Stata on a
regular basis. Try his poems in Four by

Origin, or Scripsi. Patrick
Friesen’s The Shunning is the best of
Prairie poetry, mting and faithful to
the land; Anne McLean’s Lil provides
another dime”sion to the feminine voice

Four,

the se&ions in this anthology. I w&Id
add Brent MacKay. Jack Hannan, Bob
McGee, Fraser Sutherland, and Stephen
Morrissey.

The New Canadian Poets is a safe

book. Not too ma&y important toes
have been stepped on here, yet I believe
that readers and witers fmm each
pocket of poetry across Ca”ada will find
at least one very fine poet neglected
while someone with a bier “ame in
Toronto has taken their place.
A passing thought, a heretical
thought maybe, just maybe, as s
literary editor remarked to me one day,
too much money goes into publishing
and not enough into poets’ pockets for
keeping out of’ print and writing and
rewriting and editing, so that instead of
a deluge we @t
have sparkling

darkly. if well. Her poems ring Wallace
Stevens in my mind: “Death is the
mother of beauty,” and this mood
se.ans to move through the next three:
~;larily” Bowring, Robert Bringhurst,
and Don Cole% Bringhurst has mastered
the ironic tone as well as a language
almost as varied as Dewdney’s, fre
yuently as powerful. Coles was a find
for this reader. He plays the small-town
Gntario life out of its mundaneness with
xcurxy, while on hiv other string he
gives the reader a touch of the European
sophisticate. Other choicesz Paulette
Jiles. though I missed PO+ fmm her
strong section, “Tuurning Forty” in
Celesrial Navigation; Don McKay for his
range and virtuosity: Erin Mow& for her
poetry, which cuts the heat.

Peter Van Toorn is not wellrepresented by the selection here. His
“Wowa” section from In GuildensIern
County is a must for anyone wanting to
see his range in language, coupled witb
more of the Afounlain Tea poems. “The
Cattle” and “Shake ‘n’ Bake Ballad”
are catchy but just that. My pans in ICCtion one are Pier Giorgio Di Ciao.
Surnn Musgrave, and David Donnell.
They “re all too quick with the clever
v;ord. too ready to forgo poem for
supertidal sheen. Donnell, in this seleo
tion, reads like a” egomaniacal boor.

streams of poetry, major lakes of
poetry, grand cataracts of poetry. The
ground water may be too high. 0

TWO

solitwdes

By Douglas

Glower

A Tale of Two Countries: Cantempomry Fiction in Caneda and the
United
Stntes, by Stanley Pogel.
ECW Press. 143 pages. $17.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 924X0249 4) and $9.95 paper
(ISBN 0 920802 51 6).
ITHADTOhappen, I suppose-the antil
The Liberals are
out of power, the Conservatives .are
cozying up to the U.S., and now comes

nationalist backlash.

Stanley Fog& a would-be iconoclast
flailing at the idols of CanLit with his

America” post-modernist stick.
The argument of Two Counlries goes
like this: post-modernism, epitomimd
by William Gass and Robert Coover. is
the dominant (“state of the art”) tictional style in the U.S. today while we
backward Canadians (“isolationist and

.___~...~.--..-.

-.

perhaps claustrophobic”) continue to
write “along more traditional lines.”
epitomized by the novels of Margaret

Awood and Robertson Davies. The
reason for this, says .Fogel, is that
Canada is at a stage of cultural development analogous to America in the mid19th century: we are still creatblg our
national myth while Anmicans. 130
years ahead of us. are busily “demnstructi”g” theirs.
One can perhaps sympathize with
Fogel’s impulse if not the product of his
ruminations. He is plainly frustrated
with the excesses of cultural nstionalisnx
he believes, with reason, that it is time to
massess the merits of some of our mosl
fame-bloated literary fgures. He wBnts
Canadian writing to be more comageous, both formally and politicaUy,
than it has been in the past.
Fogel. however, effe@ively emasculates what might have bee” a timely and
salutary book by yoking his raevaluation of CanLit to a trendy. self-congmtulatory brand of U.S. academic critidrm
that deals mainly with writers who we.re
llcl CoIlrant IO to 15 years ago. He
further loads his critical dice by wmparing literary apples and oranges (a
book on Canadian and U.S. post-modernists might have been interesting, or a
comparison of Atwood and some pm”&
nent American women writers) and by
confining his argument in a cage of
simplistic dualities (tmditionaL/modem.
dominant/peripheral).
Two Countries is a veritable dormitory of Procrustean beds. And it is not
helped by Fogel’s portentous style
which, veering wildly between the prolix
and the incomprehensible, reads occasionally like a parody of tbe worst
academese.
The oracular utterance. Shakespeare.
for all that portends not intrinsically in
tams of the plays, but rather as ir
adumbnks culture. good brdiw.
the
cognoscenti. is a staple of many
academics in Englishdeparrmmts and
other culturalinstilulions.

First, it’s simply not true that postmodernism is the mainstream literary
movenwat in the U.S. today. Last yeat
William Kennedy, a writer publicly
sponsored by Nobel laureate Saul
Bellow, walked off with the Pulitzer
Prize, the National Book Award. and a
MacArthur Foundation grant for his
novel about Albany bums. Now Ihat’s
what the mainstream is.
Gass, Coover, and others like them
have retreated to the universities where
they teach and where they find an eager
band of ambitious academics ready to
dissect their theoretical utterances and

programatic fiction. Thomas Pynchon’s
most recent book was a collection of
early stories; John Barth’s was a novel
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The Wonder

Gordon lnglis
Candace Savage
Thls beautiful
treasury combines
an engaghlg text
with a large selac-
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blrd enthusiasts and
lwers of nature.
535.00 cloth
Western Producer Prairie Books
S&arnon, Sarkatchewan

The year is 19LlO.A murder in
London . .. B devious Empress in
Pekin,g .. . the Boxers are rebellii
This is the backdrop againat
which the advenhues of a British
otllcdlk~;~ St% Yat-Sen’s nephew

Dr. Pauline Rose Glance

provides the hope and
the help to turn its
victims into victors.”
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The Issues,The Trial,
The Consequences

Ben Powell
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S. Mertl. J. Ward
Thls fascinating book
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people whose lives
have been permanently
affected; a story abduf
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a formemployed by Samuel
Cichard,on.
They arc hardly “the
rorcmost
eonlcmporary
American
vxiter+.”
Second, vzhat Fogel says about the
rlurth ofcxperimcntal fiition in Canada
is equally false. He ignores, for c.xample,
Leon Rooke, who is invariably tagged as
a post-modernist
of precisely
the
Coovcr-Barthclme ilk. The fact is that
wnc of the best unconventional (I use
fhc term advisedly, in the Fog&an
wxe) tiction published by commercial
prcws in the U.S. in the ’80s has been
wirtcn by such Canadians as Timothy
FindIcy and W. P. Rimella.
Fofd lists several ofher Canadian
witers who, he says. lean toward postmodernism bur for one reason or
another don’t make the cut. He lika to
have crerything his own way. If a Canadian - say. Ray Smith - writes mctatiLtion, it’s “derivative,” “ersatz,” and
“ncglrctcd.”
It will be only “slightly
mumfictive” (is that like being halfpregnant?) or iI mill be an isolated, on&
shot cffon fnhercas Gass, with two
hool:s, leads a movement). Fog4 just
can’t bring himself to admit that there is
:q livei:: and interesting canon of Canadian c\pzrimental writing.
Third, yes. it’s true that Atwood and
D.wier are not post-modernists, but this
is like %aying a home is not a zebra and
has nothing to do with whether it’s a
wad horse or a bad horse. Fogel thinks
AWood’s tiction is “glib and facile”
v:bilc Davies is “clearly a gentleman first
and a vxiter second.” He brands both as
old-fashioned novelists whose works are
more akin to the “tepid British variations” of Iris Murdoch (why does he
&Ii on Xfurdochl) than to the Amcrican mainrtrcam.
At least in Atwood’s cast. this is
4ful and flippant chauvinism. Atwood
happens ICI be about as mainstream in
rhc U.S. ishere she is grouped with such
authors as Ann Bcattie and Margc
Picrcy! as she is in Canada. Surfacing
ws a revolutionary novel when it broke
on the American consciousness at a
crucial stase in the feminist mwemenf.

To that extent. Atwood has most ccrtoinly had a more profound political
impact. done more to subvert the lanwage of male domination, than Fog&s
“subversive” duo, Gass and Coover.
Fourth. in order to make the case that
Canadian wiling is categorically diffurcat from U.S. writing, Fog4 ignores
tbc fact that Americans who read what is
published by mainstream commercial
w~.‘rcs lind a lot of Canadian writing
qwtc p~kuable, thank you very much non aticn. stuffy. old-fashioned,
or
rscaiwly
parochial ar all. The most
pxado2cal
thing about Fog& argumcnt is that hc chooses to pillory Davies

_
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and Atwood as traditional and unAmc.rican when it is obvious that of all contemporary Canadian fiction writers they
have achieved thc.grcatcst criticat and

stating the opposite extremes of the pw
sent debate, atx described in the early
chapters of the book. The position of
the numerous pro-life and pm-choice
groups are provided as interesting background information. The style is journalistic rather than judgemental.
The central part of the book is a
“court diary” of the rexcnt trial of Dr.
Morgcntalcr
and bii co-accused in
Toronto. The criminal charge was riot
that abortions have ban performed outside a hospital, but rather the more
gcncml cbalge of “conspiring to procllrc
an abortion.”
The crown argued in
dcfencc of tbc law, spcctfica~ Section
251 of the criminal Code (revised 1970).
The defencc lawyer, Morris Manning,
had to convince the judge and jury that
this statute violated newly legislated constitutional rights. It became clear that
the advisarial approach of the comt
would not produce a satisfactory solution for anyone.
This was Morgentaler’a founh trial
and although the jury decided in his
favour, the round of appeals and
counter charges will continqc. The battle
lines in the courl arc the rights of women
vemus the rights of potential lives. This
is also the substance of the public debate
and the reason why it will always be a
stalemate.. Manning, after pleading in
court for almost 18 days. confided to the
author that the criminal law is the worst
way to handle social problems of this
kind.
With the trial completed, Collins
turns to the more fundamental
and
philosophical aspects of the dilemma.
When does a fertiti& ovum become a
unique human life? The pro-lifers claim
that conception, by producing a cornplate genetic entity, is the point.of no
rctum. The author strcsscs the differcacc behvcen abortion and infanticide.
Iafanttctde tg a murder of B fledgling
member of the human community.
Aborttoo, until the point at which the
fetus achievc3 functional integrity from
ks mother. is . . . intafertn.g with a
natural process. ao different or morally
freighted than birth control.
The new&y
of a synergistic interaction between mother and fetus up to
the time of quickening is beautifully
described. Hen Collins writes as a
woman.’ Of the many authorities
quoted. she seems to be closest to the
position of Mary O’Brien:
The right-to-life say that abortion is a
symbol of irratioaalhy. What it may
well be is cvidcacc of a very hard-nosed
rattonal perception of a woman’s being
in the world. No day care. no good jobs,
the forcing into marital rdationrhips
lbat are oRen unsatisfactory. Women
don’t have abortions because they gor
car&d awsy and opened thctr Icgs once
too often. They have aborttons because

The truth is that whatever differcnccs
exist between Canadian
and U.S.
writers, they do not reduce to such
simplistic contraries as hidebound tradition w. cxperimcntal post-modernism.
(Fog14 might better have addrcsscd
himself to the reasons why Canadian
publishers take fcwcz chances than their
U.S. counterpans.)
Nor can wc any
longer accept the old cltcb6 about
Canada being locked ineluctably in a
destiny parallel to that of the United
Stt%~~flonly
lagging behind a few

By Wilfred Palmer
The B& Evadon: Abortion, tbe Issue
That Won’t Go Away, by Anne Cdiar,
Lester & Orpen Detmys, 270 pager,
914.95 paper (ISBN 0 88619 060 6).
ANNE COLLINSth-tw~wcas her discussion of the abortion issue by drawing an
analogy with the legislation related to
contraception. The law, which was in
force until 1969. stated that anyone who
advised the use of contraceptives m
liable to a two-year term in jail. Because
of accepted practices no prosecutions
had been laid in the prccading 30 years.
Canadian public policy-makers arc like
dustmen sweeping the streets after the
demons~ratton has aone by. They
chsnge controversial laws wefully.
years after public pm&e hss made
them obrotetc
With regard to abortion Parliament is
dtxcribcd 89 a p&w
observer, watching while the individual pmtagonists Joe
Borowski and Henry Morgentaler teat
the resetions of public opinion.
The activities of these two men, rcprc-
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th<y arc scrual beings who arc also
rcproduaivc beings who live in a world
r:hcrc there is no provision lo be either
of thrj? things citb dignity.
One is left with the feeling that the
lc:is!atlve history for abortion will be no
bewr than it was for conlracc~tion.
Irlcxwhile. the moral and social qucstion: arising fmm the new tcchttology of
reproductive
biology ax becoming
increasingly
complex.
How many
unrcrolved legal cases mill arise from
surrogate motherhood, embryo adoption and mtilicial wombs? Anne Collins
provides some insights toward answrbtg
tbcx qucslions. 0

upen 1:: broken, by Betsy Warland.
Loll:rpoon Press. 56 pages, $7.00 paper
11SBirl 0 YlY285 26 0).
Tuuch to My Tongue, by Daphne
Marlatt. Longspoon Press, illustrated.
5.4 p.lgcr. $7.00 paper (ISBN 0 919285 27
Y!.
LO::~SPUON RECENTLYissued works by
wo v:omcn that speak some exciting
cu~rcnts of poetic work in language today. .4longside these books it has
r&rued Mulatt’s classic 1974 book
Srw3ror1 la place of lyric sanctuary.
v:hcrc I first felt the here-ncss and breath
uf the West Coast), this time with
Robrrt Minden’s
haunting
peoplephotographs interspersed with Marlalt’s
1e.u.
Mulart’s
Touch IO My Tongue is
printed in a parallel format to Sew~on;
irr tide pages arc intenvorkcd
with
photograph-consauctions
by B.C. artist
Cheryl Sourkes. a sequcncc of pictures
called “hlemory Room” that evoke the
fcmak body, trees and ocean. the alphabclic and the iconic. In tbis book the
photographs and words have a reflective
cominuily: Marlatt’s 14 love poems,
too. arc pictures, snd are read as we read
pictures. our cycs moving across the surfact of signs, making visual and textural
canncctious. Marlatt’s poems, like pio
tuws. respect not the line but just the
limits of the paper, inside which her
sounds arc IF own limes, beckoning us
in.
Both Marlatt’s and Warland’s pocms
arc tied by female erotics, by a scnsc of
ptaw in rhe sell. Labyrbuhine. Marlatt’s
ktnguage speaks the curves and maze
ends that snag us away from and toward

meaning, and calls us into the rhythms
of the body, dreaming memory, not the
mcrc dictionary meanings of words. This
poetry does not repeat (as so much
poetry does) the cliches of sexual feeling
for an objectiliid “other.”
Marlatt’s work is a dynamic of the self
in dialogue not just with the lover, but in
and through language. Dialogue is, after
all, the profess by which we grow and
chaa8e. Through dialogue we displace
what was inside us and lift it out, where
it can he looked upon, qsmcd, and freed
from silence. So many poets fear making
that interior space empty, refusing what
would speak thcrcl Yet, as language
theorists have shown us, we can only
imagine what wc have words for, and
words arc connected vitally to desire. In
this, the poems in Touch are ecstatic,
words glisten and flow.
Warland’s book contains I4 short
poems and the sequence “open
is
broken,”
in which the meanings of
words thcmselws arc addrcsscd and
intcrtwincd with the body, finding their
pwn female shapes and forces. Warland
acknowledges that the locus of lesbian
desire is not speakable in linear, maledefined “rational”
language, and she
finds the roots of words that “mark”
her own desire “exceed_ingly”:
the
original meaning of the.wvord mboo, she

ward. making the world (sodo-politicaleconomic) outside and Other. Other it
is. but that world too has to be redefined
and opened in language: when it is it will
incorporate the libidinal/scxual/crotic
-and
abandon ideology that falls us, in
the cruke missile, in Reagan, in rational
language, in the backyard of America.
Identity is only interesting if there is
change. The changer Marlatt. Warland,
and others make in language help us
identify our selves. so that the poetic is
not an object, but says to us (as Marlatt
says of her self):

The touch to her tongue is ha lo&s
skin aftcr an abscncc, female rcflcctive.
merging d&c.
The two books, different in texture
both of sound and of design, refer to
each older in their dedication. Still tbclr
work is conscious of and open to the
audience, and the reader they acknowledge is somconc we have a passion to
become. 0

tells us.
open b broken seems to be a pn-

liminary works it breaks theconventions
of meaning by asserting older lost meanings, but leads outward to something
Warland does not reach, yet. Even so,
Warland here is far from her earlier
work; the surge of open is broken overshadows the poems that precede the
scqucncc.
In Warland’s “untying the tongue,”
the affective is not scvcrcd from thinking but includes it. Thinking itself ls
present as emotion. This challenges our
old notions of the poetic, and Warland
lrespasscs with her words to evoke so
much of what has been forbidden
women. cspcclally lcsbians. Her work
speaks an eroticism rooted in the female
body.
s
The ties in open Is bmken between
cmticlsm/etymology,
between tissue/
text. are realizcd wildly in Marlatt’s
work. Marlatt’s word-flow is a rcalization
of meanings
fragmenting,
breathing. working out of silence, the
writer/reader fused in a journey where
one word/image invokes and provokes
the next.
Bolh books ask us to take risks with
reading, with what we know of reading
and of the text, and of our own bodies’
description. My only worry about this
crotics is that it could become too
focused on a “coupleing”
and turn in-

By D.W.

Nichol

Lean Talcs, by James Kebttsn. Agnes
Owen. and Alaxlalr Grav. Jonathan
Cape (Academic PRESS)._i9Z pages.
SZ3.50 cloth (ISBN 0 27.4 02262 8).
-ISH
LI~RATURS
in general takes
the slow boat to Canada. Few Canadians will have read modcm Scats bards
like Hugh MacDiiid
and Robert
Garioch. let alone Scats novelists and
short story witers. One example of
time-lag:
James
transatlantic
Kcnnaway’s first novel, Tunev of Gbxy,
was filmed in the early 1980% yet wasn’t
publish& in Canada (by Lestcr & Orpen
Demtys) until the 1980s. But being the
resilient
entrepreneurs
‘and saucy
exporters tbcy arc. three Scottish writers
have struck on something new; or
rather, an old idea inspirited with new
life: a Glasgow jam sandwich.
Lean Tales is the remarkable collaboration
of three distinctive
and
pungent talents. James Kdman sings of
the low-lifer passively witn.wbtg his
body’s decay, the punter who loses his
pay packet on the fust wager, tbe rogue
who scores a knapsack in tbe British
Museum loo; Agnes Owens spins bii
talcs of a local witch-cum-prostltwc
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pickling the Sanitary Inspector and of
hooligan vendettas; Alasdair Gray writes
mabdy of himself.
Tbe postscript te8s it all: Philip Hobsbaum (a Lewis disciple sent to Glasgow
University) stated a fortnightly writers
*oup in 1971 that linked such diverse
vxiters as Tom Leonard, Liz Lochhead.
Akwlair Gray and Jim Kdman. The latter two initiaUy bad little in common:
“Gmy was widng a novel [Lmurk]
xhiih used the devices, of fantasy to
owrlool; facts which mere essential to
Kdmen’s prose.”
Off the two went, Kelman gettig An
old pub new the Angel published by P
small press in Maine; Gray painting his
graphic canvases and selling the odd
script. Meanwhile, Liz Lochhead
“discovered” Agnes Gwens in a writing
group in the Vale of Leven. an industrial
vein north of Glasgow hit bard by the
recession. “Westdox Limited went into
liquidation and Agnes did what our
dynamic prime minister vmuld do if the
Thatcher family bad to go on the dole:
she hunted for part-time cleaning jobs.”
Stories lil:e “Getting Sent For” (a
parent-teacher bnerview that backfires
disastrously), “Commemoration Day”
labout an alibi for the murder of a
knigbred horseman) and “McIntyre” (a
suspect spokesman for telmlus’ rents)
show v:hich way Agnes Owens leans:
ritb the three million unemployed.
Coasting on the critical acdaim of
Lonark (1981). Gray hes had more
offers than he can fit on his plate. When
offered the commission by Cape, Gray
said he “had no more ideas for prose t%
tions,” hence the apportioned parts to
Kelman and Owens. Gray’s eonduding
slice is less a matter of lean tale than a
mix of autobiography, eulogy, protest.
and apologia. Gray’s contributions
devolve from largest - a personal
travelogue in the form of a report to an
arts grant committee - to smallest-a
droplet. “Ending,” which reads in toto:
“Having beguiled with fiction until I
had none left I resorted to facts, which
also ran out.” Pahaps Gray has determined to return to wordless images.
The arrangement of his tales suggests
the final decanting of a wker’s talents.
In “The Story of a Recluse” aminister’s
SW gets drunk and finds himself in a
familiar home but a strange bed. An entrance lassie enters and almost tmdresses. Honour-bound, he says, “I beg
your pardon.” But mid-tale, the teller
tells “s vlhat we have L one of Robert
Louis Stevenson’s Urfmished Stories.
After some vivid andysis and discursive
diissions
on Stevenson’s art, Gray
decides to ftish the unfinished off, once
and for au. such experbnental imagebuildingiimage-bursting can be engaging up to apoint. but Gray continues the
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narrative brilliantly up until his own
climax: conciliation of father and son.
Thea Gray finishes the romantic interest
off in perfunctory fashion, the lad
togivealig.:..
Gray cadi-iiyknots
the endof his fictional tether.

Kebnan, on the other hand, has just
started. His fast novel Not nol while the
giro [sic] attracted considerable attention throughout Britain and bis second,
The Busconductor Hines, has recently
been published by the enterpdsing Edinburgh University student press, Polygon
Books. One ot Canadian readers’ perennial problems with Scots witiog is
deciphering the dialect. When Kdman
writes “At least fifty pee,” he is
rrfaring to an amount of money, not to
a cmv/ded washroom.
Many of the short stories in thh colIection have been published elsewhere in
small editions and scattered magazines
(like Chapman end Cencmws in Edinburgh) that are g.enaally iniieeessible to
a Canadii readership. Lean Tales wes
published earlier this year in Britain and
now is available here. This augurs welb
dthough English widng seems in the dQldrums - where has Ian M&wan gone
aRer his morbid COntfwI qf .wwngem?
- Scot3 s&v/n is thriving. 0

___._

values has progressed from open rebellidn to covert apathy, a procar that her
stream-of-consciousness remembramxs
of agonia past make chillingly explicit.
In lesser hands, this might have become
a conventional tale of adolescent angst
vs. adult authoritarianism; but Blair
presents ha indiitment in such convincing detail that we instead come to admire
the purity of Anna’s intentions, which
are placed in the context of a thoroughly
compromised society where the stnus
QUOcan bat be negated thmugh indifference rather than active detiance.
The interplay between Anna’s loss of
interest in what happens to her as an
individual and her perception of the
disintegration of society as a whole is at
the core of the book, and it is beautifully
handled. Anna shares the narration with
several other female characters, whose
accounts of their particular pain deepen
and broaden OUTunderstanding of this
world’s malaise while also offering
multiple perspectives upon Anna.
Although men do not play 811important
part in this milieu. one of the subtlest
and most touchbtg narrative strands is
Anna’s obscrsion with her father’s
disapproval of her life, even though she
seldom sees him and claims to despise
eve@hing he represents. Blak controls
the varied elements of her story with
admirable artistry as she sketches an
essentially entropic environment in
superbly animated prose.
Anna’s World has. in the Sartrean
sense, no exit: whatever ideals or fantasies they may enteitain, its inhabitants
can never evade a reality that condemns
them always to be tbemselw. Unlike
Sartre, however, Blab creates fully
human characters whose suffering is
emotively affecting rather than spiritlessly benumbing, and as a consequence
Anna’s World is a notable example of
how her work can touch upon the
deepert psychological and intdlectual
levels.
The novellas The Day Is Dark and
Three Tmvellem are cut from similar
cloth. although only one of them
approaches the same heights of inspimtion. The Day Is Clark is a schematic,
artfully artificial tale of lovers meeting
and parting. with its champten impressing as mouthpieces for various philosophical points of view rather than as
fully developed human beings. The
reader is offered some sharp conversetional repartee as well as many
thoughtful refkctions on the human
condition, but the intellectual content of
the novella hasn’t been transmuted into
compdling fiction. The Day Is Dark is
of interest as a precursor of such mature
works as Anna’s World, but its intrinsic
merits are less than overwhelming.
Three TmveUersis a much more sue-

Wemlembramce
of
agonies

past

By Paul Stuewe
Anna’s World, by Marie-Claire Blah,
translated from the French by Sheila
Fuchman. Lester & Grpen Dennys, 176
pages, $9.95 paper (ISBN 0 88619058 4).
The Day Is Dark and Three
Tmvellers, by MarieCiaiix Bbds, trans.
leted from the French bv Derek Coltman, Penguin, 183 pages, $6.95 paper
(ISBN 0 14 007911 4).
rr’s A BANNER year for Marie-Claire
Blais fans with the appearances of
Anna’s Word, s 1982 novel now wailable in l&&h, and The Day Is L%rk
and Three TmveUets. the first paperback edition of two novellas origbmUy
translated in 1967. Both explore characteristic expa~es of Blair’s universe,
that uneasy realm where mquisitdy
wale suffering impinges upon exqtdsitely acute sensibilities with captivating
results.
Anna’s World ti e powerful portrayal
of how the absence of love can lead to an
abandonment of interest in life. Its teen*e protagonist’s rejection of traditional
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This fall from
TUNDRA

3 great new children’s books

Allw

THEYSOUGHTANEWWORLDthe stow of Europeanimmigration
to Canadaand the U.S. with 28
paintingsby William Kurelek. tan
by MargarerEngelharr 14.95

KURELEK

A bilingual

AHI BELLE CITEI /A BEAUTIFUL
CITYABC-an alphabetpuzzle book
. in English and French with 26 paintlnar by StephanaPoulin. 11.95

ABC

A cat

IF I WERE A CAT I WOULD SIT

book

IN ATREE-a muntin9 book with

picturesby Rlrt Arnold and wrss by
Ebbin Cutler. Ages3to 7. 7.95
Tundra Booksaredistributedby the Universityof Tomnm PI

DUDLBY ANDTHB
BIRDMAN
AMWtittCby

wiws
GOING To
CLBANUPTHlZ~Si

isbadcbypopdardemd

GEORGESWEDG

byANlTAKRUMlNS

WsbatedbyMaryM~

aMIPJLIElnE

wxJlR

awLlEax0pd

IU~hatedbyCadwFrebe

Trees Press

tie

guJwntu

A liiitcd number of issuer of Boolo In Cnadn m
availablefor the following prices per copy. Plus POSUW
and handlinp:
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32.75
S3.25
$3.75
$4.00

per irsue:
pa issue;
Ps issue:
per issue.

Susan
Swan

Michael C. Coney

1977 - $3.00 per issue;
1975 - 13.50 per issue;
1973 - $4.00 pr issue;

Orda now whilestockskw! Write to:
Bad: Irsuer. Books In Gmadr, 366 Adelaide Slreel East,
Toronto. Ontario MZA 3X9. Or phone (416) 363-5426.
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presrenfs

William Cibran

l9%l- $1.95per issue; 1983- III.95 pr issue;
19% - 51.95per issue; 1981 - $2.00 Per issue:
19% - $22.3per issue; 1979- 52.50 Per issue;
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NEW CANADIAN SCIENCE FICTION
from PressPoKepic 0 $9.95. order from Sewerbooks
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ccssrul opus that blends lyrical sentimcnt5 into a dramatically charged love
lriangle. It is !vritten in a stylethat effectimelyb?_ntherizes
prose and poetry into a
coherentprosepoem, mhile also making
cluver use of musicaland artistic refer-

inexplicably failed to credit translator
Coltman’s contribution to the eoterprise, which contrastsunfavourablywith
Lester & Orpen Dennys’s promineot
acknowledgementof Sheila Fischman’s
translation of Annds World. 0

ence points. Basically. Three Tmvelkrs
revitalizes a familiar plot situation by
infusing it with a wealth of fresh
aesthetic meanings, and the result is a
brilliant novella that makes this volume
a necessary acquisition. Penguin has

New books explore the role of M&is and
native people in our history and their often
troubled place In today’s world.

EPIE*L.oOYIs .a ever-growingps.+

sion mith North Americans. They
flock to archives and &wy
offices, gore over old nnvspapers.
and send hundreds of thousands
of letters worldv:ide in the hope of
establishing some linl: with their
p3st for successive generations.
Their researchbrings much satisfaction to individual gettealogists,
but few excursions into family
bxkgrounds can explore territory
% rich and exiting as that in Tell Me,
Gmndo!other, by Lyn Hancock and
Marion Dovzlet (McClelland & Stavatt,
160 pages,$9.95 paper).
The book is essentially a family
histoty. Grandmother is Jane Howvse
Livingston (1848~1919). M&is granddaughterof JosephHowvse,a trader for
the Hudson’s Bay Company who explored tmd openedferritoty vvzstinto the
Rockies in the early IgOUs. Jane,&ss
born in the Red River settlement. no\v
Witmipeg. but when her hg&is parents
SW that their way of life was being
threatenedby increasedEuropean settlement, they decidedtoleave. In 1863they
crossedthe prairie in a Red River cart to
Fort Victoria, near modem-dayEdmonton. There Jnne met and married Sam
Livingston. aa Irish-born explorer,
adventurer, and prospector. Within a
fev~ years, they moved their young
family south to the Calgary area, where
they becameprominentearly settlers and

ramlers.

Janebad sharedthe memoriesof these
e?rly years vfith one of her grandchildren, Dennis Dorvler. His wife,
i?larion Dowler, approached Hancock
Forassistancein recordingtbe story, and
JI?flIf@, Grandmother is the result. The
:lory’s structure is rather mtmbersome.
It presentsyoung Dennis, at about II
yearsof age, drawing the story from his
grrmdmotha bit by bit, interspersingha
rzcollccted adventures \vith cotmnents
about his o~vn life in the Calgary of
1919.

._
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The book is written primarily for
children. and this stmcttue has the
advantage of relating the story from a
child’s perspective. But the doubledistancingand the constantinterruption
of the main action are didvantages
that atz not compensatedfor. Still. the
story is well worth telling, particularly as
it emphasizesthe role native and h!i&is
wvomenplayed in the opening of the
West. in spite of frequent diirimination
toward them. The book contains blackand-white illustrations by Douglas Tail
and helpful maps by Jack Bone.
Tbe Hancock-Dowler book explains
the mle that fur traders played in the
history of Western Canada. A Breed
Apatt, by Tony German (McClelland &
Stnvatt, 272 pages,$3.95 paper), is a tie
tiooalized account of the fir-trading
period and the violent rivalry between
the Hudson’s Bay Company and the
North West Company in the early part
of the 19th century.
The hero, Duncatt Cameron, is the
M-year-old son of Angus Cameron, a
full partner in the North West Company, and of Rose Flowr, his Cree
“coutttty” v/ire. After an apprenticeship
in Montreal, he returns to his home, a
to be at the heart of the
ness,
conflict between the two trading interests. This conflict is paralleled by the
struggle within Duncan himself as he
tries to reconcile the values inherited
fmm his parentsand to decidewherehe
belongs.
Duocan’s life is further complicated
when he falls in love with Nancy Speace,
also half-&e,
and the daughter of
Magnus Spence,the neighbouringHudson’s Bay Company factor, just as full
war breaks out betweenthe two posts.
Duacan’s ill-judged attempt to help
Nancy and her motha coststhe life of
one of the Nor’westero. He loses his
father’s confidenceattd is turned away
fmm the post to makehis own way asan
independenttrader.
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During the next few months in the
wildcmess,Duncad learnsas much fmm
his Cree relativesas he did in 10 yean of
schooling in Montreal. But he cannot
escapethe company conflict. Some of
his Cree cousinsare murdered by Hudson’s Bay men. Duncan is critically
wounded, and it appearsthat he has lost
Nancy to his bitterestenemy. But in the
end, Duncan triumphs, proving his
worth to his fatrdly and, more important, finding out about himself. He
1-s
that he can be neither SC& nor
Ctee nor both, but is something different and worthwhile - a breed apart.
Tony German is a retired naval
officer. A Breed Apart is his fourth
historical novel for young people since
1917, when the tirst of his popular Tom
Penny series appeared. He is a skilled
aad sure writer. his well-researched
storiedcteathtga wonderful senseof the
viokttce, romance, and excitement in
parts of Canadian history. School
teachers should direct their classes to
read A Breed Aparts pahaps along \vith
Tell Me, Grandmother, and scrap all
their old lessonplans on “The fur trade
in Westem Canada.”
Lance Ducharme in Let It Go. by
Marilyn Halvorson (Irwin, 7.23 pages.
$9.95 paper), is also part Cree, a fact
that adds complexity and depth to the
backgroundand chamcteriz&on of this
14-yesz-old Alberta boy. The story is
told from the point of view of Lance’s
bat friend. Red. When Lance’s mother,
who deserted him 10 yea16 earlier,
returns and throws his entbz life off
co”tse. Red tried to help. Red has
serious problems of his own, and during
an exciting climax both boys move
toward a bettu understattdiig of the
adults in their lives.
As in ha first novel, Cowboys Don’t
Oy, Halvorson deals honestly with
issues facing young adolescents.
Strained family relations, single-parent
homes. peer pressure, reckless driving.
drug abuse. child abuse, intense
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boredom with school - all are touched
upon in Ler It Go. But the book is not
just a depressing litany of topical probIems, as so many books directed at the
adolescent market seem to be. Halvorcon’s characterization and plot develop
ment are interesting and challeoglttgly
complex. She presents no facile solutions to any of the problems, but the
generaltone of the story is positive and
hop&i& probably because of her portrayal of the firm friendship between the
tvzo boys and their love for rural
Albzrta.
An&l: Press marks its 10th anniversary in publisldng this year. It has
become v:ell-Imoan as the distributor of
many high-quality children’s books
from Europe, but it also continues to
offer the fresh sod original Canadian
material upon which it made its reputation. Among An&k’s recent releases
are A TOile to Ee Bmve and Dancing
IZMwrs,by Chrlstel IUeitsch and Paul
Stephens (both 64 pages, 96.95 cloth,
53.95 paper), the first two books in the
Spirit Bay series, which corresponds to a
television reties of the same name.
Both stories are told from the point of
viev: of Taftr Shebagabow. an ll-yearold Ojibway girl who lives in Spirit Bay,
a reserve in Nonhero Ontario. In the
cinrer her famllyleaves Spirit Bay to run
a trapline in the bush. A Time to Be
.&CMtells how Tafia m”st overcome her
terror of tmbts to flag down help for her
fotber who is injUrea at their isolated
winter home.
In firring
Feathers, Tat% travelsto
SouthernOntario to attend a powwow.
Site experiences a certain amount of
culture shock, particularly in Toronto.
mtd the problems of Indll caught betwen two worlds are e..uplored.At the
povx:ov~, Tatia’s appre&ion for her
heritage increases. Although she had lttltlally rebclled against taking part in the
dancins. she puts on the special costume
her .&&oiher
has ma& for her and
dances sith pride. The books are illustrated cith black-and-white stills from
the libns. The covet att ls native artist
Don Bose’s first work for children.
Murdo Scribe (1920-1983) was horn
on a reserve lo Manitoba. He served
overseas dmiog the Second World War,
then rettuned to a traditional life of
hutttiog attd trapping. I” 1975he joined
the Native Education Branch of the
Mtitoba department of education and
began witlog storia and recmding
legends he bad heard from elders on his
reserve. PBurdo’s Story (Pemmican
Publications, 44 pages, 86.95 paper) is
one of these legends. telling how the
animals, long before humans lived on
earth, made arrangements to divide tbe
year into summer and vtiter. The book
is lllustmted by Terry Gallagher.
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Also from Pemmican are hvo storybooks by Bemekla Wheeler, who produced them at a native writers’
workshop sponsored by the Native
Education Branch in Manitoba. A
Friend Called “Chant.” illuwated by
Andy Stout (30 pages, $5.95 paper). tells
how a littlegirlcomesto appreciatethe
friendshipsnd loyaltyof herpet dog.
Unfortunately, Wheeler tries to tell the
story in verse form with rather awkward
results.
Muchn~cnv
sucwsfulis I c&t have
bammck butthebeaver
has a dam, illustrated by Herman Bekkerlng (32 pages,
95.95 paper). an amusing story
developed aloag the lines of “The House
That Jack Built.” A little boy asks for
some batmock. but his mother can’t
make it. AtIer persistent questioning,
the boy gets her to give hi the complete
reason why not:
Tbebcavernezdedthetreetomakea
dam. so. the beaver chewed the tree.
l’hebiitreefellsndknaelredthepower
linerdown. Without the power lbcs. the
elenridty ir off. Wlthout the elezuiclty.
the own woa’t get hot. And I can’t
make bannock.
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slE2uL WARS
An American
Janice

Viewpoint
Her&e

kn animal
wildlife
con.
SuItant
looks
at this
controversial issue.
ISBN 0-919519-61-X
$19.95 oloth
ISBN O-919519-63-6
$9.95 paper

BORE

THAN A POOR
MAJORITY
Bren Walsh

Interesting
new
peripectives
on Newfoundland’s union with Canada.
ISBN 0-919619-62-0
$12.96 paper

All three Pemmican books are attraetively presented, their full-page illustrations showing native children bt starring
roles.
The Crae and M&k children who live
in Moosonee and Moose Factory are the
centre of attention in Child&
of 61e
Great Ma&g (Black Morr Press, 84
pages, 910.95 pap@. Sean Penis has
collected their art work and writing, and
hi book presents their feelings about
theit home and traditions, their rew
tioos to the cultural invasion from the
south, and their cottcems for the fut”re.
Here are some excetpts:

Drarrittg
m&If 011bet%k A Larger”
columttsthat for sewn yeats havebeen
such a popular feature la Chafeiaine

maguine,theGlobeandhfaihtheIlronYo
uwukd
. . . Ewy

fall and spring

peopte from Moaronne and Moose
Factow go hunting
for geece and moose. My favmutte TV
shows mz

andIncredikte Hutk.
. . . But

’

Our Land
todayyou cameu/cmg
you

white people
ourmdmafs, wre ourfitemfs
Ourperfet friendship ir rrll gone.
OurLand,

The art is clear and strong, containing
images fmm the world in which the
children live, a world where snowmobiles, planes, and outboard motors
have as much place as snowshoes and
canoes. 0

SllrrandLoa~w’s l%e@, Linda Silver
Dmaoff has crealeda practicalbook of
vilal interestto the modemCsnadlan
wmsn.
The book can setveas a ttsstitltefexnce
yide, as aa eacyclopedlaof legalinformation not easilyavailablefrom any other
srmm, on a broad mttgeof issuesconfrwtiag adults. Iaformalionis presentedin
depth. but at the sametime in clear,
objective,“ttderstaadablelanguage
rellectiagthe at&or’s coavictioathat
infotmationabmtt the law,domt-ttxarlb
advicefor legalsolutions,shouldbe readily
at hand to all membersof tlte commually

paperback59.95
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‘The dollar was a dollar until 1973. Now it is
somathlng different each day. People want to know about
those mysterious forces that permeate their Ilves’

NE OF CANADAS leading business
journalists. Alexander Ross has had
a ratied career as a writer, editor.
and broadcaster. He has worked for
United
Press International
in
Enpland, as a reporter and columttiw for the Vancouver Sun, at
managing editor of i&7clean’s,
columnist for the Fbmciaf Post
and Toronto S1ar3 and editor of
Toronto Ljfk He is the author of
four books, most recently The
Traders:
Inside
Canada’s
Stock
Markers, which was published in paper-

back by Collins last month. Rors now is
the editor of a monthly investment
nrwlcrtcr. TheMoneyletfer, and ls partowner and consulting editor of Canudim Busbtess Magazine. He was inter\*iewd in Toronto by Sherle Posesorski:

Alxcmdcr P..s: Idly first job after grad-

uating from university
parents u&g,
I got
rclotions repreremative
txmy. In the year and

in 1957. At my
a job as a public
with a gas wma half that I was
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with the company, it was embroiled in
the largest political scandal of the 1950s.
The president was a high-flying stock
promoter whose actions ended up sending him to jail.
Observing
that
tempestuous sdvetttiue hooked me cat
business. Business runs on our most
primal emotions and desires: ego, lust,
greed. Those passions create contllct
and high drama.
Bit2 How would you describe the sryle
of business wridm that was sIandan+
when you began &dng in the l%Os?

Ross: Twenty years am. busbtess wvrltlna
was ineomp&hensible to anyone outsldi
a very narrow sector. It was flat, factual.
black-and-white
writing. In the early
’60s. I was an editor at Maclean’s. Many
of us there were excited and influenced
by the style of feature wiling that was
appearing in New York magazine - the
“new journalism,”
exemplified by the
work of Tom Wolfe and Gay TaIese. A
feature by a writer whose pen-name was
Adam Smith had a particularly strong
impact on me. He wrote a plea on the
movie industry merger between Paramount and Gulf and Western. His story
was vividly descriptive. had a strong
story-line, and was populated with charwas that -the real
Smith’s
motivation for the merger wasn’t money
but lust. 1 thought that was a marvellow
yet obvious insight - that business
operates fundamentally on crude emotions. In 1968, I was hi
to write a
column for the Pbmcial Pm, where I
began using such techniques. I wanted
my business stories to read like those
American features or like sports stories.
There are really only four business transactions: buying, selling, borrowing, and
lending. AU buslncu activities can be
explained in terms of those four tramactions and some common emotions.
BlCt Wha: was the reardon qf readers?
Ross: Very favourable.
It bar been
demonstrated
that businessmen
like
readii
glitzy features.
particularly
about
corporate
screw-ups.
That
discovery was made in the 1930s by
Henry Lute in Forltute magazltte. There
still is a fundamental division in bulttess
journalism between practitioners of the’

traditional flat reportorial style and the
new business feature writers, whom the
reporters consider glitzbeads. However,
some of the best joumali~m in Cattadais
being done by those feature writers.
BlC: WhaI WIU the gene& of The
Traders,
and your balerest in the
secur.N?s indusby?

Ross: Unemployment. Really. I had just
closed a magazine I started called
Energy. My agent suggested I rrite a
history of Bav Street. I said. No. who
wants-to read-about that? I \&&me,
feelittg dismmawd. The next m&nine. I
wokeip with ti;e book fully form&
my mind - chapter headll
and subjects. I guess my subconsclmts had been
workll
overtime. The rather obvious
insight that came to me as a shattering
revelation was that although nobody
wants to read a himu of Bay Street,
they might want to read about the Canadian exchanges through the activities of
current
influential
traders.
I then
decided to write a Peter New&
Anthony Sampson-style book on the
securities industry.
BlCt You state in your ptqface that you
were concerned with conveyi~ how the
machine works, and not with judging its
social urility. Did you feelthat its social
udlity would be an .&sueofcontendon?
Ross: There is slill a lot of rhetoric and

imagery attached to Bay Street - you
know, the fat-cat capitalists with dollar
signs cat their vests. As a business jaw
nallst, that’s an issue and image that you
confront. But The Tradersis descriptive.
It allows readers to reach their own concluslott about the market’s social utility
- which by the way, is not very high.
Not enough Canadians invest ta make it
a &d&ant
social force.
BiC: Your approach iF evomdve ofa

film
documentary.
Ross: I’m very attracted by witers with
visual styles - writers who use imagery
in every sentence. If you read a John
Updlke or Hemy Miller sentence, there’s
almost always a vlsttal image in every
line - something you can picture. For
me, that makes their work a joy to read.
I’m always on the lookout for the tiny
moment that ctystalllzes the subject.
Years ago, I interviewed a doctor who

_~__

hxl b?en jailed for performing abortion;. I ment to visit him at his home. He
lrsd an,organ in his livingroomand was
playing these rather sweet melodies,
which he composed. I asked him what
they vwe. He said, “Lulla)ies.” That
v::‘.15
n perfect moment.
KiU: How Jo you (ICM)UIII
/or the currw ~rowirr,n inleresf in the busines
I:rXid?
Rws: The dollar was a dollar until 1973.

Since then it is something different each
d.3:;. Businesses feel threatened. and
nroit people want to know about those
m~.rniou~ forcer that permeate and
+apc their lives. On another Icvcl,
bu&ers - or in general terms our work
- iz.the only constant in our lives. Pas-

Gan dies. our children grow up, yet
Ihrou:h it ail our work sustains us. Cl

.__..
__.. ~_...~

~..-~.._~_.._--.-

former professor of English Literature.
and erudite in the history of English
poetry. . .I’ - Camey presumes the
Muse can be invokedby a pile of
degrees. He complains that I have failed
to note Murray’s overwhelming
dependency upon twisted borrowings
fmm “archaic” sources such as Mawell,
Marlowe, Eliot, and Yeats. (Shall we
exclude the dramas of Sophocles, the intrusion of Greek myths, elc.?) May I
suggest that hobnobbing with the
aoeomplished dead through an excess of
erudite allusion is no substitute for
talent of one’s own. If-1 borrow a Line
fmm Yeats. and hope to be mistaken for
him, I may simply be mistaken. In such
light, Camey may appreciate these
golden words from another “archaic”
source, John Dryden’s An ESUJ’ of

_

Please give us six weeks
advance- notice if possible.
Enclose the Booksin
Canadamailing label
giving your old address
and write your new
address in the space below.

Dmmafic Posey: “He is one of those

had some advantage of
education. . . knows better than the
other what a poet should be, but pots it
into practice more unlackily than any

who, having

man. . . .”

Thus I do the books and letters of
degreed poets and their degreed fans
sometimes suffer from acute acanemia.

Kathleen Moore
Montreal

I’:.: so GLADthat In his letter (AugustSeptember) Associate Professor of Art
History Christopher Camey recognized
tlw tortured language in my review of
Adaw arrd Eve iit Middle Age by Rona

evidently achieved
the cffecr intended, which was to satirize
Murr;ly’s use of language. Contrast that
rcvicv; v:ith my review of Cor&btdadons by Sharon Theseo in the same
ijsue. and the honoured academicwill be
~~nnIcdto note the dramatic dlfferemx
in te:iture. diction, and tone - also
dtlibcrately gauged.
Camey thinks me arrogant, and
OCCLIS~S
me of instructing an “artist”
ho\? the cwtent of a poem should be
“rhaped:’ Is Camey now Instructing
the critic how the content, nay the
language of her review should be
shaped? Furthermore, does Carney
imz$ne that content is immune from being as cliched, imlpid, shallow. and irr&rant as the language that tries to con\q it? Judging by the substance and
foml of his own letter, he does.
Citing credentials - “Murray. a
Xlr~rr~y (hIarch). It

THE FOLLOWNO

Name

dewed

Newaddress

Canadian books ware
in the previous issue of Books
in CWtada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily retlect the reviews:
FICTION
Daaclag Nlgbtly In the Twsm, by Mark
Andmay Jarman. Pras Porcdplc..Mostly
bleak-hearted aad vividly physical, Jarmaa’s nine storier weal a sharp. ssrdoaic
scare of humour. a good ear for speech,a
youagpoet’spcrruasive fondnessfor exuberaat laaguage. and a prose that @e

Hemingway’s) asplrcs mlgbtily toward
toughnessand kmnvingnar.
NON-FKXION
Vanished In Dnrlmess: An

l&m&,

Aurchwitr
by En Brewster, NeWst Prey.

In mostliterature. one wantsmore ploL;In
Brewster’scempellii account of Auschwitz life, one prays for lsss.Her book is a
fittbxg reply to tbe teachings of Jim
Keegstra. whore public statements
prompted Breu%terto resurrecths hortifyine experieneu in the shadowof death.
POETRY
PabIerhorn tbe Women’sQuarters,by Claire
Harris, WillismmWallace.Wilb line imugcry and technicalskill, I-lards writesabout
injustlce - from pollee persecutionof a
IS-year-old jaywslker to aoay cxecutIom
of guerrillas. For a fit book, the poems
are refmed tid marwe, and prcdlct even
better work to come.

Is it time to renewyour
subscription? Tick the
appropriate box below. A oncyear subscription in Canada
is $13.95. Outside Canada $16.95.
0
Cl
0
0

Renewal
New subscription
Payment enclosed
Bill me

NaUW
Address
postal code

Mail to: Books in Canada,
366 Adelaide Street E., Toronto,
Ontario MSA 3X9 Canada
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THE FOLLO~NO Canadian books have
been received by Bo& in Canada in re
cent w&s. loelusion in this lit does not
oreclu~e$ @v#
~r,~#e
‘Ill pm

,s,ue:

.

felt that she could hati an orsari
only on an army blanket. while
Mellors now tuskted on “a proper
bed.” Their sexlife detedomtedto a
polat when Mellots dabned that
Conniewas “f&ii
it,” and he had
to gealate hb seafantasia from the
national averagxof sevendaily. Tix
Mellorsa had an amicable divorce
and Constance married Fsirftd
Sturaeoa.a baronetwith a thousand
acm of uncultivated land in
Northumbuland. On his wife’s
recommendation. Lord Sturgeon
hired Meflors as atieeper.
THE wxwr
quoted above answers
the question posed in the title of Marrin L&t’s
Whatever Happened to
Lady Chaltgrley’s Lover? (Andrew.
McMeel & Parker), which also

described the further adventures of
such fictional characters as Robiison
Crusoe, Elba Doolittle, Blanche
DuBois, Christopher Robin, and
Tarzan. Sad to say, the book doesn’t
delve into the future lives of any
Canadian charaetas, which led as to
wonder, for instance, what Anne (of
Grwn Gables) Shirley, Rachel (a Jart

~LASSOFEED
Classified
rates: $6 ‘per line (40
characters to the Ilne). DeadlIne: flrst of
the month for issue date followlng
month. Address: Books In Canada Classifled, 366 Adelaide Street East, Toronto
M5A 3Xg. Phone: (416) 363.5426.
PROM SHAVI STREET PRWX Twelve
Landscapes
by Ralph Gustafson.
Prlntad Letterpress. 260 slgned’ and
numbered copies aewo into wrappers.
620 or a subscrlptlon to our flrst three
books $55. Prepald orders to: 550 Cllnton
St.. Toronto ful6G226.
FUTURES. Humanlatlc digest of ideas.
515 yearly (Institutions $25). 2 Sllvar
Awwe. Toronto, Ontario MBR 3A2.
OLD AND FtARE BOOKS. Canadiana
catalogues. Heritage Books, 666 PalmerSton Ave.. Toronto. Ont. MBG 2.62
USED LAVA BOOKS. 30 day free axamInatlon. Write J.L Heath, 86 Isabella St.
11165,Toronto M4X lN3. g22-664g.
VISIT OLD FRIENDS Bookstore. 426
Richmond St., London, Ontario, N6A3Cg
for quallty
secondhand
books.
519-43g.2606.

ofGod)Cameron. or Dunstan (Fufh
Business) Ramsey might be up to

these days. Contastants are invited to
summarize, ia 100 words or less, the
further adventures of characters

from Canadian fiction for a prize of
SZ.5.Deadline: November 1. Address:
CanWit No. 10.5.Books in Canada,
366 Adelaide Street East, Tomqto
MSA 3X9.
Results OF CanWit No. 103
WE WERE hardly prepared for the

of entries we provoked
when we complained that a recent
sarw had turned up only a handful

‘avalanche

of f&ricks
bawd on Canadian
pfaeanames. @lease stop. Nowl) In
order to ease the task of judg&
them, we tended to impose a second
criterion. present in most good
limeric!x% that their content be suitably bawdy. Accordingly, the winner
is Mary Lile Bcnham of Winnipeg,

who alone entered 16 limericks, two
OFwhich are reprinted below:
A hothendfmm St. J~~Rapt&te

Caughtfriend Rend with hir wjfe
Fdi+?
t
11-1 ...w .,a Yr”_
He shol them both dead,
And wm charged with dismrblngthe
pi&Y.
A maiden/mm Tuktoyaktuk
Wmdd do almostanything/w u
buck.
A buck wiled her bb&?
Shesaid. ‘None ofthut XII&I’m ne/lowrforyoung men to. . .
pluck:~

A rodeo buff /mm Kiibrkle
Allemplcd (I bull 10 b&ride.
Rut imperfectagility
Impaired his virility:
Now he muldn?sing Iwr if he t&i.
- Alee McEwen, Ottawa
Tlwe wavII young girl /mm

HOOV.?~

Wifh one end 011her turn,
The other her bum.
Sheperformed 0 nmst complex
mmlo‘?““r&
-

Barry Baldwin, Calsaty

A schoolteacbwnorth ofRegbm
Hod some drinks with mu
unemplo)vdminer.
She lost him that nlghrr
Bul ot the/it light
Shefound he wwsin her gawbo.
- Ellen Field, Vancouver
A hopejiilyoung cowboy/mm
Tmro
Had horse-sense.but den* not
lhomugh:
Hir de& for II cob
Was broughtup with a job
When he mated h& rnm~ with u
burro.
- Joan Lenaon
Newporton-Tay. Scotland

A lady who llwd in Kenom
Was locdly known m Lenon:
She wwUsou#~tithe border A bride by mail-order Now everyonemlls her Senom.
- Lois Grant, Calgary
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For almost 15 years, thousands of copies of Books in Canada
(25,000 this month alone) have been distributed free by
participating bookstores and libraries.
These outlets pay a token amount for the copies they
distribute, but the cost to us has been high. So high, in fact,
that we can no longer afford to subsidize this method of
distribution to our readers.
By our 15th anniversary next spring Books in Canada will
be available only by subscription OPfor a single copy
price of $1.95;.
But we’re still giving you a good deal. At a subscription rate
of $13.95 (rising to $14.95 in 19861, a year’s issues of Books in
Canada cost less than one hardcover book. That’s also a 20 per
cent saving on the newsstand price.
So use the coupon below to order your subscription now. And
while you’re at it, order one for a friend.
We need each other. We know we’re important to Canada’s
readers, and our readers are very important to us.

--________________________----__________________-____
T_________________________________________________
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(SM.95 A YEAR OUTSIDE CANADA)
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THE HANDMAID’S TALE

BORDERLINES

Margate Atwood
An unexpected, funny, horrifying

Jaoette Turner Hospital
Seal Award Winner j Th Irr~rv Pcw~.
1982! Jaerte Turner Hospitdl’s newest
book is .I por*wful novel which illustrates
the tenuousness of life. It 1salso a terrifyingly real story of livin8 out the conseqoence$ of our .urions. even the oner
which. at first. seem benign. $19.9.5

and
altogether convincing view of the future.
It5 at one and the same time a scathing
satbe and dire warning. It’s Atwood at
top form. $22.95

OIL PATCH EMPIRE
John B&m
From the boardrooms of the powrful
to the bedrooms of the beautiful, here
is a blistering saga of the high-living
b$~llets
of the Alberta oil industry.

FLI-ITERINIUDAS
Vicmria Bran&n
Opposites fall in love. This is the bittersweet. marvelously comic story of the love
between B wotnan with B dream . and
a man with a scheme. 112.95 pb

JOKES FOR THE APOCALYPSE
bavid Carpenter
JOKES FOR THE APOCALYPSE iscommired of twu novellas that herald the
emetgence of P major talent. Whether
interprering the v&d thmugb a child’s
perspective or penetrating the inverted
idealism that tests in the heart of the
world-weary cynic, David Carpenter is a
storyteller in the grandest tradition.
SU.95 pb

WISHBONES
Cynthia Long
WISHBONES is the profoundly moving
story of three generxiom of women in _I
Cnnadian family. Cynthln Lung h.ncrafted
a distincly modern t.de of the mg.xie\
of the human heart. 512.95 ph

A CERTAIN MR. TAKAHASHI
Ann Ireland
As teen.,gcn. nvu LIYCDrhatr .I” obsesuon
for _I myvenour. dashing international
concert QlaniSt. This youthful obsession
bears .I dark fruit. The 198.S Seal Award
winner i\ .I novel oi intimate frlendship
and bitter berrayrl. $19.9.5
TRADE RUMORS
Quinn Mcllhone
From rhegoollmouthicramblesrothepenthouw p;lmes. here is J novel about
modem-d.ty hockey. where the real name
of the g.une is nor winning or loring. but
ruruiring. TRADE RLIMORS is as hardhitting .a\ .I corner bodyzhrck. 54.95 pb

; ENDANGERED

LIST
David Curt
A computer genius mvents a security dewce
that will give protection to computer
records. When he tries to patent it he dircowrs that his “crunching” ability bar
put his own name on an endAngered li5t
and that all the surveillance equipment
that he used to work with will now be
employed in his pursue. 119.95

MAKING ARRANGEMENTS
Robert Harlow
They’re in the gate
they’re off..

the
whack&t tield of racermck iir!regulan.
hooken and underworld zanies ever to
round the clubhouse tom in .I dead heat.
From the author of the highly regdrded
SCANN. S4.95 ph

DAUGHTERS
OF THE EARTH
AND OTHER STORIES
Judith Merril
lssac Avmov hnsc.dled Judith Merril’bne
of the pioneers of the feminme invasion
of saenc~ fiction:’ This volume brings
together the best of Merrilt shorter work,
~ncludingth~excellent
novellas. 54.95 pb
HELMET OF FLESH
ScottSymons
HELMET OF FLESH I!, one of the most
daring .xhnewmenrs in modern fiction.
C.orgeourly written. by turn provocative
and tender. SoSQenSefUland droll. the book
is 3 profound celebration of every kind
of 1~. $14.9.5

